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The purpose of this joint MVRPC and TCC meeting is to 
accommodate a request from Brock Adams, Secretary of 
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), that the 
1-675 East project be resubmitted to the MVRPC and Tce 
delegates for their review and comment. The Chair is 
aware that MVRPC's by-laws prescribe set procedures 
for annual review of regional plans and policies. 
However, the Chair, in recognition of the importance 
of facilitating a final decision on the 1-675 issue 
and in the spirit of cooperation with Secretary Adams 
and his staff, proposes this procedural departure and 
respectfully submits the 1-675 East project to you for 
policy review and subsequent A-95 review and comment. 

In addition, MVRPC and TCC staff has been requested by 
both Secretary Adams and U.S. Senator John Glenn to 
conduct a general evaluation of possible urban impacts 
resulting from the completion of 1-675 East; especially 
as those impacts could relate to the region's center, 
the City of Dayton. The enclosed report constitutes 
the MVRPC and TCC formal response. And, it is provided 
to you as information and background material to aid 
you in your deliberation on this issue. 

Present policy of both MVRPC and TCC supports the 
complete construction of 1-675 East. The joint staff 
recommendation is to continue this policy position 
supporting the completion of 1-675 East along with 
local/state/federal negotiation of nine mitigating 
actions in order to assure optimal communitywide 
participation in the resulting regional economic 
benefits that will accompany the completion of this 
urban connector. 
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The MVRPC and TCC urban analysis report on 1-675 assumes 
that two components provided the driving force behind 
the current u.S. DOT controversy over the project. 
One is the Rand Study on tiThe Urban Impacts of Federal 
Policies"i and, the other is the President's urban 
policy coupled with the newly required urban impact 
assessment statements for federally funded projects. 

The Rand Study is an outstanding series that documents 
consequences of federal policies which shape the population 
and residential locational decisions, the fiscal condition, 
and the economic development patterns of urbanized areas 
and geographic regions. The impact of the federal high
way system on cities is the issue of particular importance 
to the Department of Transportation. The Rand Study 
indicates that the nation's interstate highways tended 
to draw population and employment away from the center 
cities in such a manner that they created fiscally 
depressed areas and left older, dependent, and disadvantaged 
people behind. The Richmond (Virginia) Study provides 
case studies of six cities and presents a comparative 
analysis of the rate of growth in CBD retail sales in 
beltway vs. non-beltway cities. This study shows the 
ratio of CBD to SMSA retail sales of beltway cities 
declining at a faster rate than in non-beltway cities. 
Hence, the concern of U.S. DOT is that its transportation 
projects should not create negative impacts to already 
distressed areas, older suburbs, or their residents. 

The President's urban policy is a commitment to conserve 
the fiscal, physical, and human resources of the nation's 
communities. This policy recognizes that no level of 
government alone nor any jurisdiction in isolation can 
deal with the complexity and interrelatedness of issues 
that face its residents. A coordinated urban policy 
approach is of particular significance in project 
specific issues such as the completion of 1-675 East. 
+t provides the backdrop against which competing concerns 
can negotiate themselves out and create a regional 
agenda. It provides the context within which off-set 
policies can be developed. It ameliorates what otherwise 
could have been negative impacts if such a project had 
been dealt with in the traditional categorized manner. 
Thus, interrelated policy management permits support 
of specific projects that initially sprawn woe-be-gone 
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reactions when viewed in an unrelated context, 

What makes the Dayton area and specifically the 1-675 
East project amenable to this approach? The existing 
regional dependency of the Dayton area economy. The 
regional ethic of the Miami Valleyis elective, business, 
labor and citizen group leaders; their demonstrated 
understanding of the interaction and interdependency 
that public/private partnerships are necessary for a 
vibrant community to sustain itself. Some specific 
examples will illustrate these points better. 

1. The Dayton metropolitan area automatically has 
a regional economy. On one hanal the City of 
Dayton constitutes approximately one-third of 
the urban county's population and about one-fourth 
of the Dayton-metropolitan population; yet, 
approximately 45% of the City's income tax is 
paid by suburban and rural residents. On the 
other hand, the current job loss being exper
ienced in the City of Dayton is partly due to 
closing or cutbacks in facilities (Frigidaire 
and DESC) located in suburban communities. . 

2. 1-675 East is an urban connector rather than a 
true circumferential in the Rand sense. All of 
the proposed highway segment connector lies 
within the Region's adopted Urban Service Area. 
And, it is reflected as such in MVRPC and TCC 
areawide plans. It represents one part of an 
integrated multi-model transportation network. 

3. 1-675 is constructed on "paper"; and the 
inadvertent impacts of the paper-highway began 
twenty years ago. This is reflected by the 
urbanization of the southern suburbs and by 
the fact that much of the rezoning that would 
occur along a beltway has already happened in 
anticipation of the concrete-highway being built. 
The impact from the paper-highway may be reflected 
by the fact that non-beltway Dayton's CBD/SMSA 
retail sales ratio declined at a rate comparable 
to that of a beltway city between 1963-1972. 
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4. There is a voluntary commitment of local business 
leaders and Dayton city officials are successfully 
stabilizing and revitalizing the Dayton CBD. 
This cooperation grows from an insight and 
appreciation for the necessity of a region to 
have a healthy commercial and cultural center. 
Although land adjacent to the proposed by-pass 
was already owned by major corporations, it 
has remained undeveloped due to their decision 
to build their world headquarters in Dayton's 
downtown or nearby areas. 

Further examples are unnecessary. Those cited above 
illustrate that our Region has already demonstrated its 
capability for learning how to do things better--and 
then doing things better. 

It is this point that is the most significant point of 
all. The Rand Study only tells us what we did wrong, 
albeit unintentional. It tells us how not to do things, 
and that's very important to know. All actions require 
us to examine the interrelated actions of other programs. 
The task remains for us to develop the methodology that 
indicates what the effects of a specific project might 
be and to develop off-set policy which neutralize or 
reverse those unintended outcomes. 

The technology for undertaking such an urban analysis 
report is scant. However, drawing upon current studies, 
existing' "Framework for Change" policies, and the practice 
of MVRPC to negotiate differences among the Region's 
jurisdictions, reflects long-standing practices. 

Nora Lake 

NEL:njw 
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ABSTRACT 

This report, prepared by the Miami Valley Regional Planning 
Commission and the Montgomery-Greene County Transportation 
Coordinating Committee, analyzes impacts of proposed 1-675 
East in the Dayton, Ohio area upon the City of Dayton, low 
and moderate income persons, and minorities, and upon urban 
sprawl. It was undertaken in response to requests for info
rmation from United States Senator John Glenn; Brock Adams, 
Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation; 
and Robert C. Embry, Jr., Assistant Secretary of the United 
States Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

After reviewing the impacts, the report recommends completion 
of the highway based upon the negotiation of nine specified 
mitigating actions. Joint agreement of federal. state. 
regional and local agencies as a result of face-to-face 
exchanges will be required. All parties must assume a 
regional posture if any action is to occur. 

Finally, the report suggests the consideration of three add
itional construction alternatives not previously evaluated 
if the United States Department of Transportation rejects 
completion of 1-675. 

i 
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I. Introduction 

This report, prepared by the Miami Valley Regional Plan

ning Commission (MVRPC) and the Montgomery-Greene County 

Transportation Coordinating Committee (TCC) is a response 

to requests for assistance from Brock Adams, Secretary of 

the U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT)l, and from 

U. S. Senator John Glenn from Ohio. 2 Senator Glenn's 

request came as a result of a 

Assistant Secretary of the U. 

and Urban Development (HUD)3, 

memorandum from Robert Embry, 

S. Department 

regarding the 

the federally-required Environmental Impact 

of Housing 

adequacy of 

Statement (EIS)for 

Interstate 1-675 East in Greene and Montgomery Counties, 

Ohio. The EIS discusses the impacts of extending 1-675 

from its present terminus at Fairfield Road in Beavercreek 

Township (Greene County) to a new interchange with 1-75 

in Miami Township (Montgomery County) south of State 

Route 725. (See Map 1.) 

Cost of construction of the 16.53 miles of 1-675 East is 

$106,009,000 (in 1976 dollars). The estimated right-of-way 

cost (including the cost for relocating families and 

businesses) is $19,500,000 of which $17,800,000 has 

already been expended by 
. 4 Th' b' portat~on. ~s r~ngs 

highway to $125,509,000. 

the Ohio Department of Trans

the total estimated cost of the 

Completion of 1-675 will add interchanges at the following 

locations: 

eNational Road (half-interchange) 

. eSkyline Road 

eu. S. Route 35 (interchange only, no access to 
to immediate area) 

eIndian Ripple Road 



.Wilmington Pike 

-State Route 48/Loop Road 

.Yankee Road/State Route 725 

-1-75 (interchange only) 

2 

In addition to these new interchanges, there are existing 

interchanges at Fairfield Road, noted above, Daytoq-Yellow 

Springs Road, State Route 444, State Route 235 and 1-70 

and Spangler Road. 

In his March 1979 letter to David L. Weir, Director of 

the Ohio Department of Transportation, Secretary Adams 

asked for the views of MVRPC, as the A-95 agency, and its 

member governments to help answer the following questions: 

(I) What are the expected benefits and adverse impacts 
to the City of Dayton of the construction of I-675? 
In particular, what are the anticipated effects on 
current business and employment in the city, 
especially the central business district, and on 
opportunities for future business and employment 
growth? In addressing these questions, consid
eration should be given to possible plans of 
businesses currently located in Dayton to build 
in the 1-675 corridor if the road is constructed, 
as possibly reflected in land ownership in this 
corridor. 

(2) What will be the likely impacts of the proposed 
project on lower income residents of Dayton, 
other socially-disadvantaged segments of the 
population, and minority businesses? 

(3) What is the relationship of 1-675 to the Dayton 
City plan and to future development plans of the 
City? 

(4) What benefits and possible adverse impacts would 
the completion of 1-675 have on the metropolitan 
area in general that may reflect directly on the 
economic and social vitality of the City of Dayton? 

(5) In light of all the relevant information, including 
particularly the answers to the above questions, 
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what conclusions does the MVRPC reach regarding 
the desirability of constructing 1-675 as planned 
or with modifications?5 

HUD has asked the DOT to address six urban impacts 

rel.ated to the completion of 1-675 East. These include 

the effect of the highway on: 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The central business area of Dayton, and/or 
older suburban areas; 

Current revitalization and economic develop
ment activities and strategies in the City of 
Dayton; 

Aggregate job opportunities and job oppor
tunities for minority and unemployed residents 
of Dayton; 

Patterns of growth and on urban sprawl in the 
Dayton areaj 

Minority business opportunities (current and 
future) in Dayton; and 

Housing patterns related particularly to low 
and moderate income households and minorities. 6 

The replies to these two sets of questions have been 

consolidated and provided in the next section. In the 

third section, r.fVRPC and Tce advance three construc;,:ion 

alternatives in addition to the two in the EIS. I;} tl!(: 

final section, the two agencies recommend negotiation 

of nine mitigating actions by federal, state, regional 

and local agencies which generally address adverse impacts 

of the highway upon the City of Dayton, minorities and 

low and moderate income households. Appendices include 

correspondence from MVRPC members and parties affected 

by 1-675 and maps showing ownership patterns along the 

highway corridor. 



II. Analysis of Impacts 

1. Impa~t on Dayton Central Business Dist+ict (CBD). 

Since 1969 r Dayton's CBD has experienced some $230.5 

million in new construction (see Table 1). Renovation 

of three buildings and construction of River Corridor 

Table 1 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN DAYTON CBD, 1969-1979 

Structure 

Mead Corporation Headquarters 
Dayton Power and Light Building 
Jacques/Sherlock's Horne Restaurant 
Elder-Beerman Department Store 
Courthouse Plaza 
Arcade Square Renovation 
Gem City Plaza 
Third National Bank Renovation 
First National Bank 
Winters Bank Tower 
Sinclair Community College 
Montgomery County Admin. Bldg. 
Grant-Deneau Tower 
Stouffer's Hotel 
Dayton Convention Center 
Transportation Center 
Municipal Garage 
State Fidelity Savings & Loan Garage 
Federal Courthouse 
Dayton Newspapers Expansion 
Homestead Federal Savings & Loan 
Dayton Inn Renovation 
Ohio Bell Building 
Price Bros. Company Bldg. 
Senior Citizens Center 
State Fidelity Savings & Loan 

Total 

Cost 
(in millions) 
$ 

25.0 
12.0 

2.0 
6.0 
2.0 

20.3 
12.5 

0.5 
11.0 
20.0 
60.0 
10.0 
5.6 
8.0 
6.0 
5.0 
2.0 
1.0 

10.0 
1.0 
1.3 
1.0 
N.A 
2.8 
0.5 
5.0 

$230.5 

Sources: Estimates provided by John Dues, Mead 
Corporation Manager of Corporate Real 
Estate and President of Mead Land 
Services; Mark Pomerleau, Dayton Area 
Chamber of Commerce. 

4 
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facilities (along the Great Miami River) are planned. 

City of Dayton investment in its CBD (in terms of bond 

sales, loans, commitment of federal grants and tax abate

ment totals $47.7 million for the period beginning in 

1973 (see Table 2). 

Growth in retail sales in the CBD lagged in the early 

part of the 1970's during a period that roughly corres

ponded with the national recession. Table 3 shows 

annual increases in retail sales for ten CBD and 

suburban stores. The indices, prepared by the Down

town Dayton Association, indicate that, in recent years 

annual increases in CBD retail sales here nearly matched 

gains in suburban areas. (Indices are compiled from 

ten stores with CBD and suburban branchesi they are 

averages of the change in sales volume of all stores 

over the previous year.) 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Note: 

Table 3 

TRENDS IN DAYTON CBD AND SUBURBAN 
RETAIL SALES 
1973 - 1978 

Dayton CBD 
101.53% 

99.43% 
94.22% 

104.31% 
105.63% 
104.26% 

Suburbs 
106.00% 
104.10% 
105.55% 
108.86% 
106.50% 
106.36% 

Index numbers show change in retail 
sales over previous year. Previous 
year = 100%. 

Source: Downtown Dayton Association. 

How will the completion of 1-675 affect the retail environ

ment of the CBD? Presently, there is no impact methodology 

for assessing this question. There is only one report on 

the subject that is on point, a study of the impact of 
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Table 2 

CITY OF DAYTON INVESTMENTS IN ITS CBD, 1973-1979 

Amount 
Item (in millions) 

$ 

Courthouse Square 
Bond Sale 17.5 

City-wide Development 
Corp. Loan (incl. 
0.8 for Arcade Square) 3.3 

Arcade (Urban Develop-
ment Action Grant) 3.2 

Arcade (Local Public 
Works Grant) 1.B 

Tax Abatement: 

Stouffer's Hotel 
Mead Corporation 
Dayton Power and 

Light 
Elder-Beerman 
State Fidelity S&L 
Gem City S&L 
Home Savings 
Arcade 

Total 

$2.5 
8.0 

4.0 
1.3 
1.9 
2.6 
0.2 
1.4 

21. 9 

Total $47.7 

Period 

1975-1994 

1973-1979 

1979-1979 

1978-1979 

Source: Office of the City Manager, City of Dayton, 
April 18, 1979. 
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beltways on CBD'S prepared by the Urban Institute for 

the City of Richmond, virginia. 7 

The Urban Institute study attempted to measure the economic 

impact of proposed 1-295 on the Richmond CBD. The measure 

chosen to gauge the economic impact of the beltway was 

CBO share of regional retail sales. Three cities of 

comparable size with beltways were compared with three 

cities without beltways. The three beltway cities were: 

Indianapolis, Indiana (a capital city); Columbus, Ohio (a 
capital city); and San Antonio, Texas. The three non-beltway 

cities were: Louisville, Kentucky; New Orleans, Louisana; 

and Rochester, New York. 

The data in Table 4 shows the result of the Urban Institute 

analysis with additional Census of Retail Trade information 

for Dayton. Retail sales in the Standard Metropolitan 

Statistical Area (SMSA) between 1958-1972 grew at comparable 

rates in the non-beltway group, the beltway cities, and 

Richmond. Dayton SMSA retail sales, however, grew at 

18% less than the non-beltway SMSA's. 

Sales in the CBD'S, however, differed significantly. In 

the non-beltway cities, CBO sales increased 18% between 

1963 and 1972, while CBD sales fell 7% in the beltway cities. 

In addition, the ratio of sales in the CBO to total SMSA 

sales declined more rapidly in beltway cities (-56%) than 

non-beltway cities (-43%) after construction. 8 

The Urban Institute Report states: 

The results are particularly dramatic because 
the ratio of CBO to total SMSA sales between 
1958 and 1963, before completion of the belt
ways, declined more rapidly in non-beltway 
cities than in the beltway cities. Thus 
completion of the beltways reversed the 
relationship between beltway and non-beltway 
cities with respect to the CBD share of retail 
sales. 9 
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In Richmond, CBD sales increased 13% between 1963 and 

1972, and the ratio of CBD to total SMSA sales declined 

46% or 10% less than the beltway cities. Contends the 

Urban Institute: " ••. Analysis seems to indicate that 

even though the importance of the CBD as a major retail 

center has decreased in all of the cities, retail sales 

in the CBOIS of cities with beltways have declined 

considerably more than those without beltways. 11
10 In 

Dayton, CBD sales decreased 12% between 1963 and 1972, 

and the ratio of CBD sales to total SMSA sales declined 

53%, or 10% more than the non-beltway cities. 

The remainder of the retail sales analysis of the study 

examined the propensity of large shopping centers to locate 

within two miles of beltway interchanges. It found that 

a shift in sales and retail trade employment from the CBD 

to locations near beltway interchanges can be anticipated 

if the Richmond beltway is constructed. 

In the I-675 East project, two new shopping centers of 

considerable size are well into the planning stages and 

zoning has been approved. One will be located at the 

existing I-675 East/Dayton-Yellow Springs Road interchange 

in Fairborn. . This development, kno';m as Valle Greene, 

will have a total of 2,270,000 square feet of commercial 

space and 526,000 square feet of office space. A second 

mall development will locate at Uo S. 35 and Factory Road 

in Beavercreek, about four miles west of the 1-675 East/U.S. 

35 interchange. Nearly 1,100,000 square feet of retail 

space are planned in this mall. The increased accessibility 

provided by the completion of 1-675 will certainly make 

these two developments strongly competitive with the 

Dayton CBD in terms of retail sales. 
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Table 4 

RETAIL SALES IN THE CBD AND TOTAL SMSA (HISTORICAL DOLLARS) 
1957-1972 

SMSA 

Non-Beltwaya b 
Beltway Subset 
Richinond 
Dayton 

--SMSA SALES (Millions of Dollars)--

1958 

2,600 
2,676 

510 
781 

1963 

3,116 
3,258 

653 
971 

1967 

4,113 
4,308 

850 
1,305 

1972 

6,412 
6,881 
1,357 
1,822 

--Central Business District Sales (Millions of Dollars)--

Non-Beltway 
Beltway Subset 
Richmond 
Dayton 

Non-Beltway 
Beltway Subset 
Richmond 
Dayton 

766 
665 
142 
161 

668 
631 
128 
152 

741 
652 
132 
160 

--Percentage CBD of Total SMSA Sales--

29.4 21.4 18.0 
24.9 19.4 15.1 
27.8 19.6 15.5 
20.7 15.6 12.3 

790 
585 
144 
134 

12.3 
8.5 

10.6 
7.4 

aLOuisville, Kentucky; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Rochester, New York. 

bcolumbus, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; and San Antonio, Texas. 

% Change 
1963-1972 

106 
III 
108 

88 

18 
-7 
13 

-12 

-43 
-56 
-46 
-53 

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Retail Trade: Major Retail Centers: 
1963, 1972 and Thomas Muller, et al. The Impact of Beltways on Central 
Business Districts: A Case Study of Richmond (Washington, D.C.: The Urban 
Institute, April 1978), Page 16. 
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(These malls, or some portion of them, will be built 

regardless of the completion of 1-675. It is open to 

question, however, whether the eastern portion of Greene 

County and the western portion of Montgomery County, will 

provide a market to support two additional malls on the 

scale contemplated). 

The Urban Institute Study concluded that economic effects 

of the proposed Richmond beltway: 

Should be similar in other metropolitan areas 
planning beltways if their population levels, 
growth patterns, and density are roughly com
parable to Richmond's. Aggregate economic 
activity in the metropolitan area is unlikely 
to change with the addition of a beltway unless 
the current road system is congested to the 
point that normal business activity is hampered. 
The level of change in retail activity depends 
on the proximity of a beltway to the urbanized 
area, the rate at which the urbanized area is 
expanding, and growth of personal income. ll 

The degree to which the Dayton area meets those criteria 

can best be understood by examining data on density, growth 

rates and personal income. The Dayton SMSA's 1970 population 

density was higher (499 persons per square mile) than the 

1970 average of the beltway group (442 persons per square 

mile). However, the Dayton SMSA's population growth rate 

for 1960-1970 was lower (17.2% for Dayton V.s. 19.9% for the 

average of the beltway group). The Richmor·d SMSA' s 1970 

density was lower than Daytonis (433 persons per square mile), 

but its 1960-1970 growth rate was higher (l8.8%). Currently, 

the Dayton SMSA is in a state of population decline with 

the population loss largely within the City of Dayton 

(852,531 in 1970; 835,416 in 1975); Dayton's population 

dropped from 244,564 in 1970 to an estimated 205,986 in 

1975 (-15.8%). All five townships through which the 1-675 

corridor passes registered population gains during the same 

period. Dayton's per capita income has grown at a slower 

rate between 1969 and 1974 than the SMSA or Montgomery 
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county; the Dayton 1974 per capita income ($4,091) is 

below that of the SMSA ($4,787).12 

There are three major differences between the Richmond 

and Dayton situations. First, Richmond is a state capital; 

Dayton is not. As a consequence, much of the increase 

in CBD retail sales in Richmond (as in Columbus and 

Indianapolis, also state capitals) is probably attributable 

to growth of state government functions downtown. Dayton 

did not experience this. 

Second, the project proposed for Richmond, the completion 

of I-295, is a true beltway. What is proposed for Dayton 

is a connector, which when joined with the proposed 

Western Bypass, a high-type arterial around the western 

portion of Montgomery County, will constitute a half-beltway. 

Third, beltways in Columbus and Indianapolis were completed 

before the through routes. Consequently, the cases 

analyzed by the Urban Institute for Richmond, Virginia 

may be the results of a slightly different set of circum

stances than Dayton--loss of CBD retail sales due to the 

higher level of accessibility enjoyed by comparable 

commercial establishments on the urban fringe. 

Despite these differences, I-675 will probably cause the 

ratio of CBD to SMSA retail sales to decline, but at an 

unknown rate, particularly when coupled with shopping 

centers along or planned near the interstate which are 

now in the planning stages. However, current data does 

indicate a retail stabilization and investment in theCBD 

over the past ten years has been extensive. 

2. Impact on City of Dayton Goals and Policies. 

In 1977, the City of Dayton Office of Management and Budget 

prepared a policy analysis of the I-675 proposal for the 

". 
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Dayton City commission. 13 It assessed the impact of 

the proposed interstate in terms of adopted goals and 

objectives of the City Commission. City goals and object

ives were grouped into four categories (see Table 5): 

(1) Economic Vitality; (2) Neighborhood Vitality and 

Identity; (3) Unique Physical and Social Character; and 

(4) Regional Leadership. These goals and objectives have 

not been submitted to MVRPC for review and co~ent. 

The analysis identified one positive and seven negative 

impacts on the first group of eight objectives; no 

positive and five negative impacts on the second group 

of 14 objectives (there are no impacts on the remaining 

nine objectives), one positive and four negative object

ives on the third group of 11 objectives, and no impacts 

on the fourth group of five objectives. 

No discussion appeared in the analysis explaining the 

rationale behind the impact assessment, although several 

studies of varying applicability were provided as appendices. 

Virtually all impacts were without considered quantitative 

underpinnings. In addition, the City staff did not provide 

alternatives regarding 1-675 or propose mitigating actions. 

After the report was distributed, the Dayton City Commission 

voted to support 1-675 three to two. 

In addition to passing a resolution supporting 1-675 on 

the City of Dayton has included the interstate in its 

official Major Thoroughfare Plan, dated March 12, 1974. 

The highway is outside Dayton's corporate limits. 

3. Impact Upon Dayton's Housing Revitalization Strategies. 

Measuring the price impact of 1-675 East on the City of 

Dayton's housing market is difficult. After a long decline, 

Dayton housing prices are on the upswing. In the greater 

Dayton area, the average sales price of a home increased 

14.7% between 1977 and 1978, according to the Multiple 
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Table 5 

CITY OF DAYTON 
1-675 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES ISSUE ASSESSMENT 

GOAL , OBJEC'l'l:VE + o 
1.-, 

A. ECONOMIC VITALITY; 

1. , Jobs - Dayton yy 

2. w Jobs - Region .• x \ I 
3. Unemployment - target grc~lp!i x \ 1 
4. f Jobs downtown 'X V 
S. f Manufacturing jobs y 1\ 
6. Adequate tax resources X I \ 
7. Upward job move"ent XX I \ 
8. f! of businesses ')( 

B. NEIGHBORHOOD VlTALI'l'Y/IDENTI'l'Y 

1- Neighborhood Identitv X 
2. Perceived desirability X \ I 
3. Neighborhood resident stability X \ f 
4. City propert~ ~al~es X , . I 
5. Participation in neighborhood \/ institutions X 
6. * and $ lioee I1r.orovernent Loans X \ 
? Conventional r.ortcaaes X - 8. Vacancv rate .x 
9. Satisfaction neiahborhood conditions 'It 1\ 

10. OI.mer occu::::ancv 'C J \ 
11. Public: facilities aooearance .'lI' . I I \ 
12. Sens~ of security x T T 
13. Crime rate X I \ 
14. t~eighhorhood unemployment concen- II \ 

tratio!'l X 

c. tnlIQIJE PHYSICAL & SOCIAL CHARJ\CTER 

1. HUI:!a."'l scale X 
z. Heterogene:l.ty x \ 11 
3. Special districts y. \ I 
4. Preserve key structures X \ T 
5. Cultural activities X \I 
6. Electric bus syst~ 'X Y -, . Leverage non-city resources ., 1\ 
8. 'fli~i>~ corridor y I \ 
9. Pate of dOwntOtffl invest::nent 'It I \ 

10. % work ina & utilizing downtown 'lr I \ 
11. Quality representation on l:oarcs v I 

D. ru:GIO~lU. LEADERSHIP 

1. City leadership to achieve policy \ / c;oals ? 
2. Ci tv ad.."\inister reqiqnal services x \ / 
3. Cost va bene=it of regional -/\ 

services ? 
~. 1:0 new Qove=e:lts x / \ 
5. Reduce '# of qove:::r..:::lents "( V 

Source: Office of Management and Budget, Assessing the 
Impact of 1-675 East on the Goals and Objectives 
of the City of Dayton (Memorandum from the City 
Manager to the Dayton, Ohi~ City Commission, 
December 14, 1977). 
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Listing Service of the Dayton Area Board of Realtors. 

However, selected areas of the Dayton housing market 

are exceeding or closely matching that rate. In Upper 

Dayton View and Upper Riverdale, in the northwest section 

of the City, housing prices rose 29.6% and 17.1% respect

ively. In the southeast sections of the City, in Belmont 

and in the area east of Findlay Street, housing prices 

increased 13.3% and 14% respectively. By contrast, 

housing prices in the townships to be affected by the 

completion of 1-675 rose by slightly higher rates. In 

Bath, Beavercreek, and Washington Townships, prices 

increased 19.7%, 18.4%, and 14.7% respectively.14 

The increase in housing values in Dayton has probably been 

due to the interaction of several factors. First, there 

has been a local re-awakening of the bargain that Dayton 

housing offered as compared with the suburbs. Put simply, 

this means you can get more housing for less money in 

Dayton. Attitudes regarding housing values may have 

been influenced by City-Wide Development Corporation's 

(a non-profit entity started with Dayton's seed money) 

Urban Living Program which stressed the advantages of 

investing in the central city housing market. Second, 

Dayton residents appear to be more satisfied with inner

city living and hence less willing to part with their 

homes at distress prices as they did in the early 1970's. 

Third, code enforcement may have played a role in stemming 

neighborhood blight and in stabilizing housing values. 

Fourth, City-Wide Development Corporation's activities 

in providing rehabilitation grants and loans have had an 

impact on slowing or eliminating deterioration. All of 

these factors may have collectively reinforced consumer 

confidence in Dayton's housing stock and caused prices, 

like those of the suburbs, to rise once more. 
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Consequently, the impact of 1-675 on the value of housing 

in Dayton may be a gradual lessening of the current 

reduction in the appreciation differential between selected 

Dayton neighborhoods and the south suburbs. Accessibility 

to the interstate system and to increasingly suburban 

jobs may offset Dayton's programs to make the central 

city housing market more attractive and to boost housing 

values. In addition, more housing will be built near 

1-675 interchanges which will compete with housing in 

Day~on of equivalent ~ize, quality, and amenities. 

4. Impact of 1-675 on Drawing Jobs Away from the 
Center City. 

Considerable debate surrounds the issue of whether con

struction of interstate beltways and connectors draws 

jobs from the central city. While there is no reliable 

methodology that permits the prediction of the number of 

jobs which will be drawn from the City of Dayton or 

identifies the jobs that would go to the City of Dayton 

if 1-675 East were not built, one can identify the number 

of job opportunities at interchanges. One way to assess 

this is to examine the number of developments which are 

planned in close proximity to the interchanges. MVRPC 

and TCC computed the amount of vacant, zoned land within 

a half-mile of the 1-675 East interchanges, including 

the Dayton-Yellow Springs Road, the Fairfield Road and S.R. 

235 interchanges which have been completed (the inter-

' ..... 

change at S.R. 444 is surrounded by quarries and agricultural 

land). 

Using a rule-of-thumb floor area ratios and employee per 

square foot ratios provided by Dayton area architects 

and real estate brokers, it was possible to estimate the 

number of job opportunities created at the interchanges. 

Total number of general business jobs will be 9,113; 

total number of office jobs will be 16,943 and total 



Interchange 

SR 741/1-75 

Yankee Road 

SR 48 

Wilmington Pike 

Indian Ripple Road 

US 35** 

Fairfield Road 

Dayton-Yellow Springs 
Road 

(Valle Greene Dev. 

SR 235 

Total 

Total Acres 
Total Employees 

Table 6 

VACANT BUSINESS/OFFICE/INDUSTRIAL LAND 
AND 

POTENTIAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF 1-675 INTERCHANGES 

VACANT ZONED LAND 

General Business* 

77.52 acres 
844 employees 

325.45 a.cres 
3544 employees 

85.14 acres 
927 employees 

55.1 acres 
600 employees 

81.39 acres 
886 employees 

3.9 a.cres 
42 employees 

239.05 acres 
(2,270,000 sq. ft.) 
2270 employees 

867.55 acres 
9113 employees 

1425.02 
26994 

Office* 

97.83 acres 
7102 employees 

87.24 acres 
6334 employees 

94.87 acres 
(526,000 sq. ft.) 
5000 employees 

279.94 acres 
16943 employees 

Industry* 

114.78 acres 
400 employees 

119.08 acres 
415 employees 

19.1 acres 
67 employees 

24.57 acres 
56 employees 

277.53 acres 
938 employees 

*Ratios: General Business: Floor Area Ratio - 0.25; 1 employee/l,OOO sq. ft. 
Office: Floor Area Ratio - 0.25; 1 employee/ISO sq. ft. 
Industry (Manufacturing/Warehousing): Floor Area Ratio - 0.20; 1 employee/2,500 sq. ft. 

**Does not include the proposed Beavercreek Mall at US 35 and Factory Rd. with 1.1 million 
square feet of gross leasable area or 1,100 retail jobs. 

Sources: Dave Droesch, J. R. Remick Company; Richard Flagel, Richard Flagel Realty: 
Ed Rapp, Brown and Head Architects; MVRPC staff computations. 
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number of industrial jobs (the most difficult to estimate 

since it is not known whether the industrial activities 

will be labor intensive) will be 938. This totals 

26,994 potential job opportunities (see Table 6). 

While it is not possible to identify which of these job 

opportunities will cause a loss to the City of Dayton, 

it is possible to identify which job opportunities will 

be due to overall growth in the SMSA economy. Current 

Ohio Bureau of Employment projections for 1974-1985 

indicate that 25.3% of job openings will stem from growth 

in occupations and 74.7% from separations. 15 Imposing 

these ratios on the figures on job opportunities at 

interchanges yields the data shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 

APPORTIONMENT OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO GROWTH 
AND JOB SEPARATIONS ALONG THE I-675 CORRIDOR 

WITHIN 1/2 MILE RADIUS OF INTERCHANGES 

Category 

General 
Business 

Office 

Industrial 

Total 

Total 
Job 

Opportunities 

9,113 

16,943 

. 938 

.26,994 

Jobs Due To 
Occupational Job 

Growth Separations 

2,306 

4,286 

237 

6,829 

6,807 

12,656 

702 

20,165 

Source: MVRPC staff calculations 

This analysis does not ~ 27,000 jobs will material

ize at all interchanges once I-675 is completed. It simply 

means that--based on current zoning--job opportunities 

in that amount exist. If jobs cluster near the interchange 

as planned, the probability is 1:3 that they will be due 

to overall occupational growth in the areawide economy. 
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The job opportunities that are critical to City of Dayton 

are those which are due to growth--6,829. It is 
these which are most vulnerable to relocation out of the 

city if indeed they move from the City_ 

A recent report for Dayton's Office of Management and 

Budget by Dr. Robert I. Weinstein, professor of Economics 

at Wright State University, gives some idea of the 

dimensions of relocation or expansion by City of Dayton 

firms during the next three years. Weinstein surveyed 

427 firms in the City_ Out of 388 firms answering the 

questions regarding expansion intentions and ranking 

alternative sites, 66% (256 firms) indicated that they 

were considering expansion within the next three years 

(see Table 8). Seventy-two percent of the firms with 

100 or more employees indicated that they were considering 

expansion. Twenty-five percent of all responding City 

firms gave the City of Dayton a high rank for their expansion 

activity. Sixteen percent ranked areas outside of the City of 

Dayton as the more likely site for their expansion activities. 16 

Based on an analysis of past expansions, the report suggests 

which type of industries might expand outside of Dayton: 

(1) manufacturing of non-durable goods; (2) transportation, 

communication and public utilities; (3) wholesale trade; and 

(4) personal, entertainment and recreation. 17 Cautions 

Weinstein: "It should be noted that the decision of local 

firms to expand outside of Dayton does not necessarily 

indicate dissatisfaction with Dayton. Rather, the success 

of their Dayton operations may have provided the base for 

1 · . ,,18 externa expanSl.on. 

Adds the report: 

The overall impression obtained from the analysis 
of historical expansion activity and expectations 
of future expansion is that the Dayton region and 
the City of Dayton are likely to experience sub
stantial numbers of firms undertaking employment 
expansion during the next three years, barring 



Not likely to face 
nIl expansion decision 
witbin the next three 
ycars 

Higb rank for City of 
Dayton 

Higb rank for Dayton 
SKSA, City of Dayton 
[anh:d lower 

Bitb rank for areas 
outside of Dayton 
StlS" • D:J y ton f.:15,\ 
ranktld lowt!T 

UI:dy to be fael'd 
with an e~r:Jn~lon 
dec i:;J "" 1'\1 ( no 
Tanldn,; provid.,d 

':rabIe- 8 . 

E X PAN S lOti [N T E " T I 0 rl S: 
CITY OF DAYTON FIRMS 

Petcent.1gcs 

Total 
Firms 

100+ I 28% Employees 

Total J 25% Finns 

10(}I-
Employees 

. 
'lota1 I 13: Finns 

/ 

100+ I 14% Employees 

1'0 ts 1 p 3~ Firma ,,-

100+ J En,[>h1}"\!eS 6 % 

=:l Totll} is! 
Flnl~l . 
100+- J 20'; 

EClployt-l!3 ----_ . 

I 

I 32% 

19 

• • 388* 
D100t • 64 

44% . / 

• l-'orty-n!ne City of D3yr.on fir:r.;, did not rCtI;>ond to QuestIon 12 (.-!l;p:m!::ion :Intention). 

Source: Dr. Robert I. Weinstein, Summary Report: Dayton Area 
Business Satisfaction Survey, (Dayton: Center for 
Business and Economic Research, Wright State 
University, April 1979), Page 25. 
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any unanticipated change in overall economic 
conditions. This activity is, in addition, 
likely to be relatively greater among the 
Cityts larger firms. 19 

Weinstein also performed an analysis of relocation 

intentions of firms currently located in the City of 

Dayton (see Table 9). Ten percent of all firms (of the 

378 responding to the question) gave a high rank to the 

City of Dayton. Twelve percent of all firms gave a high 

rank for the Dayton SMSA with the City ranking lower. 

Three percent of all firms gave a high rank for areas 

outside of the Dayton SMSA with the Dayton SMSA ranking 

lower. 

Concluded the report: 

While the results regarding expansion showed 
that the majority of activity of City of Dayton 
firms is likely to be centered within the City, 
the results regarding relocation show the majority 
of firms ranking areas outside of the City as 
the most likely sites. Also, the results for 
large employers that might relocate showed a 
substantially higher percent ranking areas out
side of the Dayton SMSA as their likely site 
for relocation. 20 

Several caveats should be observed in interpreting the 

results of the survey. First, the survey did not spec

ifically ask respondents whether 1-675 figured into their 

expansion or relocation plans; indeed, as Weinstein notes, 

the report assumes no substantial improvement will occur 

in the q"Uality :ofthe business environment in al ter.native 

areas considered ~ Dayton firms as sites for 

Second, the time frame of the study did 

not extend into the period after which 1-675 will be open 

for traffic and thus release suburban land for commercial/ 

office/industrial development. However, the study does 

indicate that the City is vulnerable to firms moving out, 

more so for purposes of relocation than for expansion. 



Table 9 

RELOCATION INTENTIONS 
CITY OF DAYTON' FIR~'S 

Not likely to face Total 

• relocation decision Finns 

.... !thin the ncxt three 
)'~ar5 .. 100+ 

Employees 

Total 

H1gh rank for City of Firms 

Dayton 100+ 
Employees 

Total 
Bigh r'lIlk for Dayton Firms 
SNSA, City of Dayton 
ranked ]ow('r 100+ 

l:nJployccs 

HIgh rank for Olfcas 
Toul tJ 3% 

ollt&idl' of Ibyton 
firms 

S~;~-A, l'=j·ton !.i~!SA 100+ 
TI\ukt-d j vw,'r F.t.'i)loyc:cs -- .---

Likely to be laced 
Totn} I 5% 
Flnr.!J 

'With ;l rtlo .... t j"[l 

d(' d'; h':l 1 t. t Il.v lOOt- 0 }'ill/I<. in!; PI"\' ldt·u En,ploYl"c5 
3% . . 

Ilrcental!!! 

1 10% 

I 9X 

1 

I 9% 

I 9% 

12% 

21 

I 
I 

n • 378* 

0100+ • 6S 

6 9% 

6 9: 

Source: Dr. Robert I. Weinstein, Summary Report: DC'.yton Area 
Business Satisfaction Survey, (Dayton: Center for 
Business and Economic Research, Wright State university, 
Apri1,1979), Page 28. 
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Changes in the competitiveness of suburban sites may 

increase that vulnerability. 

5. Impact of 1-675 Construction on Black Job 
Opportunities. 

The construction of the remaining portion of 1-675 East, 

as noted above, will cost $106,009,000, excluding right

of-way acquisition. Current statistics from the DOT 

indicated that 25.2% of interstate highway construction 

costs are in direct labor. In 1976, a construction worker 

in the Dayton SMSA earned about $347 per week or $17,350 

for a 50-week year.22 Blacks constituted 6.87% of the 

construction workers in the Dayton SMSA in 1970. Black 

residents in the City of Datyon constituted 5.91% of the 

SMSA construction labor for that same year.23 

Using these figures, the construction of 1-675 East would 

provide 1,540 person years of construction employment for 

the SMSA or 385 person years a year over a projected four 

year construction period beginning in 1980 depending on 

when approval is granted. 

If the principal contractor utilizes blacks in at least 

the same proportion to the total number of construction 

workers for the SMSA in 1970 and union requirements pose 

no problem, then the project will produce about 106 person 

years of minority employment or 26.5 person years per year 

over four years. Black construction workers from Dayton 

will be provided with at least 91.0 per years of employ

ment or about 22.75 person years per year over the four 

year construction period. 

6. Impact of 1-675 Construction on the SMSA Economy. 

Large construction projects such as 1-675 East have what 

economists term a "multiplier effect" upon the regional 
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economy_ Investment in the area not only produces jobs 

through direct expenditures, but also generates add

itional expenditures through consumption by jobholders. 

The ripple effect of this investment is the multiplier, 

which MVRPC has estimated to be 2.87 for the SMSA. This 

means that for every $1. 00 of investment in the area 

yields a total change of $2.87. 

Direct labor investment in 1-675 East will amount to 

$26,714,268. Applying the multiplier yields $76,669,949 

in additional spending if it is assumed all direct labor 

comes from the Dayton SMSA. 

7. Impact of 1-675 Construction on Minority Business 
Opportunities (Current and Future) in Dayton. 

To understand this impact, one must review the Ohio Depart

ment of Transportation's (ODOT) current contract procedures 

with respect to affirmative action goals and minority 

business enterprise goals. 

On a project like 1-675 East, the ODOT will include in 

the bid documents a form specifying minority employment 

ooals. In the Dayton area, the goals embrace the goals 

of the Dayton Construction Equal Employment Plan--the 

Dayton Hometown Plan, as it is called--which specifies 

that 10.6 to 11.8% of the construction work must be done 

by minorities, a term which includes more than blacks. 24 

The successful bidder, if he plans to subcontract a portion 

of the work, must actively take steps to contact minority 

business enterprises for the lowest bid, and must document 

his efforts to ODOT. 

ODOT circulates the names of qualified small-scale or 

minority contractors (generally, those with less than 

$15{000 in assets) to prospective bidders. The form which 

ODOT sends also indicates that work the contractor is 

qualified to perform. 
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The prime contractor on a construction project is paid 

a lump-sum amount--an amount ODOT specifies in the bid 

docurnents--for training minorities on the job as con

struction workers. When the prime contractor fails to 

meet an affirmative action employment goal, then he 

must provide ODOT with extensive documentation of the 
25 efforts he has taken to meet that goal. 

The contracting procedure has several drawbacks to 

encouraging minority business enterprise in Dayton. 

First, there is no guarantee that, if the prime con

tractor does subcontract, the business he subcontracts 

with will be a Dayton, or Dayton area firm. Like the 

State of Ohio, the contracto~ is attempting to minimize 

his costs and will let the job to the lowest, qualified 

bidder--who may be a non-minority, be elsewhere in Ohio, 

or be out of the state, for that matter. Second, involve

ment of minority business enterprises is not mandatory; 

it is only mandatory if the contractor subcontracts. 

It is impossible to determine what 1-675 will do to the 

competitiveness of minority business firms in Dayton vs. 

non-minority firms which locate along 1-675. 

8. Impact on Dayton's Economic Development Strategies. 

The City of Dayton currently has four projects underway 

which could conceivably be affected by the completion 

of 1-675: (1) the Arcade Square project in the CBDi 

(2) the Keowee-Harshman urban renewal project; (3) the 

Inner West/Five Points urban renewal project; and (4) 

the Concourse 70/75 industrial park located off Wagonner 

Ford Road and 1-75. 

Arcade square is a $20.3 million renovation of ~n e~istinq 

retail mall built in 1914 in the Dayton CBD. The purpose 
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of this project, scheduled for completion in 1980, is 

to provide high quality merchandise and services to 

Dayton area residents. In addition to the upgrading 

of the 114,500 square feet of specialty commercial 

space, there is a concurrent renovation of the upper 

level residential portions of the project for middle 

income residents. The project is financed with City 

of Dayton funds, a Public Works Grant from the U. S. 

Economic Development Administration, and Urban Development 

Action Grant from HUD, and private funds. As of January 

1979, three leases had been signed and 26 letters of intent 

had been received by Arcade Square Ltd., the project's 

private developer. Should all tenants come into the project 

the percentage of total space under lease or under intent 

to lease would be 86%.26 

The commercial aspect of Arcade Square project was the 

subject of a 1976 economic feasibility study by Hammer, 

Siler and George Associates, economic consultants from 

Washington, D. C. The study was commissioned by City-Wide 

Development Corporation, the City of Dayton's non-profit 

development arm and a project partner. The study analyzed 

four major retail market sectbrs: (1) the regional market; 

(2) the central city market; (3) the downtown employee 

market; and (4) the convention visitor market. These 

market segments were examined in light of other competitive 

retail centers in the Dayton regional market area. The 

study concluded: 

Overall, the Dayton market does not contain a 
substantial amount of competitive specialty 
retail space. Additionally, none of these 
locations are situated in conjunction with 
other major traffic generators. This is one 
clear-cut advantage which could be enjoyed 
by the proposed Arcade Square facilities. 
with the exception of Franklin Square (at 
the Springboro interchange with 1-75 in 
Warren County, south of Dayton) and Oregon 
Village (a historic district southeast of 
the CBD) which were developed specifically 
as specialty retail nodes, most of the other 
competitive specialty shopping locations 
have evolved as a result of meeting major 
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voids within the Dayton market. 

As a competitive location, the downtown still 
ranks high as indicated by both the number of 
establishments and retail sales volumes reported 
for the downtown area. The development of 
Arcade Square, utilizing an imaginative and 
unique approach, should result in the creation 
of a highly competitive project having the 
ability to compete outside of its primary 
market for a share of the suburban shoppers 
goods spending. 27 

Regarding the expenditure potential for the Arcade, 

Hammer, Siler and George concluded: 

Development considerations which established 
the favorable preconditions for our develop
ment are briefly summarized below: 

(1) The Arcade Square location within the 
downtown area is ideally situated to benefit 

--from a number of specialized markets. Recent 
development activity within the downtown area 
and its overall upgrading- should have a 
posittve impact upon the entire regional 
draw. 
(2) The delineated markets, principle (sic) 
sources of market support for the Arcade Square 
project, are relatively strong and are anticipated 
to grow during the project period. Presently, 
the metropolitan market base is adequate in 
terms of population and income levels to support 
the development of a retail/commercial facility 
within the downtown area. 
(3) At the present time, there is a retail 
vacuum existing within the Dayton market for 
qua~ity retail facilities. Arcade Square will 
be the only project of its type in the region. 
More importantly, it will be the only project 

~~a~ing the critical mass sufficient to attract 
widespread interest from the consumer market. 
(Emphasis supplied). The Arcade is presently 
a community landmark and a known retail location 
within its market. 28 

The conclusions of the feasibility study suggest that 

the Arcade Square project should not be seriously affected 
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by competing commercial developments along 1-675 if 

it succeeds in positioning itself in the specialty 

retail space market prior to the time the interstate 

is completed, sometime in 1984 or 1985. 

The Keowee-Harshman Urban Renewal Project located in 

the southeast portion of the City was begun in 1976; 

completion is expected in 1981. In total, 20 acres 

of land are expected to be redeveloped for industrial 

purposes. The site has rail access and is a short 

distance from US 35, SR 4 and through it, 1-75. 

A February 1979 assessment of the project by the Dayton 

Department of Planning states that one cleared parcel 

has been sold for redevelopment and 11 potential developers 

have been identified for other vacant parcels. 29 Expansion 

of existing industry and attraction of new businesses, the 

report contends, will raise the number of employees on 

the site from 165 to 311. City income tax revenues will 

rise from $45,648 to $86,708. The City share of real 

property tax revenues will be $11,363 at the end of the 

f ' , d 30 l.ve year per1.o . 

The Inner West/Five Points Urban Renewal Project located 

in the western portion of the City was also begun in 1976 

and will also take five years to complete. The 24-acre 

project which adjoins 1-75, is a combination of clearance, 

reuse and retentjon of industrial, commercial, public 

facilities and residential land uses. While projections 

on employment and income tax revenues were not included 

in a Department of Planning assessment of the project, 

the report did state that six potential developers have 

been identified for the 14-acre Phase I of the project. 

Four are existing lond users on the site. 31 
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Concourse 70/75 Industrial Park is located in the northern 

part of Dayton, off Wagonner Ford Road and near I-75. 

The site has rail access. The City turned over leasing 

responsbility for the park, adjacent to a city-owned 

golf course, to Danis Realty in 1973. To date, 72 of 

the 120 acres have been leased and are occupied. The 

park includes a mixed bag of tenants: drug distributors, 

paint distributors, a moving company warehouse, Danis 

Realty's office, suppliers to a fast-food chain, and 

t f 'l't 32 a compu er aC1 1 y. 

The impact of 1-675 on these latter three projects depends 

to a large measure on the success of the marketing efforts 

of the City of Dayton or their agents prior to the time 

the interstate opens. Both urban renewal projects have 

completion dates of 1981 and both are, more or less, 

achieving the objectives the City set for them. 

Concourse 70/75 appears to be a very successful project 

with 60% occupancy of the site. So unless Dayton's efforts 

at disposing of urban renewal parcels or leasing industrial 

sites falter considerably in the next several years, these 

latter three projects will probably not be adversely 

affected by the 1-675 completion, particularly because 

their accessibility to rail lines and to the interstate 

system is better or equal to many suburban sites. 

9. The Availability of Housing for Minorities and Low 
and Moderate Income Persons along the 1-675 Corridor. 

1-675 East will or does pass through five townships and 

the City of Kettering in western Greene County and eastern 

Montgomery County. The MVRPC's Housing Opportunity Plan, 

the first of its kind in the nation when adopted in 1970, 

has been influential in providing assisted housing in four 

of them. The current number of units in each planning 
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unit and the 1978 three-year MVRPC goal for new assisted 

units are shown below. Three of the six planning units, 

Beavercreek, Miami, and Sugarcreek Townships, have no new 

assisted housing for low and moderate income persons. 

Table 10 

NEW ASSISTED HOUSING UNIT GOALS FOR 
1-675 CORRIDOR PLANNING UNITS 

No. of 
Existing 

Planning Unit Units, 1978 

Bath Township 
(City of Fairborn) 442 

Beavercreek Township 0 

City of Kettering 264 

Sugarcreek Township 0 

Washington Township 
(City of Centerville) 332 

Miami Township 0 

Corridor Total 1,038 

1978 Three-Year 
Housing Goal For 
Additional New Units 

50 

. 570 

370 

180 

100 

280 

1,550 

Source: Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission, 
Housing in the Miami Valley Region, A Regional 
Program and Areawide Housing Opportunity Plan 
(Dayton, MVRPC, July 1978); unpublished MVRPC 
data. 

On April 24, 1979, the City of Fairborn Council voted 

against approving a cooperation agreement with the 

Greene County Metropolitan Housing Authority. Approval 

of the agreement would have provided for 25 scattered 

site assisted units within the City.33 Washington Township 

has recently opposed construction of 46 units of assisted 

housing because, as its letter to MVRPC states, the project 

"would be detrimental to the communitylt. 
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In 1978, Beavercreek Township Trustees declined to support 

a proposal by the Greene County Metropolitan Housing 

Authority to purchase land on which eight duplexes for 

low and moderate income families would be built and to 

purchase and rent existing units. Trustees said they 

doubted a need for low income housing existed in Beaver

creek. 34 Many apartment complexes in Beavercreek are 

filled to capacity, yet proposals for more apartments 

h b b ' d .. f d 35 ave een su )ecte to cltlzen re eren urn. 

There has been no activity regarding assisted housing in 

Sugarcreek Township since the inception of the housing 

plan. 

One other factor may influence the availability of housing 

for minorities: policies of local government with respect 

to fair housing. There are two ways local governments 

address this. The first is by enacting a fair housing 

ordinance with appropriate enforcement measures against 

discrimination. The second is by becoming a signatory to 

MVRCP's Affirmative Fair and Equal Housing plan (AFEHP). 

Signatories to the AFEHP agree to participate in efforts 

to affirmatively market housing in their communities to 

minorities and to encourage families to reside in neighbor

hoods of minority concentration. Only cities and villages 

have ordinance-making power; Kettering, Fairborn and Center

ville have fair housing ordinances, but the City of Bellbrook 

does not. Townships and municipalities may become sign

atories to the AFEHP, but only Fairborn, Kettering, and 

Centerville have done so; the townships along the corridor 

have not. Kettering and Fairborn have adopted Housing 

Assistance Plans and provide fair housing legal services 

to residents under contract with MVRPC. 
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In summary, three of the six planning units through 

which the I-675 corridor passes have assisted housing. 

No planning unit has met its current goal for assisted 

housing, although several have made varied efforts to 

do so. Subsidized dwellings are unevenly distributed 

among the planning units. Efforts to provide assisted 

housing in these areas to assure housing opportunities 

for minorities and low and moderate income persons will 

take the commitment of HUD, MVRPC and the local units of 

government having development control. Townships need 

to participate in regional agreements which assure the 

affirmative marketing of housing to minorities in majority 

areas and vice-versa; most municipalities along the 1-675 

corridor have already adopted regional affirmative housing 

agreements and fair housing ordinances. 

10. Impact of 1-675 on the Pattern of Growth and on 
Urban Sprawl in the Dayton area. 

Local units of government and regional agencies have planned 

for the location of I-675 East since 1957. The interstate 

highway is included in the Montgomery-Greene Ccunty 

Transportation Coordinating Committee's Regional Trans

portation Plan, the Miami Valley Regional Planning 

Commission's Regional Plan, and the comprehensive plans 

for Greene County, the City of Fairborn, Beavercreek 

Township, the City of Bellbrook and surrounding Sugarcreek 

Township (although the Bellbrook Council endorsed an 

intergovernmental task force recommendation to build 

1-675 only as far as U.S. 35 on April 23, 1979), the City 

of Centerville and surrounding Washington Township and 

Miami Township. 

MVRPC's recently revised and adopted Regional Plan, 

Framework for Change, will be influential in directing 

the overall pattern of growth. 'rhe plan shows anticipated 

land use patterns--but no densities--and Urban Service 

Areas for the Year 2000. MVRPC intends to guide urban-
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ization by limiting urban services such as sewer and 

water extensions and by restricting intensive land 

development to within the Urban Service Areas in its 

Plan. The A-95 review process is expected to be a 

useful implementation tool in directing where major 

infrastructure investments occur. The Urban Service 

Areas for the I-675 corridor are shown in Map 2. 

Much of the area through which the I-675 corridor passes 

is currently zoned for low density (20,000 square feet per 

dwelling unit or less) single family residential uses. 

This density is due, in part, to local desires for a 

low density environment and/or lack of sewer and water. 

Densities are highest in the cities of centerville and 

Fairborn and lowest in Beavercreek, Sugarcreek and 

Washington Townships. The most intensive development, 

both commercially and residentially, will occur in the 

vicinity of the I-675/1-75 interchange, in Miami Town

ship. Net residential densities--excluding public 

improvements--will be on the order of 11 dwelling units 

per acre. 

According to the plan of the Greene County Regional Planning 

and Coordinating Commission, all interchanges in Greene 

County (Bath, Beavercreek and Sugarcreek Townships) are 

designated as special use areas, locations at which future 

land use is expected to be high intensity in nature, but 

undetermined as to type. 36 Along the 1-675 corridor, 

however, residential densities are low. 

The development pattern through Washington Township has 

already been established; residential densities range 

downward of one dwelling unit per half-acre. Washington 

Township has an image of an exclusive suburb, characterized 

by expensive homes on large lots. As a consequence, 

no density changes of a dramatic nature are foreseen. 
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Only in Miami Township in the vicinity of the Dayton 

Mall will residential densities be relatively high and 

commercial/industrial uses will be intensive and extensive. 

In summary, local plans have long anticipated the presence 

of 1-675 and have made provision for it, particularly 

at interchange locations. However, if urban sprawl is 

defined as the continuation of a low-density residential 

environment, then completion of 1-675 will not have an 

appreciable affect on increasing the density between 

interchanges. The MVRPC/TCC assessment of local zoning 

practices is that attitudes regarding the desirability 

of a low-density residential environment are entrenched 

and will be difficult to change. 

11. Impact of 1-675 on Minority and Low-Income Accessibility. 

It is possible to gauge the impact of 1-675 East on minorities 

and low-income persons by examining improvements in auto 

travel time. If one's trip utilizes 1-675, it does so, 

according to transportation theory, because the travel 

time is less than by some other route. It follows then 

that the construction of 1-675 improves the accessibility 

for that trip over the present route or any other route 

provided within TCC's Regional Transportation Plan. 

Travel sheds for each of three destinations within Mont

gomery and Greene Counties have been plotted on two sets 

of three maps. The two sets show census tracts within 

the two-county urbanized area Which, respectively, have 

a percentage greater than the county average of black 

population, of Hispanic population, and of population 

with income below the poverty level. 
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Maps 3A-3C deal with the traffic shed in which a traveler 

would use I-675 to reach the Dayton CBD and a residential 

zone in inner-west Dayton. The analysis shows that both 

the CBD and the residential zone receive trips via I-675 

from the same shed. The traffic shed includes those areas 

adjacent to I-675 along the Montgomery-Greene County 

line, the western portion of Greene County which generally 

includes the City of Bellbrook, and the Village of Spring 

Valley, and the northern portion of Greene County which 

includes Yellow Springs and the east side of the City of 

Fairborn. This shed includes portions of four census 

tracts of low income concentration, ten census tracts of 

Hispanic concentration, and three census tracts of black 

population concentration. 

Maps 4A-4C deal with the traffic shed using some portion 

of I-675 to access Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAEB). 

As the largest single employer in the area and a job center 

with significant numbers of minority employees, WPAFB is 

a good measure of accessibility to jobs and job opportunities 

for minority and unemployed residents of Dayton. 

Most areas in both Greene and the eastern part of Montgomery 

County south of u.S. 35 and the western part of Montgomery 

County south of Wolf Creek are served by I-675 in their 

trips to Area A of WPAFB. A majority of the black census 

tracts, over half of the Hispanic census tracts, and more 

than half of the low-income census tracts have improved 

access to a major job center. 

collectively, these maps show that auto access to various 

areas for many the region's residents is improved and 

that, in fact, access for Dayton residents, particularly 

minority residents, is improved. The secondary effects 

include the relief of local streets that would otherwise 
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carry that traffic, thereby enhancing the neighborhood 

environment and quality of life for persons that may 

never use the highway itself. 

Perhaps the most important point that can be made with 

respect to this analysis is the relationship of 1-675 

to proposed transit improvements in 1he Regional Trans

portation Plan. The plan calls for an east-west express 

route utilizing u.s. 35 and extending from Dayton to Xenia. 

It also proposes an industrial route utilizing 1-675 from 

the Dayton Mall to WPAFB with stops at all interchanges. 

(An express bus line operates continuously; an industrial 

line operates only at peak hours.) Connections between 

the express route and the industrial route would be 

possible at the U.S.35jI-675 interchange. Without I-675, 

buses on the industrial route would have to operate at 

lower average speed, thereby increasing both the travel 

time for the bus rider and the cost to the transit operator 

(here assumed to be the Miami Valley Regional Transit 

Authority). High travel times would make the bus trip 

unattractive to the public. (Currently, only two cities 

in Montgomery County, Dayton and Oakwood, are voting 

members of the Miami Valley Regional Transit Authority. 

Limited service is provided to Kettering under a renewable 

contract with the City and to portions of unincorporated 

areas. A countywide vote to expand the RTA to the remain

ing portions of Montgomery County failed in 1976). 

In short, the impact of I-675 must be considered in the 

context of the project's contribution to the overall 

regional transportation system, particularly the transit 

elements. 
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12. Impacts Relevant but not Assessed. 

The following impacts are relevant to this study, but 

due to the limitations of time and/or the availability 

of existing, reliable data, were not assessed. 

(a) The probability of minority employment at firms 
along the 1-675 corridor. 

(b) The overall impact of 1-675 on CBD employment (i.e., 
office as well as retail and selected services). 

(c) The competitiveness of all commercial/industrial/ 
office sites along the 1-675 corridor versus the 
competitiveness of similar sites within the City 
of Dayton, exclusive of those sites in which the 
City has a direct financial interest. 

(d) The fiscal impact of businesses possibly leaving 
the City to locate along the 1-675 corridor. 

(e) The possible loss in population by the City to new 
residential developments along the 1-675 corridor. 

(f) The impact of the 1-675 on Dayton's vacancy rate. 

(Note: The City of Dayton's housing market is not a 

unitary one, but instead is made up of numerous submarkets, 

each with different price and amenity packages. Clearly, 

suburban housing along 1-675 will not compete with all 

of them. However, determining the magnitude of that 

competition, particularly in terms of assigning a 

percentage change to it would require an exhaustive and 

costly market analysis of the SMSA's housing). 
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III. Construction Alternatives 

The 1-675 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) considers 

two alternatives imposed by the U.S. DOT: 

(1) Build 1-675 as planned from Fairfield Road to 1-75 

south of SR 725. Implicit in this alternative is the 

construction of highway safety and capacity improvements 

and bus and three light rail transit improvements contained 

in TCC's Regional Transportation Plan. According to the 

EIS, the DART light rail line which will connect Dayton 

with its southern suburbs using an existing rail right-of

way cannot be considered as a sole alternative because it 

cannot function as a by-pass and cannot accommodate goods 

d 
. 37 an serv~ces. 

(2) Do not build the remainder of 1-675, but improve 

the existing roadway system to the extent necessary to 

maintain a minimum level of service as traffic demand 

increases. According to the EIS, this alternative is 

unacceptable because the existing roadway system, even 

with improvements, cannot handle projected traffic 
. 38 
~ncreases. 

If the recommendations contained within Section IV of 

this report ARE NOT ACCEPTED, three other alternatives 

should be explored; their technical aspects have not 

been analyzed, but would be if U.S. DOT disapproves the 

build alternative. 

(1) COI-1PLETE 1-675 TO US35 FROM FAIRFIELD ROAD TO nS15 

ro ENSURE SYSTEM CONTINUIT;{. This alternative has several 

beneficical impacts on the City of Dayton. The City's CBD 

to SMSA retail sales ratio would still drop because the 

construction of the two malls would not be affected. 

However, the magnitude of the decline would not be as 
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great as if 1-675 were extended to 1-75. The completion 

of 1-675 to US35 would make commercial/office/industrial 

sites south of US35 without easy interstate accesss less 

competitive with sites in the City of Dayton with con

venient freeway access (assuming access is a key location

al variable). Consequently, the City's vulnerability to 

job and tax revenue loss would be lessened somewhat. The 

impact on the closing gap between City and suburban housing 

price appreciation cannot be estimated with confidence. 

Nonetheless, housing south of US35 comparable in amenities 

to housing in Dayton would have locational disadvantages 

as traffic congestion increased. 

There are several disadvantages to this alternative. 

Unless there is a concommitant transfer of funds (see 

below) to other projects, direct labor investment would 

be less and opportunities for minority employment and 

minority business enterprise would be reduced. Travel 

times would increase; traffic congestion would probably 

increase to US35 to 1-75 through the City of Dayton and 

along surface streets adjacent to the present 1-675 

corridor. The degree to which this congestion would occur 

cannot be gauged without employing a computer model. 

Plans to use 1-675 as a bus route from the southern suburbs, 

discussed above, would have to be revised. Finally, there 

may be some impact on the overall competitiveness of the 

Dayton SMSA compared with other SMSA's with similar by-pass 

routes. This latter impact would vary among all alternatives 

which are short of the buil~ ~lternati~e. 

within this third alternative of extending 1-675 to US35 

are several sub-options. These include: 

(a) MAKE NO MORE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 

EASTERN PORTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY AND THE WESTERN 
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PORTION OF GREENE COUNTY OTHER THAN THOSE SHOWN IN THE 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND TCC'S TRANSPORTATION 

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (I.E., THOSE IMPROVEMENTS WHICH 

ASSUMED 1-675 WOULD BE BUILT AND FOR WHICH FEDERAL 

MATCHING FUNDS WOULD BE AVAILABLE . 

(b) RAI$E PRIORITY FOR ALL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS 

CONTAINED IN THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTAION PLAN AND THE 

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WHICH AFFECT THE 

EASTERN PORTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY AND THE WESTERN 

PORTION OF GREENE COUNTY FOR WHICH FEDERAL MATCHING FUNDS 

WILL BE AVAILABLE. This is basically a wait-and-see 

approach that would provide local capacity improvements 

in the areas most likely to be affected by traffic volume 

increases without resorting to the construction of additional 

interstate mileage. This would penalize priorities of 

projects in other portions of the urbanized area not 

directly affected by 1-675. 

ec) USING PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION 

ACT OF 1978, TRANSFER THE REMAINING FUNDS FROM 1-675 TO 

TRANSITWAY ACQUISITION, TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS AND HIGHWAY 

CAPACITY AND SAFETY PROJECTS. Under this act, states and 

local units of government may jointly withdraw non-essential 

large urban area interstate segments and associated costs 

and receive an equal amount (adjusted for inflation) of 

federal funds for mass transit or highways. Interstate 

substitute transfers are subject to the following conditions: 

-Withdrawals are prohibited after September 3D, 
1983, except for those routes under judicial 

injunction on the date of enactment; 

-No new interstate mileage can be designated 

as a result of withdrawals; 
-All substitute projects, except those under 

injunction, must be approved by September 30, 
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construction by September 30, 1986; 
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.The federal share of funding for substitute 

mass transit and highway projects is increased 

from 50% and 70%, respectively, to 85% for both. 

Employing the transfer provision would make some $75-80 

million in federal matching funds available to the urban

ized area. This money could not only be used to fund 

projects in the Transportation Plan and the Transportation 

Improvement Program on an accelerated basis, but also 

allow for the construction of additional projects which 

would accommodate increased local traffic in the area 

through which 1-675 would not be extended. Since the 

Transportation Plan assumed the full extension of 1-675, 

the computer model which tested the alternative highway 

and transit systems would have to be run again with the 

segment from US35 to 1-75 omitted and the impacts on 

trip distribution analyzed to identify the nature of the 

improvements. 

(2) COMPLETE 1-675 EAST TO US35 AND SUBSTITUTE A LIMITED 

ACCESS URBAN ARTERIAL FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE BY-PASS 

FROB US35 to 1-75. Interstate transfer funds could be 

used to build the remaining segment that was not inter

state status, and for which most of the right-of-way 

has been purchased. If designated a state route, the 

State of Ohio would pay 15% against an 85% federal share 

for all portions that went through unincorporated areas. 

Costs of the segment through the Cities of Centerville 

and Kettering would be shared by the cities and the state. 

The impacts of this alternative are somewhat similar to 

those of the build option, except for several important 

aspects. Because no land would be devoted to interchange 
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on the urban arterial segment, there would be an increased 

probability of commercial/industrial/office development on 

surplus interchange land. Less traffic could be accommo

dated on the urban arterial segment than on the interstate. 

Traffic would have to stop at signalized at-grade inter

sections and rail crossings, increasing the likelihood of 

air pollution. Incidence of traffic accidents would be 

higher because of the stop-and-go nature on the urban 

arterial. Redesign of the highway will be necessary, 

possibly requiring relocation of the right-of-way in 

the build alternative. 

Another EIS would have to be prepared for the urban 

arterial segment. with the remaining funds from the 

interstate transfer, sub-options (2) (c) above could 

be explored. 

(3) DO NOTHING, BUT RESERVE TaE REMAINDER OF THE 1-675 

RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR FUTUR? TRANSPORTATION NEEDS. This is 

basically an indecision about completion of the highway, 

unlike the "no-build" alternative. It assumes that the 

state and local units of government would make no immediate 

attempt to transfer the interstate funds to other local 

transportation and transit projects, running the risk of 

having these monies reallocated elsewhere in the State 

of action. It holds out the possibility that a future 

action, the precise nature of which would be unknown, 

will put the purchased right-of-way to use in a productive 

fashion. 

This list is not exhaustive. Indeed, construction of the 

interstate to any interchange with any combination of 

arterial improvements and transit projects may also be 

considered. It is important to recognize, however, that 

the 1-675 corridor contains bona fide transportation needs. 

Whatever action is taken by the U. S. Department of Trans

portation--be it the recommendations of this report or 
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something else--these needs will eventually have to be 

confronted by someone. 
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IV. Mitigating Actions 

MVRPC AND TCC STAFF RECOMMEND THE FULL COMPLETION OF 

1-675 BASED UPON THE NEGOTIATION OF NINE ACTIONS TO 

MITIGATE SOME OF THE IDENTIFIED ADVERSE IMPACTS OF 

1-675 EAST UPON THE CITY OF DAYTON, MINORITIES AND 

LOW INCOME PERSONS, AND UPON URBAN SPRAWL. ALL ACTIONS 

ARE CONSISTENT WITH POLICIES IN MVRPC'S REGIONAL PLAN, 

FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGE, ADOPTED IN 1978. 39 THEY APPLY IF 

EITHER ALL OR A MAJOR PORTION OF 1-675 IS ACTUALLY 

CONSTRUCTED. 

Implementation of these actions will require the joint 

agreement of U.S. and Ohio DOT, HUD, MVRPC, TCC, the 

City of Dayton, and the jurisdictions through which 1-675 

passes or immediately impacts. While the proposed actions 

will not avert all detrimental impacts, face-to-face 

negotiation among the parties will serve to open up 

channels of communication which may result in accord 

on additional beneficial strategies not mentioned. 

The mitigation actions are: 

(1) REQUIRE THE PRIME CONTRACTOR ON THE 1-675 PROJECT TO 
SUBCONTRACT AT LEAST 10% OF THE DIRECT LABOR TO A 
MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (OR COMBINATIONS 
THEREOF) IN THE DAYTON AREA. 

As noted, current bidding procedures of the Ohio Depart

ment of Transportation are strong on achieving minority 

employment goals by prime contractors; however, they are 

relatively open-ended with regard to participation by 

minority business enterprises. Procedures for involving 

minority contractors are currently operational only when 

the prime contractor decides to subcontract. Moreover, 

they do not assure the selected minority (if the sub

contractor is indeed a minority) will be from the same 

SMSA as the project. 
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Requiring participation of minority contractors will 

not be a new wrinkle for the federal government. The 

Local Public Works Program of the U. S. Economic 

Development Administration contained such a provision. 

If administrative discretion is available to the U. S. 

and Ohio Departments of Transportation to permit the 

imposition of suc~ a requirement on the 1-675 project, 

then it should be employed to do so. 

(2) HAVE THE U. S. DEpARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT TO GIVE HIGH PRIORITY TO EARMARKING 
SECTION 8 NEW UNIT FUNDS FOR PLANNING UNITS IN 
THE 1-675 CORRIDOR. 

This will assure that low and moderate income housing is 

available along the 1-675 East corridor. Funding should 

be sufficient to permit the annual construction of units 

to permit achievement of MVRPC adopted housing goals for 

the six planning units in the 1-675 East corridor. Funds 

should be made available to MVRPC for distribution as in 

HUD's voluntary Areawide Housing Opportunity Plan program. 

(3) REQUIRE LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT A~ONG THE 1-675 
EAST CORRIDOR TO ADOPT MVRPC'S AREAWIDE HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITY PLAN BY RESOLUTION PRIOR TO APPROVAL 
OF ANY .REMAINING SEGMENT OF THE INTERSTATE, IF 
THEY HAVE NOT DONE SO ALREADY. 

This will assure there is a commitment to providing new 

assisted housing near the interstate. 

(4) REQUIRE ALL LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT HAVING DEVELOP
MENT CONTROL ALONG THE 1-675 CORRIDOR TO ADOPT THE 
REGIONAL PLAN, FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGE, BY RESOLUTION 
TO ASSURE THAT INTENSIVE LAND DEVELOPMENT WITHIN 
THEIR JURISDICTIONS WILL BE LIMITED TO URBAN SERVICE 
AREAS AS SHOWN IN THE PLAN. 

This will serve to limit the areal extent of low-density 
sprawl. 
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(5) REQUIRE ALL LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT TO SUBMIT 
ALL DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN A ONE MILE RADIUS 'OF 1-675 
FREEWAY INTERCHANGES TO MVRPC AND TCC FOR REVIEW-
AND COMMENT. 

This will minimize conflicts with regional and local plans 

and policies, lessen external site conflicts and serve 

to maintain capacity along major and minor arterials 

which feed into 1-675 interchanges. Such a program 

would supplement recently required urban impact assess

ments. It will also serve as a conflict resolution device 

among local units of government as well as regional and 

state agencies. This requirement should be incorporated 

in all plans of jurisdictions through which 1-675 passes. 

Special interchange impact task forces with representatives 

from affected local units of government, MVRPC, TCC, and 

other regional agencies would need to be established to 

satisfactorily negotiate solutions to problems stemming 

from proposed developments. Two such task forces for 

areas around shopping malls currently exist. 

(6) REQUIRE ALL LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT ALONG THE 
1-675 CORRIDOR TO SIGN MVRPC'S AFFIRMATIVE FAIR 
AND EQUAL HOUSING PLAN. 

Presently the City of Bellbrook and Bath, Beavercreek, 

Sugarcreek, Washington and Miami Townships have not done 

so. This will assure the commitment of these communities 

to participate in expanding housing opportunities to 

minorities in an affirmative manner. 

(7) ENCOURAGE AN EXPANDED REGIONAL TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
(RTA) FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

Currently, Dayton area residents using mass transit are 

limited to the central city, Oakwood, Kettering and portions 

of several unincoporated areas. Greene County residents 

are served by the Greene County Transit Board, supported 

with County general funds, rather than a voted property 

tax levy like an RTA. The Greene County Transit Board 

provides elderly and handicapped transit service throughout 
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the county and para-transit in Yellow Springs and Xenia. 

Expansion of the RTA will serve to implement the Regional 

Transportation Plan's transit recommendations incorporating 

1-675 and provide transportation to Dayton area residents 
who must, because of income, age or infirmity, or who prefer 

to use buses for transportation. While the roles of the 

federal and state governments in directing residents to 

vote for an expansion are limited, both can give the effort 

the strong moral support and what financial commitment 

such support implies. 

(8) REQUIRE LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT TO NEGOTIATE 
AGREEMENTS OR ESTABLISH MECHANISMS TO SHARE 
ADDITIONAL TAX REVENUES DUE TO DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRUCTION OF INTERSTATES. 

Much of the problem with interstate systems in states 

like Ohio with numerous local governments is that they 

engender strong tax-base competition. This competition 

is so strong that it leads some governments and interest 

groups to oppose interstates on the basis of perceived 

tax revenue windfalls from commercial/industrial develop

ment to other governments. Tax-base sharing, whether 

through property or income taxes, is one way of mitigating 

the fiscal disparity which may result from interstate 

connector's construction in metropolitan areas like 

the Dayton SMSA. 

(9) ENCOURAGE THE CITY OF DAYTON TO COl-1MIT ITSELF TO 
DEVELOPING A TRANSIT AND PEDESTRIAN EMPHASIS ON 
MAIN STREET IN THE DAYTON CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
AND .U :S.,- . DOl' TO COM..MIT URBAN INITIATIVE S-TUDY FUNDS TO 
THIs EFFORT. 

This would create a human scale design with minimal auto

motive interference and nurture an environment attractive 

to the Region's residents, therefore improving the 

competitive position of the CBD versus suburban sites. 
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This action would be in keeping with the Regional Trans

portation Plan's emphasis on the use of Main Street as 

a major transitway in future bus route and light rail 

transit route development. 

The City of Dayton has been considering, but has not 

adopted, a comprehensive transportation strategy. The 

strategy calls for an increased transit sensitivity by 

the City and proposes the following strategies in connect

ion with the CBD: 

-In the CBD, provide/promote design and amenity improve

ments along the highly used pedestrian pathways. 

-Support transit usage to the CBD by promoting strategies 

such as park-and-ride, car and van pooling, express 

buses, improved marketing, etc. 

-Develop a major transit interchange at the Third Street 

and Main Street intersection to provide a transit focal 

point to promote user identification of the transit 

system. 

-Tie eBD activity centers together with a mini-bus 
. 40 

serv~ce. 

Currently, Tce has a Transportation System Management 

task force study team examining corridor options for 

Third Street in the CBD. But the City of Dayton, which 

has representatives on the team, must adopt the trans

portation strategy to provide City staff with the policy 

backdrop to direct decisions. 

Funds are available from the U.S. DOT under the new Urban 

Initiatives program to finance urban transit and transit

related projects such as joint development, intermodal 

terminals and transit malls that enhance public trans

portation, encourage center city economic growth and 
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stimulate new employment. While the exact nature of 

projects that implement a transit/pedestrian emphasis 

must be determined by the City of Dayton, the means to 

implement such projects are there. 



A RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS the elected officials of the villages, townships, 
municipalities, and counties which compose the 
general purpose governmental jurisdictions within 
the Miami Valley region recognize and acknowledge 
that they share the problems of and the responsibility 
for addressing non-jurisdictional community-wide 
issues; especially issues such as population patterns, 
urban sprawl, taxation, and housing opportunity; 
and, in particular, how such issues impact the health 
and vitality of the area's center city; and 

WHEREAS the elected officials recognize current statutory 
and constitutional forms of government mandate 
structural differences among the region's govern
mental units that have not always in the past 
facilitated the joint decision-making capacity 
necessary for developing optional arrangements, 
making difficult choices, and promoting both 
jupisdictional and regional well-being in a 
coordinated and cooperative manner; and 

WHEREAS the elected officials recognize the need for generating 
a formal process through which they can inter
governmentally undertake the joint problem-solving 
of special community-wide issues that impact the 
Miami Valley region as a whole; and 

WHEREAS the areas governmental units recognize that the 
1-675 East by-pass serves as an example of a project 
needing a joint problem-solving approach in order 
to facilitate promotion of the positive regional 
benefits and amelioration of the negative impacts, 
especially those adversities which fall dispropor
tionately upon anyone governmental unit or impede 
the prog~ess of balanced social and economic growth 
within the region. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that we the undersigned, 
being duly elected officials of --~~~r---~-

do hereby agree to implement 
the following process: 

1. To create a task force of elected officials; 
said task force to be composed of one elected 
official from each of the general purpose 
governmental units and the chairperson of 
the Regional A-95 Clearinghouse; and 

2. To participate actively and negotiate in 
good-faith toward reasonable, responsible, 
and equitable resolution of community-wide 
issues under consideration by said task 
force; such resolutions would be exemplified 
by, but not limited to, the mitigating actions 
delineated in the Miami Valley Regional 
Planning Commission's adopted 1-675 Urban 
Impact Analysis; and 

3. To utilize this process to develop the 
positive attitudes, supportive perceptions, 
and open communications that lead to an 
informed understanding of specific problems 
which face each jurisdiction as well as an 
enhanced appreciation for the interrelatedness 
and interdependence of each jurisdiction 
one to the other. 

~ 

"' ... Date: ________________ __ Name of Elected Officials: 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTERS OF COMMENTS 



HUBERT S. KL.INE 

888S MAt) RIVER RD. 

DAYTON. OHIO ""s""se 

April 11. 1979 

~. Dal. F. Bertsch, Direotor 
Ith,mi Valley hegional fla.nnillg COlIIJli.uion 
117 South Main Street 
Dayton, (]:do '0402 

D.ar lir. Bertach s 

_e filld it very difficult to understand the delays 
whioh are preventing the oonstruction of Route 67b. 
Rezoning has been approved ~th the idea that this new 
rOAd would effecti vly CIU'Ty the traffic loads. At the 
present tim. traffic has increa.sed to the point where 
Route 725 from the Da.yton Mall to Centerville oan no 
longer handle the load. The road narrows before rea.ch
ing Yankee Street - waiting, we understand, until the 
675 overpass is oonstructed. Existing roads in the area 
do not provide satisfactory alternate routes for the 
stalled trtl..ffic. 

~e agree with the residents of ~~st ~yton that 
Boute 35 should be constructed to keep heavy traffic 
ou~ of the do~~to~~ area. Those cities with by-pass 
routes are the ones that attract new businesses, jobs, 
anL gro~th. Columbus and Cincinnati are good nearby 
examples of this fact. Do~~to~~ buiinesses could be 
aided by installing rapid transit systems, not at the 
expense of poor traffic mo~~ent in the ou~lying areas. 

We hope that work can begin on houte 675 before 
Federal funds are lost forever. 

Sincerely, 

~<&-:.i-$.~ 
Hubert S. Kline 

Elizabeth E. Kline 



From the desk of 

HUBERT S. KLINE 

April 11, 1979 

Dkle a 

lie lia-ye lind on Mtld lliver li06.d 

for 28 ye6.rs. "itt the r.pid increase 

in businesses along houte 725 and 741, 

traffic at ti~es becomes at.lled. The 

section of houte 67t between Far Hills 

and l.h 75 therefore becomes most im

portant. 

The ~dening of existin6 resident

ial roads running north - south to 725 

is ~ot the best answer to improving the 

congestion on Route 725. 

Thanks, O&le, for your consideration 

of this problem. 



COI\l\MUNITY TASK FORCE 
P.o. Box 1-675 
fairborn. Ohio 45324 
Telephone 5U/878.0675 

March 19, 1979 

The Honorable Brock Adams 
Secretary 
Department of Transportation 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Waehington, D.C. 20590 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

,., ." .' 

This is in response to a letter written to you dated February 2, 1979 by 
Dayton City Commissioner Patricia M. Roach. It was written with a deep 
concern over the completion of Interstate 675 E with respect to the economic, 
social, and cultural vitality of the City of Dayton. Mr. Secretary, that 
letter was written by a dedicated City Commissioner with a sincere commit
ment to and concern for the city she lives and works in -- Dayton. We, too, 
share these feelings of commitment and concern for Dayton and would like 
the opportunity to expand upon Commissioner Roach's remarks in light of 
Dayton's regional relationship with the surrounding communities~ 

Mr. Secretary, the socio-economic problems facing the City of Dayton are by 
no means unique. Nearly every city in the United States of Dayton's size 
or larger, with only a few exceptions, is experiencing some form of urban 
decay. The reasons for the seemingly overnight migration of city dwellers 
to suburbia remain a subject of debate. Many factors are believed to have 
contributed to this phenomenon. Among them were and are tax incentives for 
the purchase of ne,,' homes, middle and upp.er-class desires for more spacious 
and modern homes, and a drastic increase in our country's total population 
over the p~3t 25 yeC!rs requiring a 3ignificont incrc.:!.ce in d~::::.:.nd for r.:;:~ 
dwellings. These are obviously only a few explanations for the very com
plex problem which we term suburban sprawl. 

The effects of this phenome~on upon Dayton are no different than any other 
city. However, we strongly believe that the solutions which we are enact
ing are not only unique, but are proving to be very effective. ~ile we 
recognize that suburbia will not disappear, we also acknowledge that every 
region requires a strong nucleus to be successful. It is commonly believed 
that the decay of the nucleus or core area marks a decline in th~ economic 
vitality of the entire region. Mr. Secretary, our nucleus, our core area 
is Dayton and as a region we have committed ourselves to making it a vital 
social, economic, and cultural center. 



Mr. Secretary 
March 19, 1979 
Page 2 

As part of this commitment, Downtown Dayton has undergone over $200 million 
of redevelopment in just ten short years through public, private, and quasi 
public-private investments. This includes new construccion of five finan
cial institutions, four office buildings, two public utility buildings, 
two hotels, a corporate headquarters, a senior citizens center, a co~unity 
college, a county administration building, a federal building, a transpor
tation center, a convention center, a center city plaza which includes two 
new underground restaurants, a regional entertainment and shopping center, 
a city parking garage, and a nite club. Hr. Secretary, this is not just 
city development, this is regional development in the City of Dayton. Ur
banites and suburbanites have joined hands to make their core area vital 
and strong for the entire region. And, this list is not complete. Through 
the effort of the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce, River Corridor Committee 
plans and construction have begun for a total redevelopment of the Miami 
River along the do,mtowu are,;.. Construction will begin this April on a 
Riveredge Park, along with the already completed low water dam for water 
recreation and the riveredge bikeway. And this only scratches the surface 
of the total index of plans. 

As a result of these center city investments, there has been an estimated 
increase of 10,000 new center city jobs since the 1972 census. In addition, 
over two-thirds of the revenue generated from the City Income Tax is paid 
by suburbanites working within the City Limits, who must again pay taxes in 
their own community for the very services they paid for in Dayton And its fu
ture. 

Commissioner Roach also expressed her concern for the availability of jobs 
in the center city area. Specifically, she made mention of the closing of 
Frigidaire and the loss of 8,000 jobs. First of all, Frigidaire is not 
located in the City of Dayton, it is located in the City of Horaine. Sec
ondly, the Frigidaire plant will be retooled and reused by General Motors 
to manufacture light trucks and diesel engines. General Motors estimates 
that this new plant in the Frigidaire facility will have a startup employ
ment of 4500 hourly jobs in 1981. 

In addition to this, Frigidaire employees have first preference for jobs 
in the other four General Hotors plants. Excluding tht:: employment figures 
for Frigidaire, General ~!otors employs 20,000 hourly workers in its remain
ing four plants in Dayton. Each year, General Motors anticipates an attri
tion rate of approximately 10%. That means that in the next year approxi
mately 2,000 jobs will be available for Frigidaire workers. 

Of the 8,000 jobs mentioned by Commissioner Roach, 1,200 jobs are of a white 
collar type and are mostly spread throughout the country and will not have 
an impact on the Dayton area economy. In addition to this, General Motors 
informs us that they will require a work force of 1,000-1,400 people to make 
the transition at the Frigidaire facility from the production of appliances 
to the manufacturing of light trucks and diesel engines. And, this does 
not even take into account the millions of dollars required to completely 
retool and supply a new assembly plant. Obviously, there will be some 
workers who will get caught in the transition; however, General Motors is 
providing subpayments to employees with seniority for up to two years in 
some instances as well as providing a jobs placement center. 
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Mr. Secretary 
March 19, 1979 
Page 3 

In short, the long term impact of the Frigidaire closing is minimal. The 
problems that will occur in the short run could be greatly reduced by the 
jobs created resulting from the construction of a new highway. specifically, 
Interstate 675 E. Commissioner Roach also implies her concern in the same 
paragraph about the impact of the Frigidaire closing on low income city 
residents. Let us assure you, Mr. Secretary, that Frigidaire employees do 
not qualify as l~~ income city residents. 

There was also concern expressed by Co~issioner Roach about the redirection 
of employment opportunities away from the ~ity of Dayton resulting fro~ the 
eornple~ion of 1-675 E. The increase in employment opportunities created as 
a result of the co~letion of this highway would appear to be small. Eighty
five percent of the land in Montgomery County near 1-675 E is currently 
committed to commercial and residential development. This development 
is occurring and will contil.ue to occur reg.;,rdless of the high,.;ay's co;n
pletion. He~ce, the economic impact that faces Dayton's central business 
district will not and cannot be based upon 'the completion of the highway 
but rather, it will de?end upon the geographic competition for the con
sumer's dollar. We feel strongly that Dayton businessnen will conti~ue to 
display their ability to co~pete for the areats retail and service dollar. 

Also, all but 500 acres of the re~aining parcels of land in Greene County 
are either zoned for residential use or open space. Therefore, the potential 
for new commercial and industrial development is not a~ticipated. Currejtly, 
many new single family divell ings, apartments, and condor::iniu:-:1s are being 
built regardless of the expectations of a high1vay. Thus, the cO;:Jple::ion of 
the highway would not appear to be a central factor in determining where 
area residents wish to live. 

Commissioner Roach enumerated four local goals for the City of Dayton. They 
are: 1) preserving the economic vitality of the city, 2) preserving the 
neighborhood identity and vitality, 3) preserving the unique character of 
the city and, 4) preserving the city's leadership role in the region. We, 
too, concur with these goals and strongly feel that our actions as a region 
are consistent with them. A healthy Dayton is a healthy region. 

we believe that Interstate 675 E is also consistent with the g0.;,ls e:q:;lic.=.tE:,i 
above. We do not consider 1-675 E to be a beltway. P~ther, we viefi it as 
an eastern north-south connector that links the northern, eastern, and south
ern quadrants of our region. 1-675 E affords our region the possibility of 
being cohesive -- including DaytOj. This road has the highest priority in 
our transportation plan for the entire region. It is the most important 
aspect of our total transportation plan for an efficient and economically 
viable infrastructure. 

Much has been written concerning the economic impact of beltway co~struction 
on urban areas. Interstate 675 E is far from being a radial beltway cir
cling the entire City of Dayton. As a result of this, we believe that ~ny 
of the stud.ies concerning this subject are invalid in our case. 

As yOu well know, }~. Secretary, each region has its own characteristic 
social and economic factors to be considered. We truly believe that our 
region is deeply co~itted to a strong Dayton. And, this committment has 
and will continue to be expressed with dollars as well as involvement. 



Mr. Secretary 
March 19, 1979 
Page 4 

In the past fifteen years, the Dayton Area has generated considerable momen
tum for the economic, the social, and the cultural development of our region 
and specifically the City of Dayton. Interstate 675 E is a necessary part 
of that momentum. Your expeditious approval of this project will insure 
that this momentum will continue 30 that we may contim.le to build our region 
the waY.it was always intended to be -- a great American region with a great 
American city. 

'. 

r2~~ arl~ Bonkofsky 'r~ 
Fairborn Area Chamber of Comm~ 
Chairman 
1-675 Community Task Force 

11m 
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Copies were also mailed to the following members of the 1-675 Task Force: 
, 

Mr. Lee Schatzley 
Beavercreek Chamber of Commerce 
1360 North Fairfield Rd. 
Dayton, Ohi~ 45432 

Mr. Mark F. 'Pomerleau 
Dayton Chamber of Commerce 
Suite 1980 ~nters Bank Tower 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Mr. Robert Ruie 
Xenia Area Chamber of Commerce 
73~ E. Hain St. 
Xenia, Ohio 45385 

Mr. W. Tim Andrews 
Kette=ing Chamber of Commerce 
1524 Stroop Rd. 
Kettering, Ohio 45429 

Mr. Alfred J. Koehler 
Miamisburg Chamber of Commerce 
165 S. First St. 
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 

Walt Buchannon 
Centerville-Washington Township Chamber of Commerce 
27 North Nain St., 
Centerville, Ohio 45459 





teF~rt~~nt of Housinr pnd Vrbnn rrvelo~~ent 
Weehin~ton, D.C. ~0410 

• ! 

21 hrch 1979 

Attention Rob~rt C. Embry, Jr. Asst. Secretary 

Gent] emen: 

Subject~: rayt~n, Ohio 1675 EAst Belywey. 

A copy of your 1I'l£'Jr.~rencum ceted 9 Feb. 1979 to Mort DO',:ney, As!'t Sec 
for' Budret en~ Froprp.~s, Depertm~nt of Trensportation, h~s just 
been receivec by mE fro~ the office of Senator John Glenn. 

Re: The proFosec finel [IS on this Route definitely beeTS little 
iEprovement over the oririnel EIS drAft !ub~itted to public in~pection' 
in necerber ]~77, which feiled to follow FedeTp.I fuiceline~. The 
finelEIS ae subrritted for Federal review. ~ti]l does net edaouellv 
conform to the Frcsident's Urban Folicy, ~At1onel Environme~tel : 
Protection Arency ruidclines. 

To be,in wit~ even el]owinr for subspnuent ~rrencmpnts ter~ittin~ 
its reluctant eprrovp] by eFP in 19~7i it violates the rrincirle 
and s}:irH of the COl"'\fress ... ,hen it ene-cted the lnterl"t!?te Hifhwey 
Act of 1944 • Thie freeWAy beltline is in no wey e b)T-ess for 17;. 
A~ nesirnE'd it is A !~.p~~y'e~L.r~JUil:!s"'y which will not relirve the 
exjst1np h€~vy ~ren~ient trBffic on 175 from Optrcit to Florida. 

It el~o vio1~tes the princirle ?nc sririt of ~ejor urban trsnspcrtet:cn 
p'uidelines for orrerly ,ro\o·th of the city to"'Aro its suburbAn environs. 
EnFinpers end mpmbE'rs of the Rerionel Tren~portetion Co~~ittre made 
extensive studies of projected pOFulat1on FTowth Arounc DAyton nearly 
twenty yeers aro • These studies lo,lca\ly indicetecAted the Flannin, 
of edpqu~te thorcfpree redietinr frore t~E' city to h~ndle the future 
inevitpble increesinr" eo!!'rr·uters from their outlyinr homt:'!" to their 
jobs anc shoprin, crnters within the city. Studies were elso made for 
maSs trgn~portAticn by bus over the~e routes,im~lenented by liFht reil 
treneportetion over existinf sbannoned rsilroeds. 

The e~pected results of these e~rensive Ftuc1e~ w~S aborted by Chio's 
DepRrtment of Trp.r.<'F~rtetion, ectinr in c61lusic~ with e me9~ive 
developrrent sche~e es cescribed in th~ pttpched condensed history 
entitled~COP'P'UFTIC~ O~ THf ~CVE~. The routinr of this beltway COES 

not contp.ct the city et Any point And P.!.9,vJ ~~~ nJ?~_e.~7)8. ~Qr_Jll9.Ye:tlte.nt. 
tJL~ll~_Lr_om_th~.1iY, which we _~~.spf"ret.cl~e..d.... 

1 hhve been mon1torinr this pre~eat for ovr~ twenty.yeATs en~ hAve 
e~agBed e vest ~rrount of inf~r~~tion Andevirlrnce to verify this i 

I hi5tory. I cp.n be!'t cescribe It)! rcecticn thusly. -Thli beltway will ! 

1 
ftspentia ~ ly hAve the effe~! of tUr~t:llUn" the dtY1t:'ld .. b1:l)i~l~binf. 
t:.,he resl~ent1I\] SU9~Tbs .. w~~~.~ ~~l.~...£f cgl).c_ex,~rat~L~Jl.r.ru-'l.... I 'Will 
enclol"e u-y ob~ervetlons on the [IS. 

~15 Colonial Lebe 
Deyton, Ohio JJ5U29 

Retired 

Weshin~ton Township 
CI'lIZENS AGAlrST 1675 



;0 l-~e.reh 1979 

Dept of Housinr end Urbem Development 
Washinrton, D.C. 20410 

Attention Robert C. Embry, Jr. Asst. Secretary 

Subject: Deyton, Chio Beltway 1675 Eest 
" 

Gentlemen: 

Please refer to my letter 21 V~rch, last P2rerreph. 
1n8dvert~ntly the EIS rebuttel was not enclosed, so I am sub~itting 
it herewith. This is the first eix pares of my comm~nts end detailed 
rebuttal to the EIS by the Chio Dept'of Hiphweys (ercr). I believe 
that you wi11 find it infor~tive t and together with the information 
fro~ Dale Bertsch of the Miama Valley Fefionel Planning Co~issicn) 
you will have a pre~ty good pi"cture of our situation. 

An Editorial quote after enactment of the E~Fanded 
federal HiFhway Ac; of 1968: MThe ~ey that hirhweys 
cen be built without reF-erd for tre interrity of our 
urban centers, including established neirhborhoods,is over-. 

The subject beltway was planned as 8 sp~cisl purpose roed of such 
vic"ious port~!"t end such complete disreE8rd for consequences thet 
it ~~ll virtunlly have the effect of 

Strsnr1inr the city end brutelizing its suburbs with 
e belt of industry end suburban sprawl. 

The peop"!e 'in this p.rea R.re virtue.lly a captive eucience under the 
mon,oponstic control of one-o'.,rner media of newspapers end televisicn 
which declinee to enlighten its readers on this subject. It is quite 
evi'dently a part 'of the conspiracy e.nd refuses to publish artic les 
enc. ne\iS in' opposition. As a consequence the pecrle here are not very 
well informec, but I em sure th~t the mAjority of them woule not vote 
for it because the ~~n-fits ere unevenly conferred enc the cost far 
too ·hifh. This beltway, is now en obsolete end outdated transportation 
concept which cannot be justified econo~ically cr sociclogicelly. We 
co need e well planned mass transit system to which the f ds should 
be e. .lloeeted. 

-
215 Colonial Lane 
reyton, Ohio 45429 tie.shinrton T~wnship 

Fetired 
675 





CC.~:El\"l'S Cr\ 

RCL~ 1675 BELTWAY 

o~ the Ohio Depertment o~ Transportation 

By Peul F •. Itr.pey. Deyton,· Ohio' -:-. 

This EIS draft was completed by Jing & Gaveris of Cincinnatti 
under contract es consultant for t'1e Chio Dep~rtn:ent of TrensF·ortation 
(ODCT) in Nove~ber 1977, after ~ years delay in prep2retion. It was 
siyned on the title pere by ODOT Director RicherdD. Jackson and by 
Johr: W. }·:cBee, Ohio tistrict Administrator of United States 
Hifhway .A el:!inistration. 

This rIS was e~parently entirely the work of the 
Stete's consultent. (en Feb 8, 1977, Jeck Jensen, TeC 
Director seid·State.people wrote the craft-) The 1969 
Natior~l Enviro~ental Policy Act (~~FA) prOVides that 
Federal pertic5pation is ~ndeted in its preparation, and 
may not be delegatee away. 

There appears to be serious question here of the 
degree of preparation by e quslified Fecere! officer, the 
leek of which can ju~tify an injuncti~n to further stay . 
progress if the deficiency is not remecied prior to 
cornpl~tion of the final version of.EIS as sub~itted to 
appropriate Federal afencies for review and action. 

It is imprretive that the fin~l version of the 
ErS shall incorporate ell of tr~ written eo~ent5 end 
rebuttels sib~itted by the various dissicent incividuels 
and end relgted eitizens orrsnizations and rroups, before 
before being submittec to the Fresidents Council of 
Enviro~entel Cus1ity for finel review and decision. 

The subject tIS draft 8S submitted:to public inspection, is a 
bulky volume, the text of which 1s remarkable for its glaring o~issions, 
evas~ons and erroneous state~ents; rether than reli2nce on facts and 
the true scoFe of existing conditions. It ignores the obvious impact 
on the lifestyle, customs end even the sclveney of the owners of the 
ho~esteads involved. 

The draft a1eo ignores the inevitable diversion of industry from 
the.city of Dayto~ the resulting effect on job availability for' middle 
tless:apd minority workers within the city, resulting deterioration. 

This draft is a sadly deficient work, which w~s greeted with 
cerlsion by the study groups who were making in-depth studies of the 
true impact, wide spread from city to country. The text is occasionally 
encumbered with extraneous and irre!aive or unrelated material, very 
questioneble staten::.ents· and conclusions, some materiel culled fro:n 
sieiler project reports. In so~ ~leces it ignores even blatant violations 
of ,overnment standgrcs,~gUidelineE and orders frol:! Federal 8fer.ts. 
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REBUTTAL TO 

ROUTE Y6775 BELTWAY 
tRAFT El\'VIROf:J.CENTAL Y:Y.PACT ~~A~}':ENT 

of the'Chio Depart~ent of Transportation 

By Paul F. lmpey Deyton, Ohio 

-----------

HISTORICAL REVIEW 
1.01 . The text of the Statets EIS draft berins with s sketchy historical 

review which 1s hardly epmpet1ble with the fects. It fails to stste t~et 
the established 1675 East routing is actually the ·Fairborn Route~ 
dre~ed up prior"to 1957, simultaneously with the determination of tee 
city corridor for 175. It also'~ei1s to divul~e that the oriein was 

1.C9 a colossal cOQprehensive real estate develo~ment conspiracy planned 
to enrich the promoters at O~ expense •. The impact of this plottinr 

1.06 

hes been sn economic environmental e~plo~ion at the two nain ob;ectives: 
The hure t'layton )!all erea commercial de'Velopwent enc the hu~erFaitborn 
residential d~velopments, with the prospect of major manufacturin~ and 
trucking facilities. The predetermined end !Usranteed routing of, the 
eubject beltway vas a firmly established plan to connect these areas. 

(Subsequent events and actions leave little doubt thet ODOT was' _ .. 
then firmly involved in ttis vest plot and still is, with e routing 
chosen without e preliminary S'Jrvey or publicity. The speculations of 
conspirators were thus protected permanently, and land options end 
buying fro~ farmers and others in the, target ares began about 195;.) 

DESCRIPTIONS OF ALTERNATES AND E~~IRONS 
Thi~ tells us that 'No other transportation ~ode ~Ihich will function 

si~ilarly is" existent', which is perfectly true to accomplish the" sole 
ob~ectives of the ~~~ters! However the state~ent is technically 
untrue, insofar '8 a plan for a true and acceptable by-pass is eomcerned. 
Distruct'8, otOT has a letter and map from me, dated Sept 14, 1964. This 
map indicates the ODOT's route or ~roposed SR777 (1675) Also shown, is 
a true by-pass route which 1 personally planned after a reconnaissance 
survey. The line passes entirely thrcu~h open country, m1ni~1 wooded 
arees and at that t1~e would not have 'required the demolition of a 
single house. The line passed thru between areas Band C of WPAFB, 
as favored previously by CO!l:ln!l.nder General Helon, WP:~Engr Wm Kramer, 
V.ontfomery Co, Engr Eisenlohr and State Engl' B.J.Everhart. (This 
route easily complied with BPR ~idelines, but was i~ored,.for the 
obvious e~son that ODCT could not, would not change its alignment) 

:{.At the public hearin~ on Feb 10, 1967, :conducted by ODOT, I 
protested the corridor thru Washington Township over the worst 
possible terrain and the most expensive destruction. With unanimous 
app18us~· of the 500 people present, I moved that this corridor be 
scratched in favor of' a route thru open country 5uch:a'S~"lIlY i964,~plan, 
v-nich waa refused f'or the sace reason as above.) 

,The terrain thru Washington Township is NCT ~ently rolling 
all the way, as stated. Actually, thru most of the distance the 
terrain is the worst in the 26 miles, requiringextens1ve bridging 
en: two lof the most di~icult interchange areas, ell the way from 
Bilger Roec to 175; but::-it is the most c!irect line to the Mall! 
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EIS REBUTTAL Impey 

It is elsa e fect that this corridor will cO~Fri~e en effective 
berr;ier, splitting neirhborhoods and preventint: the future plenn:"ng 
of tieed-eo r.c,rth-south thorofBres fro~ \-{erren County to Deyt.on. 

: The State feils to tell the story of the outrsreou5 fevoritism 
sbc~.by el1rrment shifts, first by luv~ ft northward to feqar an 
aFert~ent :PTO:j~vtt . then an~ther 200 ft further northward (es e F9P~icel 
fe~or to the oefupct Ol)~P1C Club} onto the homesteec o~F.obert Hoorer, 
des~royinf the eeleebility of his remeininf fringe. 

. These moves from the original eligr~ent sicultaneously swinrs 
the corridor from open country, directly thru 8 14 acre forest of 
virgin trees. Po~dview Perk enc its pool. ODOT has repulsed appeals 
en~ refused to correct t~e injustice to these pe~rle by shiftinr the 
tligr~ent beck 200 ft Southward. It is this he.s~ea which pr~cipitetea 
the l:.8SS 'P!otests, the imple!Lentation of the reC!uirement for E1~ ~ ~ ~ .~ 

The north-south corridor will also form a berrier, splittinr ell 
neirhborhoods, isolating Green County from ~ontgo~ery, and preventing 
future thorofares westward to Dayton. The South Beavercreek co~u~ity 
of 700 ferilies will be split in half, cutting off existing reaes 
and. isolating the fire stettion end 8 school house. 

Sections 2.7.0 to 2.1.07 incluces stete~ents b2sec on cause 
and'~ffeett The CAUSE of the problecs in eouth~est Mont~mery County 
wee DDOT's fUerant~e that 1075 East positiv~ly ~oul~ be built riFht 
where it was o!"igin9.11~' ~:qrreec with the promotors. Ctherwise there 
would be no ~t.:repelis ,'OJ ::';erchendising along SR725 fran:: 175 to pa at 
McEwen Reed; anc the present trsff'ic and pollutic!"l proble:::: would 
not exist •. 

These merchants we~e from Dayton, end most peoplE attracted-by 
the~ also come fro~ the north OYer existing north-south roaes, and 
the3 leave the seme way_ The roaos are et rirht st'lllr!! to the 1615 
corridor, end indicate e mass traffic problec because they are often 

_.loaded beyond their capacity. The hundreds, of 'Workers now eItFloyed 
in the JJeyton.. }·~11- area lrust al~o"firure in -any projection for tiss' . 
transportation to the city, because 1675 will neVer ret them there. 

The }.'iatii Valley Rerione.l Plar..ninr CortJ:::.ission had referred to 
the book -Llternatives for the Future- and acknowledges it as e. 
8o~ial,cultural ~nd economic hub of the Regional, stress~ng t~~ 

importance of private business, the automobile and rass trensi~:for 
co~inr to the city. 

The'promised beltway CREATED this traffic problem in Mia~ anc 
Washington Township, b~t actual construction will WO~SEN it by c~in~ 
in more'people from Greene County and poi~ts beyond. The beltway will 
be~~fit'nobody here except the few who were induced to ~ove from the 
city ~the same promise of e free ~ay to YriFht Field. 

_ The tre~ic cong~stion s~ Eellbrook-Feir!eld-Roed is the ?esult 
o=- com.pletion of the 9.4 mile northeast section on the beltwey:'1-n:197:i. 
The direct cause V8S the rather prelt8ture const.ruction of the large 
r..e-~ subdivision neer Fairborn. To relieve this,proble!!: requires the 
i~rcvement of Bellbrook-Fiarfield Fe'! to SP35. ~ .. .:;, ,.,. ... ~ .,. " 
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E15 FEB~"I'TAL Impey 

The corricor fe-sses throurh -_ undevelorecl space beceuse ~ 
the corr~~pondin~ ~irht-o~-~ay wae reserved by directive for the 
prerlpt~rmined route of the beltway.about twen+v years aro. As 8 

co~!~enee of the reliance of rlevelopers on ODOT promises. np.y 
multi-fe~ily epertn:ent buildings now line this R.of:W in $pm~areas. 

The census increase in Washinrton, Sugarcreek, Beavercreek 
Townshif$ is due entirelt to the migration of business and people 
trom the city. Ie75 ee~~ot move thee beck to their homes or jobs 
in Dayton. They ~st USe existinF roeds both ways. 

The Tremportation plan in RTCr's:Dook l! die not include 1675E 
as lete as 1962, elthourh the route wes actuelly determinec prior to 
122]. It vas incluced in 1964 at the direction of ODCT when it wae 
dubbed the 'Fairborn Routs·. It wes pert of the dubious Reyiona1 
Transport Syste: in-1966. The failure to include any direct new or 
i~roved arterial hi,h~eys to tayton in line with PTC's population 
studies, wes apparently intentional. 

1675 East Boe5·-not quality as e ~enuine part of the NatiOnal 
System o~ Interstate and Defen~e Hifhweys~ It coes n~t co~ply with 
the guidelines of the Np.tional Hirhway Act of 1944 as a bonafide bypass 
ot Interstete 75, 89 directed by the Federal Bureau of Public Popes 
(BFR) in 1957. By poBtical intrl~e "lhich resulted in revisions of 
the Act, the SF? wes in~ucec. -.- to ,ive reluctant apprcvRl of 1675e 
as e neclal "Cur~ose Bel~wey'! on Jeri;. 22, 1965, concitione 1 uFon 
further stUdies end evalustivn of the merit of possible eltern~te 
e lip:I:!ent, ",hier: h2s bee~_.ifP9re_c.Ljr: spite c:' a flooc of protests. 

CO!\STRUC'TI~ 

The Netional Enviro~zentel Policy Act (~~PA) was enected in Dece~ber 
1969, beca~e effectice Jenusry 1st. It te~uired the State to sub~it 
detailed Etate~ents (lIS) assessin~ the impact of the project BEFCF~ 
FRCCEEDI!:G WITH IT.. ODCT elected NOT to co:c:rnJ;t, end proce~ded with 
detailed plens and propertY8~uisition; and on July 12, 1972 began . 
actual ~on!truction york on the ncrtheeet section of 9.~ miles of the 
belt~vay. In Nove:ber 197;, BFR orderec COOT to corrplv'.dth the }.ct 
and discor.tinue 211 ectivi!~e.s u_n~i1 __ t_r_e EJS was_J:o~letpd en~rovedL 
CDCT continuec to iEr-ore the orders and contir.ued lend acqUisition 
until this section was cO~Fleted on October ~8, 1975. 

It is significent that BrR and the Fecersl tepart~ent of Transpcrtetion 
~ermitted CDCT to violate the ter:rs and conditions controlinr of the Act. 
This calls for an investiFBtion end explanation from our Fovern~ent. 

Construetion of the remaing:16 miles of this beltway will cover 
1100 adcitiona1 seres of lush suburban lend, le~olish 88 :rare hcus~ 
some ~uite expensive, 18 5=811 businesses, 6 fa~s and ; ponds, 1;8 acres 
of vi~rin wooclend, It will deed-end 14 crossroads, almost all poir.tin~ 
toward the city. Just to connect Feirbo~n with the Y.all. $13~ ~illino! 

,A.ES':':-:ETICS 

This is a werd which sFP1ies to the beauty o~ the lencscepe; our 
perks, our hills 2n~ deles, strea~s , our establishr::ents, almos!:.....E.Qllution
free cOI:!!:!UnitieL prehistoric and cultural aspects o~ the general area 
inc!ueing colonial Centerville. The worrl is incongruous when epr1ied to 
the u~ly, dirty, e~elly concrete mon9ter with which the Stete intenes to 
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EIS 5 Impey 

cesecrate our country side. The t1ce of conetr~ction is an_unbearable 
orc!eal which should . never be l.mposed upon us. Aesthetics:!! 

The officials and their sponsora who ere bent upon peTpetreti~E 
this outra~e are completely insensitive to the reel human i~pact 
generated by their exhibitions of rank favoritism, discrimination, 
violation of directives, regUlations end guidelines; and reflect the 
corrupting influence of mercenary big business in politics. 

The group of greedy tycoons who are directly responsible.as 
the authors of this ~ro~ect, heve been relentless, Every elected 
official anc officeholeer. Sta~Jp~~1-~nd ~de~el. ~egardless of 
his e~nvi6tions, has felt.the pressure-. to endorsE!.s.M_Uy~Jy su't'port . 
and use his o!'fice to assure theeompletio!'! of 105 Ea~t •. ~~.nY have 
been financially involved fro~ the start, with a piece of the action. 
Quoting a former city mene~er:· -Beltway advocates are ruilty of vaet 
~iscrimination_~.tll.st the c~ttL. ~eople who heve pushed it all 
along have a stake in ~roperty and lang_develop~e!'!t pro5ects~i 
These are the Aesthetics, the philosophy of greed, regardless of 
who~ it effects, which our State does not have the courage to refute. 

IMPACT eN LIVING 

Our township residents heve witneesec t~e orderly frowth of 
the city outward, expancin~ normally es it should, with available 
~horofares into our residential areas where life has been pleesant. 
Such outward growth has been noru21 end orderly up to.this time. As 
our popUlation increases we feel the need of more and better avenues 
for cirectly cc~utinE into the city, and expect our rcverr~e~t to 
make an hone!t e!'fort to provide it from our tAx money_ 'fe have !lQ. 
practicel use for the proiected band aroUDd US~t unless we work at 
Wrifht Field! That 1s worth another $1;0 mi1lion1 

We have built our homes under a form of ho~e~ulp rp.sidential 
70ning \-lhich a55m-es preservation of our status of leisure livinr. in 
a quiet, tran~uil environment of rollin~ hills, strea~s an virFir. wooes. 
clean air ana freece!: fro::: the in<!ustry anc cOOIllercie.!i_~~.~_h_ich belonp:~_ 
in the city, availeble to the ~derete income end ~inority people who 
live there ant depend upon those jobs for a living! 

The subject EIS utterly fails to consider the disastrous impact 
of that ugly, noisy, Emelly concrete ~6nster to be buldozed throuf.h these 
homoyeneous neiEhborhoods.1t ignores the treu:B_of endu~ing the incessant 
day ene night hi~h s~eed t~~~~ ~reffic past our ho~e~, the resultant 
sccial, eccno~ic anc health factors, which innocent residents must find. 
unbearable. 

This EIS elso completely i~ores the progressive deterioration 
of the rreighborhoo~s- edjpcent to tbi's beltway, as the residents le~ve 
their fine ho::ne9, to be r'ep.!!t£~O.Y_s..u.~~~~ .. ~.t'!~ly.)ower i.!l~_~_J!!e~e_QP_Le __ 
ar.c indusin:. Eventually these areas, within en increesirdy 'dc'e 
rer.ge from the beltway, viII be reduced !~ __ tE~di!}pns prevgilin~ 
everYWhere such freeways have been bui~ Concentrated sprawl, low 
ir.co~e housinf projects, ttore corrmerclals anc industriqls, pore and 
more destruction and de@:rsdetion of the environs. 'relee I!I geod luek 
at tgyton's SR '5 East. 



EIS 6 h:pey 

ECONOMY 

The residential to..,:n!:'!hips ere being forced to en~ure the 
unwelcome invBsion of many entrepreneurs who have mirreted fro~ 
the city to previous green pBstures in the new Deyton ),I.all e"rea. 
Our residents had been more or less harpy and contented with their 
e7istinr co~nitieB. We bel ell the shoppin~, minor co~ercial 
and industrial activities which we could need, conveniently available. 

This heavy inf~x of co~erciels along SF7?5has"been_relocetiona 
rether than normal city growth. The invasion has been resented rather' 
than welcomed by our people, because it has attracted swarms of 
outsiders who in turn are cresting more end ~~re traffic and other ' 
problems now afflicting us. V£ny" of OUT people, especially t~ose 
in the vicinity of the aTees threatened by the construction of 1675E 
ere unhappy, fearful end resentful, with food Ieason. Zoning ehanres 
have elready had a negative effect, on our econo~. Lane values anc 
taxes have increpsed sharply, due to the Teel e~t~te boom. But after 
the roed is built, retrogression :willforce declining'values. ' 

. -
The CAnSUS increase is due entireyl to the ~sny new spart~ent 

co~plexes alont tbr R. of W. attributable to the expectany beltway. 
The increase in traf~ic thus engendered 'has multiplied the traffic 
problem, which must be solved by so~e form of ~ss transportation. 

The cost of ~over~ent is sharply increasinh in the SR725 ares, 
such es new five lane pavecent, expensive traffic controls, water end 
sewer lines, new police and fire stations, whi~h should not have been 
necessary. The cost of the!!e services out'r;eirhs the the Te' .. enue which 
can be derived from the new esteblis~ents. Then there i!! the lo~s of 
reven~e fro~ t~e t~x duplicate on ~ squars miles of land usurped for 
the beltway R, of W.and the dead cost of 88 ho~es end 6 ferms to be 
de~oloshed. Dollar compensation cannot replace the loss of a fine ho~e. 

This beltway project cannot ~e justifiec econo~ically or cociologi¢elly 
and is an ~ise allowcation of transportation dollers fTore.the point 
of efficiency. At an added cost of some-'I;O ~illion~ 1~'wil1 be~o~no 
earthly use co~tiny fro~ Deyton tp its subu~ban environs. It }.as long 
.~een qUlte evident thet 1675E will be a special pur:ose road for"the 
convenience" and be~efit of the Fairborn promotors. to ne subsidized 
unjustly by the I'!lejotity of the n:-ct"orists who will not heve use fer it, 
including the urban poor who will share in its costs but will obtain 
no viable or visible benefit therefro~. 

The interstate hirhwey system was supposed to revitalize the cities. 
Instead, it has dealt great herm to the centrel city in every case, but 
a windfall for developers and politi~i~n~. ALL cities with perimeter 
freeways suffered severe 1ncustrial,~census and job losses, severe 
physical retrogression and eeyeneration, to t,he point of producing sh.:~ 
areas. Chicago and our own city of Deyton ere good examples. 

The urban crisis of the 60 J s and the enerfY ~risis of the 70'~ 
have forced a Ion!, overdue reassessn:ent of the coat-benefit ... ' 
ratio of beltways around cities. The ",eiyht of the evidence supports 
the critics • There is no justification fOT continueing 1675E south of 
east SR ~5. Benefits accrue1ng are not commensurate with the trel'!lendous 
direct and indirect coste of the project. 
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CITY OF BELLBROOK 

.... ..:.. 

I ~.' , 
I. ':: '-';', 

Mr. Stewart Meek 

Founded 1816 

May 8, 1979 

.,. " .. 

BOX 285 
BELLBROOK, OHIO 45305 

Miami Valley Regio~al Planning CO~~lSSlon 
117 South ~ci~ Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

De a r Stewart: 

As we discussed on the phone today, I have enclosed a copy of pagE? 306 
of the minutes of the April 23, 1979 Council meeting (these minutes 
an unofficial until approved by Council on May 14) at which the following 
li:otion was approved by a unanimous vote: 

"Mr. Lapierre moved to sup;:ort the rHommendotion of the Inter
Governmentol Task Force and that federal and state money allocated 
for 1-675 be given to local cOIr.rr.unities to upgrade and im::rove 
existing roadwc:ys for rroveme!'1t of traffic within the C ol!';lT'unity • 
Mr. Irwin seconded." 

A copy of the task force sumlT,ory report is attached to the rr:inutes. If 
yo~ have any questions, please contact me. 

DEH/bk 

cc: Mayor Buccalo 
Mrs. Caton 

Attachment 

Very truly yours, 

--9-r-~ 
David E. Harr.ilton 
City J':anageI 
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3~6 . RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS 
_¥inutes of Meeting . 

. "-.. 

.' Hr.' Hamilton reported thnt Jud! lX;Y.O~l tc.!"'''"r .:1 :.;1 -w~,,~ 1'_:.;-.~ l..l. :'<;-:ice 
t-n:lepa.rf.i:D&nt, vas pr6?aring our ne:x~ nl3\1,;~,'-~ : .. :r. 

'" 'J,"'. ~ ; ..... 

:,;,.~Hr.· Han:ilton noted that Peck,Shuff'eT en: '.:'..:1,::'5.I.r,:;, \/6 .... £ \I0)·).~,lI:' 0'-: a project 
f~ t.o . .Qetermine the finc.ncid aoncitbr: n" -;"J.", w; ... ",' ;oj .. : (,:!: •• 

:.'*.-
,~;'.Hr.:-Ha:mllton noted,that·he bad recl;d.v!:~: c; It:~~'']· \;lli .. l't::b:; tl,r, (.'!,50 ..:.l!l.ia.'lce 
,..:.1',·1or Returnebles vas seeking supj,ort fro!~, :O.cll y e{Jl;";;i~,·j on •• ,';" : :'Y())'l; 
:~~:, 6Jld other, pu::lic of!,lci!W.s for tla,i:r 1'u;,.' ,.: " .. ,). !'~J' •. ,,' ")'" ~', ". ·c:.l.n 

:;::c;;oeposits in Ohio, vhich 1IIIlY be em :i :,s·, ... ,,, .... ~'" :;.>h.-, .:, " 1,.,.:" .. : •• 
'~:: . :,';, . 
~ .. :~.~;yor Buc:ouo noted that there \las a l,ou:;; 1'0)" ::-1" or, !.j~.U, ._::.rcrtlek 
".':: .. St:reet·and the owners were·claiJ"ir.r; th!.:t 'L!lf, :':"1" 'i'~ co':: :'; !': II:.: r." 
,-: '~a machine.' sh:>tl. 11(' E<!':ke;;: Mr. E· ;,.", '~'. :" - ,." -. ., 
. ,1 ~:':-: 

_. C'O!:Ir.littee R€cports 
;! .~:-:, . _. ~ '. 
'''''',~ ",1)0 report. 

':ot.' 

'~:'. Se:rvic~"- ItO' report. 
rii:~.''''''.'';'' --.'''';' ' __ . 
~:~::. Finance ',ln~ Gov"rmr.elit:..l Affl'~.l";! 
~. .' .. , 

,.~ .Col1ll\)unit ... • :.!'frdrs -' Judi JlJ..xon nO~t;c' 'tH., ; ~,.'.' . 
~-on April 24, l'ft'J to discuss ReSv::11~50·1.~ " • '/:
,:~:)l.l'.~~~ ~Ir,btrs of Council .t.o fr: .. ti:.,.1. 

__ ~. Y;"675 .•. ~": 

I 
! 
; 

! 

;' 

."~~~ 

.... ~ 
'., 

"-- "-" 
\ \ 

, 
! 

I 
lao •. D.·.\larrcll, Ch.s.irma, Inter-0:"v\:!'!i,.c::;-" 1. . < , :. 

·"Task Force's :I",,.')or;' on 1-(,75 (!;"i,; ,,'.:- ., 
; ,.' which it wa: po~nt.od oui.. th,,-t 1-l,?;: "':'.: ,':" 
. :~ould o.(I1ot "allav!::. L,: :'rert'fic· p:roL' t.:,:., .'. " 

,'." tLu 
, j.n 

"-" ... "y. I -bigh'way.-"to lie~'r,~y eXJ"}~;~~e~ .• for t:'k :'.< ~. 
.• :.,.; Mayor Buoccl.o Dotod that ,I-675 1.IO:J!' d:'v~.;c :. f';'" 

i'': .' 
',':-. "", "o''Yl!'l!:ir:! fJ . t ~ , 

.,.' vh.ich \I.O~d GV,\:I"tu;.l~.y heco!'JI: l;i; ,t, •• ,; ~ ":,.-,,,,:, I: 
. ,,: " .. :d mlli:!o i '. thoUCh Bell bl' 00): Jj,J 1l0~ huv", tJ. .. f,:. ' l , .. 

our IIslJ¥l,ll voice," h"'l.l:rt.. He no',., . '_:, ... 
: ; 'IItand on this ,$.s$ue. J.!r. \.1Drr(;J.~ ,;,11:'." ' \' 
- Jill!, ff)i.ne .s.head vi th th:":> projoct :0. _ 'J A 

resolution s".lppor-:ill,\; r-b75; he '( .... '.' 
A discussion l'ollc\Jed .. on illlprovin.:. (i;, 

uSn~~.by-p~sp'~or I-~75. 

~ ; .. ,. 

l~'. Lapierre 1T\Oveu to SUl'PO:l"~ t,h" ,',.:.:{,' .. :.~:.', • ' ". ". 

. '. Talk Fo;r.ce an:: ti1!:.t federfll and .!l L~t.u ':"~"''''~' 
, to 1 ocal CO:n:a";lll~. '~ie,~ to 'U]l[lrlt.'!o "",' :.. .. ' ;,' •. 

,:·of traffic \[ithin tile CO!!ll'''U!lity. ;':"'. ~';;. _ .. 'i' ,.j, 

, 

, 
_. '.". f, Ii 

.' ....:~ .. 
: ... :u:: 'L;. 

.. ': ,;,; ..... ~ "'",,:on. 
{; 

~~*~~.~;~ .. !.;. ;': . 
. ::'In answer to 1>Jrs. l{ill::;inson (I.n::.:: L::IJO .. <i:), 'j,,:' .\ .... ,:;;',. H;,>,':;'': the::' \"Ie 
')'~'Vould D.Qt hllve tJ to}m.;iiJ..l meutilJC ~;\ ,"_ :,~.·I.I '",. .... .;" " I,u;i ':.ion 
~'Dve:8 1ii,:thie mat':"cr. ,lIe pOint&o 0',,-;' tl: .. ~ ,,':.,': ''; ,.j';'.;;;;"':" 1''',,1' :'U~h 
~: ' .. aecb1onll br.:.:H,lt1 on wll'.!i they hc;LlIV,,; '~iJ l,~ ..... ;.' .... ". , . .:' .... ".,,:._ .. :.:.ty 
~.;;::_~~~le, .veltn.N 0: th1 Cit!. 

': .... Mtayor. ;Bucoalo"'pointed out that t.h<:))· ... \1",]'" '!-C,W I.c;uy <.!c.J·e<~J;l(;"L~ l:.",ie ... Iith 
.... regar;d to the construc'!;ion of l-:":~., .: ..... '~;"":'" .. ,- )" .. ,,' .. , ~:c: 
·'.',present there did no"... seem"''\.o be (:ny I:'·Y l)1l:'. !;;". L"l·.j.";·!,,, I,' .. :", -:'!r!1. \Ie 

:::;-'··did not .\l1sh·to iJnpede prolP'ess; 1IOl:bV,-,1', ~,r-()("":'" C"'!'!," ';".:';' "" ::,·'!"VI'\C . 
. b;y -qpgrading . exist.ifl~ rOnCI-IIlY:;. 

'No further comn;ents ~'ere forthcoKi.", ':'\'" ':. ,,' ':'",~ n.': I •• • 

motion. JU'.:l ltt..xon-t;y"j ll:: • .::J·;L· .. · .. · ',.,- .:'; ','. .; - .. : 
Hr. Lapierrg-oys; Hr. )~ . .mby-c:.y(;; i: .;;.0,' j;.".,; ,)0-. :i'" 

,;.',;; 

I 
I 

'1 ' 
I: 

Ii 
" 
'I 
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RE.CORD OF PROCEEDINGS 3~5 
_---''--¥mutes of .~·_r Meeting 

--,-:,.-. 

,; . , 
', .. ~~ ... ' 

'".''' 

~': . .' 

.~:J.: 

'. 

• --!, . 

, " ,. 

'. 

...... . -- ,----

Beso) ut~ on fb. ?(I-~' 

Judi It.l:,m ri:.:...: h s(.;lt:~h):. I:". '''''-" ~ 
for the: l"nd curren"..:! y o.lm.,,: "" '..1., 'J< 

Board. an"': ]bOV&~ .it~ t..C~i t~·:""I. I.~ .. :.' 

to 6Jlu::n';: 'tl":':; r'c ;,:c~ 1,;J.:.ic:: L·::' :.... . , 
:and insert the yor':; "m::y". l:l. ::., ,,~., 
to amen~.. Ju·:!; ::i..>:-on-uytJ: i !~::!'. ~."_ 
Hr. LEtpierl't..-uyl.:; !-~. r~: ~.1Ly-:. III t j I.. ,) J~' 

. ... ' ~ ... 

In an.s\ler to )liT; Gary, V.:r. l!""~lto" fL-.' ... • 

initiflted hy Council or by,,: '" .~, "'. :c· 
recommcndbtiolJ., ~1t.yo:r !h!;;~t~J (: ~ J~ ,.: ~.\} .. : ' 

purcha:.ilrt!: t!:'~~~ J"T.:J;:,:!oty. ...:.:" ; ~o'" 
. a clllssificl.!~io!'l z..11o-..:inc ci,);:t.:.>;,..;' tU'l ~ ,:.~_ , 

it was suc:ef.:!..tbd th4t 'L~." \H •• \.I . .)\_ l:'::'!h;~ .•.. 

should Li.t~t::r!.: !.~ '~j:;',:::..: :; :.:' 
ISuccelo not,,:' 1.!~., !'-..r. 1-~'i" 
City tc :;t:':~; :.:1. ~. :::'(·~,tl;:l· I'" 

misu.nderJ;"i.d;.ji!!~~ .. 

1 j', . t.:~'.r::l,.· 1~ )'t:. vi; ".:1,: rC:T\.c!·:' 
.w.. :.J 1'_'" 1., ..... :t\." J _t1..!'- .. ':"lJ[ 

" I: 
I' 
" i: 
" 
t= 

~ .. :. , .. ; .:1:...:, \',1, 

....... \'IJ:"I..: \H' .. ,'; '1\.-; 01. l.,:,~iuh 

... :r .. ::r-~y{;; I' 

~~. t,:, 'or.2 c; .. :':'':'I::~ 'II 
l', • 

. u- ~ #~ :. .:. :...1 , 

.• ~ .. t';.~:j;:. '~!' ',; "U:J~ \r::f"':.::'C'" '! 

I.':'" j'v·· .... :·,·t. .. l..>;"; ; oJ .;.#:J.;,: .u:)~:: fer II! 
~';' ,.L , •• ,' l.f \,1::':' l:on':' ..It::·~rj.C !i 

!-: 1·1,.~·; on j ~;~, 
L~; o,!' 

~,-< t:.l 

\1 

.No further CO)~"C:~j':'!l vere forti.:·, " v.· .. ; ':," ~;:;. ,: . .": ~ 0' li;; ~, '.: ,~.:'. to l)oopt 
as BJ!.C'nde\'~" ,1 t.: :.: .. ~. ,):'.J:~-: .,"t' ... ; •• ,,-.• ~,,: P. -1~,;,: ..:.. l.r .. :.!J-L.~·"::; 

-Hr. Lc.I;:;,en'o-.:..Y .... ; ]';1'. l""JIl'-'.I'-;.)' i •• J'" ~' .•. ,:r..::,.~,,- ...... Jil.f;")Vl! .;;'"l'l·i~ ...... 

R.!!iO~\!t,;#.',! :~!. '."!:-' 

Judi J..\:o;"':'. 1' .... :·' ,,,,,-,tJ un:; (If ..... ;. 
rercrr1n~ t.h<.: !;;'ut..fH .. :~:.tiJi!'Y 
land U;lC I!: L 1."" ;} I" <,.:;. 
8aconj.b~., :' Co : ":'.;J) u.>. ~ ~ • 

"PlIiJlI1in!: b",:.~ _. ;". V· ,,,,J' tI;,· 
and in orJcr J'j'Y' !':~,rl'dn· ; .... 
&lU,f·o.,I. (::.,c' __ ' !;.' !', !s.:~)'c 
SOuro h:·c Ik':'l: )-,,'.'i.,,:; ":. j;:~':,: 
aI1&e:n5 ne~c~'l..·~;.: :..::~ ~o.·. 7',;-~~ ~ J 

,in S&ction ;, lin", 5. V1'. 
amend, .Ttl::] lLj~ .. !.'-· yi':; .' :". " 
l-'.r ~ ,wyi(:l-r"'-:'il.:; J.!r. iu..l.;~·Y-: J" ; 

:' ..... \-;,. .,-", 

.... 
.......... 

'. " ~ 

' .. 
: ... ;"; 

,;J' .. :"r ... in 
trl 

, ~ :.I .. ,·).Y lmlnl"1l' ,: 
, c.; :.l. til" ~ . ~ 

.. ~ .• 1 ~'4 l:;!.:H- :~:.;. 

..; ... ",', I,.:'V(:C to II:!'" 

.l' , •• ':.}?':: t· 

:. J:" i.:' on to 
.~; .'0. ' ..... :.-::..:;'Cj I: 
-.{)~j ~~) L:';L,.;!l\. c4rriec. 

MrlyOT Bucc~lo no:,c~ th~t tu:: ',/,. rd'. i..;, .. ,,!'~ '. ~ ~" . ~ ,,::~' :~:. , . 
Ii 
Ii Council di.d ~;J::C:.i!#·;~l~ Lu;~l!l':,;,... . _'. ~.:-. 

·fo:rf.hcorr:inr. VoLe \.II,:; c~.::"i ~ ..... '..-, .• ~ ,_,.:. ~ .. :,." ., '. 
Hr •. Elginelon-,,)'c; I'!r. G:.ry-, y ... ; i:. >- . - ;" 
'aye; Hllyor !::A.ICC;JO-!:y"" LvU ".: :,,;. ;.,. "J' 

Ci ty Mnnrcger Renort .' . 

Mr. Humilton suh:dttec thL :'1 
: e~~r:in,~\l ih!lt L1:J:-5 \::'s,ldf", 

!"J/' 1', ' 

i: 
",1,~ :w;on ..... j'l:; \' 

i i:..,·., !<.4.l!:'~J;t- Ii 
Ii 
I' 
Ii 

'\i ~~i:', UP; 
·.rLic"::'"r " , 

Mr. liaJr.':l.l ton not.E!~ throt ".10·: " .. 
,sgreelilem. tC;1.\~.;c-a the- six cj .. ' c.:., 
Bellbrool: enol (ieJ·m"nto\:n). ~:" ".'';'' 
ratified by th", six cit1('ls, 1 .. - ti'I."'~ 

. , ... IJ~.:: 

... ("".l"ill to 
1,:.:' ull 

J 
, 'Council' ell t!JC sc:.rv5.cc:: pr-c':: .': '., .. 

related to cable tcl~visio ... 

)thi. &milton "eported th1...t D:'," 1 .. 

next to tbe aul .... !;-:.lJtio~ 1'0)" :;(.,~.;Ll·. 
and mr.1ritllil< it. . 

, . . ~":' 

~. llrordlton noi.ec t1v,t \1(; \:<1,::" '", ;". 

service carage. lIe noteu t1,..:. \i" I.,: •. ;,>. 

used, behind t\le 1'oim:;hil' L;'Hi:"" 

• :i.,: .. '" 

. ~ ;:t ~~~ \. 

J i., \.' j~;.C .~ h.; 

::~ . 

," t~,,· l,.n;': 
I.'; .';J ",: .. ;.,"" luuse ,it 

. ~ , f".m·;~; .. 

, 

II 

II, 
'j , 
i 

\ 
i 

11 , . 
.. --- -- ~-.... ------
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6, Beavercreek will not be able t,(' !-:el'v'e ... ~,,(..~,I ~.:,! ... 
Police' and fire rf:'spOfl!":e 1.i'J;(. v,;!! ;:-;:-!;1 ():-,7;~,. 
traffic and hAving to P.O Ulrt)L:(!: !,1o,: J\ll'-':"'" :.i,t" 
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DYBVIG AND HEINZ REALTORS @: 

COMMERClAL' IN'DUSTRlAL' APPRAISALS 

3411 OFFICE PARX DRIVE DJl.YTON.OHlO 45439 513/298-1123 

Mr. Dale Bertsch, Executive Director 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street - Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Dear Dale: 

April 27, 1979 

I am writing as a concerned Citizen, a businessman and as a friend of 
MVRPC -- a friendship I have demonstrated over the years in meeting 
with you and members of your staff on many projects and problems. 

from 1956 through 1959, I was Mayor of the City of Kettering and lived 
in Kettering until about a year and a half ago when I move,d to Washington 
Township. My business office was in Dayton for twenty or more years 
and I now have an office in Kettering. Regardless of the location of my 
office or residence, I consider myself first I last and always a Daytonian 
and I have repeatedly taken the position that the financial and SOCial health 
of Dayton coincides with the financial and social health of the balance of 
the Metropolitan area and that the financial and social health of the balance 
of the Metropolitan area coincides with that of Dayton. In other words, 
except in very narrow ways, the entire community is inter-dependent. I 
grieve f<?r the whole community when we lose a plant such as frigidaire 
even though a narrow view would be that the City of Moraine bears the 
brunt of the loss of jobs and income •.. so also do the suburban areas 
suffer when Dayton loses an industry, even though the greatest impact 
is on the City of Dayton. 

As you know I I have been engaged by a major Dayton corporation to market 
land which is surplus to their needs. In just the last two to three weeks 
I have had a statement made to me,by a representative of another major 
Dayton firm with whom we have been negotiating for the possible sale of 
some of this land, to the effect that the attitude expressed by some people 
within the City and others not in the City toward the completion of 1-675 
has caused this major company to drop, at least until the issue is settled, 



t 1 

Mr. Dale Bertsch, Executive Director 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 

Page 2 
4/27/79 

any further consideration of expansion in Dayton and I for that matter, in 
the Metropolitan area. The stated reasons go to the question of the expedi
tious moyement of people and material (and in this particular instance the 
movement of material is paramount) and to a community attitude which, 
whether there is truth to it or not I seems to be opposed to business and 
industry ~ 

I have been a commercial and industrial Realtor for some 28 to 29 years 
(all in the Dayton area) and those who would have you believe that aban
doning 1-675 would inure in some way to the benefit of the City of Dayton 
are totally out of touch with reality. On the contrary I I can tell you that 
not just to the representative of the major corporation I referred to above 
but to many people representing smaller·businesses and industries, the 
current negative attitude toward community betterment supported, as they 
see it, by the community foot-dragging with respect to 1-675 will mean a 
further erosion of the industrial ba se not only in Dayton but in the entire 
area. The expressed fear that some businesses or industries may locate 
in the suburbs because of 1-675 misses the entire point which is that unless 
and until community attitudes toward business and industry improve there 
will be DO new business or industry in the suburbs or in Dayton. 

One may rightly ask if a person opposed to 1-675 is one opposed to business 
and industry and I assure you that from the many contacts I have with busi
nes s people in the area, it is so interpreted. I do not question the honesty 
and integrity of the nay-sayers. I do, however, question the narrow vision 
they hold of what is in the best interest of this community. 

1-675 has been too long delayed. The traffic generated around Wright State 
Uni versity, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, the Dayton Mall and other 
traffic generators to the east cries out for relief. The business people who 
move goods and those who perform services cry out for this improvement. 
By blocking 1-675, Dayton will not be helped and the entire Metropolitan 
area, including Dayton, will have suffered another body-blow -- a blow 
which unfortunately will prove to have its greatest impact on the poor of 
this community. 'Some people don't seem to realize that while the suffering 
of the poor is cfmeliorated somewhat through welfare payments I the only 
permanent way out of poverty is through the creation of more jobs and a 
stronger :rocal economy. 

Sincerely I 

RSD:dh 

, Q, . 
~.; £.- /' 

);ta.--Jl....- f- -. ;\ 
R. Stanley Dybvi~ J .. 
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BeOlJelrreek CRalllbel" 0/ Co,IIII/elre BEAVERCREEK 

~ ,~ 
1360 B-2 North Fairfield Road • Dayton. Ohio 45432 • (513) 42&-2202 

May 1, 1979 

The Honorable Brock Adams 
Secretary of Transportation 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

Dear Secretary Adams: 

The Beavercreek Chamber of Commerce has long supported the co~pletion 
of 1-675 as planned. It is most disturbing that a small but highly vocal 
minority has been able to thwart the needs and desires of the great majority 
of people in the Dayton area. The high\.]ay \,ill not pass through Dayt.on, yet 
much has been made of the possible adverse impact on the city. Little con
sideration seems to be given for Beavercreek in \.;hich almost ten miles of 
the right-of-way lies, or the rest of Greene County \.Jith almost nine miles. 

1-675 was planned as a commuter route to provide easy access to Wright 
Patterson AFB and then aborning Wright State University. Witness the in
terchange already built at Area B, HPAFB and the others planned at Area A 
and Wright State University. In 1964 "!right State opened its door~ to 
3200 students and 50 faculty as a commuter campus. Toclay, main campus has 
almost 14,000 students, faculty and staff. WPAFB employs almost 24,000 
military and civilian personnel. Many of these 37,000 plus people live in 
Beavercreek and points south. In 1960 Beavercreek had under 17,000 popu
lation. It is nearly twice that today and growing. 

Our local roads are narrow, crooked county and township roads which 
have seen little real improvement for several years. They are clobr;ed 
with our O\VO internal traffic, commuters, nnd some interstate traffic 
which used North Fairfield Road (now clo",,~d for p"'-t i al improv<?ment) to 
connect ,·.ith VS 35, about four miles LO c"· ::'L)·.II.h, r.·l;,· r .. h;l.l :·0 L·'J:l>U:,:.i, 

the dang<:>rous intersection of 1-75 and Ro.; e 4 hno·.·~n 85 "H.1lfunction 
Junction". These roads are becoming ],'-1;:;>1: .1 0'!5 1'01' t":,sr: ,·~llo live along 
them, especially thosE' ,,,hose homes front eli rect 1.y nn thorn. The> po) lutio!1-
air, and sound--ascribed elsc\vhere is .111'(>,'11:-, in their front ~"ill'ds. h'jden
ing of these roads to four lanes v!ill pllt t:'" tr.1flic n:~d pollllUon 0:1(> 

lane nearer to them while increasin1? ill vn 11 I filL! • \.; .. ~ :trong1y believe thcf'c 
people also deserve SOInC' consideration. \-1., h('l i,,\,··, Lh.lt they ho-,'p ::I ri::,ht 
to gain the relief I-h7S will afford. 

I aJdress economic jmpact only to <;;1\' thnt :1,; a snh\lrh of D·"'\'ton \·,c 
are lied to the area and cannot Ion;; !"('l"'lill f:c('lno~lic."'!],ly sountl ,·:ithout a 
viaLle Dayton. We believe the higl1\vay \·:ill help the entire arC3. 



I beseech you, Mr. Secretary, to consider as carefully the probable 
good that will accrue as you do the possible bad. I believe you will 
find the opportunity cost -- the negative impact -- of not building the 
highway to be overwhelming despite the naysayers. 

We of the Chamber would be most pleased for you and your staff to 
visit Beavercreek to see for yourselves the problems we now have and 
which can only worsen without 1-675. 

BLS/rml 

cc: Senator John H. Glenn 
Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum 
Congressman Clarence J. Brown 
Governor James A. Rhodes 

Sincerely, 

President 

Mr. Fred Berta, TO\.,;nship Trustee 
Mr. Steve Kline, TO\-'!1ship Trustee 
Mrs. Carol Graff, Township Trustee 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commissionyl 
Regional Planning and Coordinating Co~~ittee 
Dayton Daily News 
Dayton Journal Herald 
Xenia Gazette 
Kettering-Oakvood Times 
Fairborn Daily Herald. 
Beavercreek News 

2 
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Schwerman 
Trucking Co. 

IlEPLY TO: SCHIER.IIIA\ TRUCKING co. 
110 East Dayton Drive 
Fi.1rborn. Ohio ~324 

PRONE: 113/878-46n 

611 Soutb 28th Street. P.O. Box 1601. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53201 

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
Attn: Mrs. Nora E. Lake, Chairperson 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio, 45402 

May 22, 1979 

Re: Interstate Route 675 

Dear Mrs. Lake: 

Execu:ive 
Til); 9]0-2 

Phone: 414 

Schwerman Trucking Co. is solidly behind completion of 1-675. As a 
Comparv that travels the highways of this Country, as an everyday part of 
our business we have found that our accidents per 100,000 miles. have been 
reduced in areas where Interstate highways are available for ·use. Our 
records also reveal less fuel consumption when we can operate over Inter
state highlolays, which is a vital item when faced with our currer.t energy 
crisis. 

We are 10catec. at Fairborn, Ohio and transport both bulk and package 
cement produced by the Southwestern Portland Cement Co., which is also 
located at Fairborn, Ohio. Last year we transported over 28,000 loads, a1 
traveled over 3,600,000 miles to various destinations in Ohio, Kentucky a1 
Indiana. . 

When the first sections of 1-675 were completed, we noticed an irnmed.: 
improvement in our operation here. Shipments going East, West, and North 
now be reached via 1-675 to 1-70. Formally, all of these shipments trave] 
through the City of Fairborn. Berefits here are a reduction in congestioI 
Fairborn City Streets and less fuel consi.l.lTIption on those loads. Ho-..:ever, 
to ,0 percent of our shipments go South to points in Southern Ohio and InC 
and Northern Kentucky. These loads must still travel through Fairborn to 
Route L and into Dayton to tie with 1-75. 1-75 through Dayton already cal 
far in excess of its designed traffic volume causing a conjested and unsaJ 
situation. 
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Completion of the remaining se ctions of 1-675 would allow us to tra:JSport 
the majortiy of our southbound shipments via 1-675 to 1-75, giving relief to 
the conjested situation on 1-75 in Dayton. 

I'm sure there is a large volume of traffic that would traverse 1-675 
that now travels to 1-75, and through Dayton merely because it's the only way 
to go. Diversion of this traffic can only help to ease the conjestion, prevent 
accidents, and save lives. 

I'm in favor of the rapid completion of 1-675. and feel that it is of the 
utmost importance and in no way should be tied to any other outside is~~e. 

}!NL/ld 

Very truly yours, 

Y1/.,.., __ ) 1 1r, /,.' ~. 
/1"""1 K ~ •• ~~ ... ~~. 

Itrron l~. Laack 
Vice Presia.ent 
Central Division 

cc: Hr. DaVid L. Weir, Ohio Department of Transportation 
:Hr. Dale Bertsc..'l" l-fVRPC 
Hono::-able Clarence J. Brown 
HO:1ora~le John Glenn 
Honorable To~ P. Hall 
Honora':lle Thomas U. Kinci11ess 
Honorable Ho\·;ard H. Hetzenbaurn 



LEONARD f>. ROBERTS 
CENEIlAI M"""Ctll. 

DeIce Air Conditioning 
Olvi~lol\ 01 General Motors Corpo;alion 
P.O. Bo~ 824 
Oaylor. Ohit 4~4~i 

Mr. D. F. Bertsch 
Executive Director 

May 8. 1979 

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 202 
Dayton, OH 45402 

Dear Dale: 

I am writing to you to express my personal feeling that the 
completion of 1-675 is of vital importance to the continued 
development of the city of Dayton and the entire Dayton Metro
politan area. 

Access for area residents to Wright State University and 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base will be greatly facilitated 
by the completion of ~-675. . 

Present traffic problems, so apparent to area residents 
driving to Wright State University, should be greatly relieved, 
if not eliminated, by the completion of this highway. 

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, as one of the largest 
employers in the area, draws -its civilian work force from the 
entire Dayton Metropolitan area. Certainly improved access to 
thts most important employer can only benefit the city of Dayton 
and the total community. 

The completion of 1-675 will divert much commuter traffic 
from transversing the city of Dayton, especially East to West, 
and could well result in partial alleviation of air pollution 
problems in downtown Dayton which have been highly publicized in 
the past. 
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Dayton's business community and its leaders have demonstrated 
in the most tangible possible manner their support for this city. 
You need only to look at the Winters Bank Tower, the Mead Build
ing, Elder-Beermans, Sinclair Community College, Dayton Newspapers, 
the First National Plaza, Gem City Savings, to name a few, to 
realize the investment made and being made in downtown Dayton. 

It is my firm belief that the completion of 1-675, which has 
been planned for so long, will materially aid Dayton through the 
addition of new jobs by the attraction of new businesses, and by 
increasing tax revenues. 

I hope this needed highway project can be completed with 
the least possible delay. 

Very truly yours, 

&tfts~ 
LPR:Dg 



DAVID L. RIKE 
'920 WINTERS BANK TOWER 

CAYTON. OHIO 45423 

TEL.. (5131222·3963 May 8, 1979 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Dayton, OH 45402 

Dear Dale: 

I wanted to express my feelings that the extension 
of 675 should be pushed with all possible vigor in 
spite of the recent announcement that the State is 
going to postpone it due to supposedly lack of funds. 
It is my understanding that Federal money is avail
able and we may lose it if we postpone this work 
any longer. 

Another point which bothers me very much is the 
feeling that 675 will hurt Downtown .Dayton. I think 
this belief is without much foundation. I spent two 
years in Boston and I can't think of two more dis
similar cities. Downtown Boston was almost impossible 
to get around in with very narrow streets and very 
inadequate parking -- just opposite of Dayton. 

Then too I think we are overlooking the fact that 
two of our most important "industries" are Wright 
Patterson Airfore Base. and Wright State University. 
They really need this extension of 675 desperately 
and I think we are very short-sighted if we don't 
do everything possible to encourage their well being. 

Let's do everything possible now to get the money to 
match the Federal grant so that this project can 
proceed expeditiously! 

~elY yours, • 
a-; .. ).... "'-. ~ 

D.L.Rike/vs 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

HEADQUARTERS Z750TH AIR BASE WING (AFL.C) 

WRIGHT.PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO .5"'33 

REPLY TO CC 
ATTN OF; 

SUB.JECT: Interstate Route 675 (1-675) 

TO; Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
ATTN: Ms. Nora E. Lake, Chairperson 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton OH 45402 

1 4 MAv 1979 

':;r:~"'! 
,,- ... ' ...... . l' 

. ~. \ \r .. _ ... 

1. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) has supported 1-675 conceptually 
since 1962. After the years of planning that have gone into this significant 
effort to improve area-wide transportation, 1 am concerned about the declinin.g 
support of current plans to accomplish this essential and long recognized 
requirement. The 1-675 project, coupled with the planned State Route 444A 
connector, will greatly improve the congested traffic conditions in the 
immediate vicinity of the base. The primary access roads to the Base from 
the south and southeast Dayton area (i.e. Woodman Drive, Colonel Glenn 
Highway and North Fairfield Road) are so overloaded with vehicle traffic 
that they are hazardous. The 23,200 WPAFB employees and 14,900 Wright 
St~te Univ~rsity students and faculty need and deserve the additional 
traffic access 1-675 will provide. 

2. The need for traffic improvements has been accentuated by the current 
gasoline shortage and the prediction of future shortages. Congested 
approaches to WPAFB cause increases in gasoline consumption by our 
employees which could be eliminated by the completion of 1-675. Obviously, 
these same congested approaches cause increased air pollution via the 
hY9rocarbons that are emitted by the slow moving traffic. 

3. Completion of 1-675 and SR 444A will also benefit visitors to the Air 
Force Museum. The Air Force Museum is the largest non-commercial tourist 
attraction in the state with over one million visitors each year. Based on 
the Dayton Chamber of Commerce's economic analysis of tourism, it is 
conservatively estimated that the Air Force Museum adds ten million dollars 
($10,000,000) to the local economy each year. 

4. I wish,to reaffirm the continuing support of Wright-Patterson AFB for 
co~pleting the construction of 1-675 and 1 solicit your active support 
to. assure its earliest completion. 

JAMES H' RIGNEYA JR. 
Colonel, USAE 
Commander ,'J.:'~~ 

Cy to: 

71. 'F£C - £iJeline of tAr 7lerospau GeDm 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
MVRPC 
Ohio Department of 
Transportation 
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TRUSTEES 

WALTER A. BUCHANAN 
RUSSELL W. MILLER 
DUANE l. SNYDER 

Nora Lake, Chairman 

TOWNSHIP HALL 

CENTERVILLE, OHIO 464:9 

Phone: 433-0162 

May 8, 1979 

CLERK TREASURER 

RITA C. SHEAR 
27 NORTH MAIN STREET 
CENTERVilLE, OHIO 

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
112 South Main Street 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Mrs. Lake: 

For your information the attached resolution was passed by 
the Washington Township Trustees at its meeting on May 1, 1979 
to reiterate its support for 1-675 East. . 

Favorable action on your part is requested to present a 
unified regional endorsement for this project, as well as 
specific actions that would remove obstacles to its completion. 

RCS/lj 

Sincerely, 

Rl1a C. Shear, Clerk-Treasurer 
Washington Township 



TRUSTEES 
WALTER A_ BUCHANAN 
RUSSELL W. MILLER 
DUANE L. SNYDER 

TOWNSHIP HALL 

CENTERVILLE. OHIO 45459 

Phone: 1.33.()152 

RESOLUTION NO 79-121 

CLERK TREASURER 

RITA C. SHEAR 
27 NORTH MAIN S" 
CENTERVILLE, 01 

WHEREAS, Washington Township Trustees have end6rsed the 
completion of 1-675 East several times during the past feK 
years, and 

WHEREAS, the Board has repeatedly urged action by state 
and federal authorities to complete the highway without further 
delay, and 

WHEREAS, traffic within Washington Township continues 
steadily to increase, creating safety hazards, pollution and 
consequent deterioration of the environment of our community, 
and 

WHEREAS, a very small minority of citizens of the Miami 
Valley Region continues obstructionist tactics designed to 
thwart the will of the majority of the total citizenry, and 

WHEREAS, the benefits of completion of 1-675 far outweigh 
any minor adverse effects which have been addressed adequately 
in the Environmental Impact Statement, and 

WHEREAS, J-675 is needed to alleviate traffic congestion, 
to facilitate access to Wright State University, Wright-Patters! 
Air Force-Base and points east, to provide an important feature 
of an adequate regional transportation system, to provide short· 
term and long-term economic benefits to Dayton and the Metropol: 
area, to attract and/or retain industrial development, to impro' 
the local employment picture, and 

WHEREAS, the 1Iiami Valley Regional Planning Commission is 1 

hold a public meeting during Nay 1979 for the purpose of re
evaluating the need and desirability of completing the highway, 
following which a recommendation will be made by that organizat: 
to the U.S. Secretary of Transportation as to whether or not tn! 
construction should proceed, and 

l'JHEREAS, the State of Ohio has indicated bugetary concerns 
about availability of state matching funds to allo~ its complet 



THEREFORE, be it resolved by the ~ashington Township 
Board of Trustees that: 

1. Support for completion of the highway is reaffirmed. 

2. Record of this support be transmitted to MVRPC prior 
to its May 1979 meeting for evaluation of the project, urging 
a favorable response to the U.S. Secretary of Transportation. 

3. State Representatives, State Senators, the Ohio 
Department of Transportation, Tee and other appropriate agencies 
be contracted and urged to act speedily to resolve the State's 
budgetary problems with respect to completion of the highway. 

Attested: 

~d?~/ '"Ri a C. Shear . 
Clerk-Treasurer 

May 1, 1979 

WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Russell W. Miller, President 
Walter A. Buchanan, Vice-President 
Duane L. Snyder, Trustee 



GEM CITY SAVINGS ASSOCIATION 
DAYTON, OHIO 

WARREN R. ROSS 
Chairman of the Board 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Executive Director 
Miami Valley Regional 

Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Dayton,OH 45402 

Dear Dale: 

May 10, 1979 

Much has been written recently about the possibility that the 1·675 project 
may be abandoned. On behalf of Gem City Savings, I want to add our voice 
to the voices of other businesses who are expressing concern for this im
portant project. And I want to urge your support, as director of the Miami 
Valley Regional Planning Commission, for its approval. 

Extensive discussions and debates have gone on for too many years about 
the possible negative effects of the highway on the City of Dayton and the 
potential benefits to areas adjacent to the planned highway location. These 
arguments, like the claim that supporters of 1·675 do so for reasons involving 
personal gain and that these same supporters care little about the highway's 
effect on Dayton business are, in our opinion, parochial, self·serving and 
misinformed. 

As you,are well aware, Gem City Savings believes in-and is totally com· 
mitted to-the downtown Dayton business district. We are not only a major 
investor ourselves, but also a major financier of downtown Dayton real 
estate. Some examples are: Our new $15 million corporate headquarters 
now under construction at Third and Main Streets, the Arcade Square pro· 
ject and the Daytonian Hotel (of which we are the lead lender). There have 
been in the past, and will continue to be in the future, many other examples 
of our faith in the strength of this urban area. 

As a good corporate citizen, we have much at stake in downtown Dayton 
and we are dedicated to maintaining and supporting a healthy and viable 
city. But we also realize this can not be achieved by isolating Dayton from 
broader, more far-Sighted concepts such as the 1·675 by-pass. 

Recently we stated in an article called" Renaissance Downtown ," in our 
customer publication, the Gem City Saver: "Each improvement in the 
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Miami Valley Regional 
Planning Commission -2- May 10, 1979 

downtown area enriches the total environment, not only by providing 
essential goods and services, but by upgrading valuable, existing properties 
to help make this city a pleasant and exciting place in which to live and 
work ... and to visit. II 

It is our sincere and honest opinion that what enriches our total environ
ment also enriches Dayton. One of the things that will help bring this 
enrichment about and that will benefit and strengthen the entire Greater 
Dayton region is the successful completion of 1-675. For these reasons 
we request your support for the approval of this vital project. 

Thank you for allowing us to share our opinions with you. And on behalf 
of those of us of Gem City, we wish you success in your new position. 

Sincerely, 

1// . __ 
l!Y..1.u,<:(./ 

Warren R. Ross 

mw 



Wright State 
University 

Office of the President 
Dayton, Ohio 45435 

513/873-2312 

May 9, 1979 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Executive Director 
Miam.i valley Regional 

Planning Commission 
Suite 200 
117 S. Main Street 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Dear Mr. Bertsch: 

Since its inception, the University has officially endorsed 
the 1-675 project. Indeed, the choice of a location for 
the Main Campus was directly influenced by plans for I-675. 

The present section, open to I-70 to the north, has dramat
ically improved the movement of students, faculty, staff 
and visito~s to the University from Northeastern Greene 
County, Clark County, and other outlying communities. 

However, those areas to the south, southwest, and north
west of the University are frequently confronted with ex
tensive delays, due in part to the 25,000 Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base personnel' and to the inadequate roads serv
ing :those growing communities. A zip code survey of stu
dents shows that, of the 20,000 daily trips to or from the 
University, more than half are from the south and west over 
highly congested secondary roads. 

The next segment of the 1-675 project to be constructed 
will carry the new highway from its current terminus at 
Wright State to an interchange with U.S. 35. This segment 
will provide easy access to the University and Wright
Patterson for people traveling from the south, west, and 
eastern communities. This segment can only be construed 
as a posi.ti ve benefit for the metropol i tan area and, spe
cifically, for the City of Dayton. It will provide leverage 
and :future pressure for the continuation of U.S. 35 through. 
West Dayton to 1-70. It will provide easy access to down
town Dayton and the commerce, industry, and retailing 10-
cated.there from one of the area's most rapidly growing 
sectors;· namely, Beavercreek, Xenia I and Greene County. 
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It will also increase the economic attractiveness of the 
segment of U.S. 35 lying within the corporate boundaries 
of Dayton. I cannot find any negative effects on the City 
resulting from the completion of this next scheduled seg
ment. 

The final section of 1-675, from U.S. 35 to 1-75 south 
of Dayton, will provide services to both the area resi
dents and interstate transportation. This final segment 
of 1-675 will alleviate some of the heavy traffic flow at 
what has been called "the crossroads of America." The 
intersection of 1-75 and 1-70 handles the majority of 
north-south and east-west highway traffic in the United 
States. A reduction in the massive interstate flow on 
1-75 through downtown Dayton would provide area residents 
easier access to the downtown area, which many people 
presently avoid due to the congestion on 1-75. It would 
also reduce the concentrated air pollution in the downtown 
sector. 

The last point I hope you will consider as you prepare 
your evaluation of the issue is one of momentum and image. 
It seems to me that through the concentrated efforts of 
everyone in the metropolitan area, the renewal and re
invigoration of downtown Dayton is well underway. These 
projects and investments were not created solely by resi
dents of the City, but were a product of joint efforts 
on the part of people from allover the metropolitan area. 
This kind of group effort creates momentum and a sense of 
vitality for the whole area that is highly conducive to 
progress; but, if a reversal in this chain of events oc
curs, momentum will be lost, and a distinctly negative 
image created. 

In summary, I want to assure you that all my comments are 
made in the most positive way that I can articulate. As 
I have stated in my public testimony, Wright State is a 
working, interested participant in the whole area. We 
do not, we cannot, see the issue of 1-675 in narrow terms, 
but as a potentially priceless regional asset, beneficial 
to all parts of the area. I honestly think that it would 
be a tragic mistake to delay further the construction of 
1-675, especially, the forthcoming segment to reach U.S. 35. 
I would, of course, be willing to comment further or elab
orate on this important issue • 

. "~.--

Robert J. Kegerreis 

RJK/db 

cc: MVRPC Members 



,After 'JO year~ hope ebbs for '1-67 5 
...... 

It's been almost 10 years since Robert J. - as if it really could be done. • .. 
:('gerreis first appeared on Wright State's "They're happy go tucky dreamers," he 
:lmpus as the ne.",.. business administration Laurence S. says. ·'No one's done this In the Unill'd 
t'an, States." 
As be was shown the university's physi- Newman Jr.. For a time, some bypass opponents taiked : 

al plant and the pJans (or future growth, about mass transit linking WSU's campu, ; 
.'! recalled, J-675 was mentioned with \ with much of Dayton. Only no onE:' took the 

, Associate Editor lme enthusiasm.. time to try the idea out on the Regional 
This was the bypass that would connect or.The Journal Herald Transit Authority, he smiled. . •• 

I-Je university and Wright·Patterson AFB county. "U's a discouraging thing to see how litUe . 
'ith 1-70, ]-75. U.S. 35. and the major com· Progress for 1-675 these days appears data it takes," Kegerreis said, ...... to ~tall ! 
mnities of the region, In just a few years it miniscule. aDd that's discouraging. First, an and completely kill a project which almost ; 

',Quid be completed. environmental impact statement forced a inevitably will benefit the area .. '. wi~!)ut i 
A spur would come off }-675. cross Col. five-year delay. Despite the statement that barming downtown Dayton. . . ; 

. 'Ienn Highway, tie into the eastern end or. finally evolved, some opponents still main. "There are some 'who make you think I 

le campus, then pass over railroad tracks tain pollution levels would Increase. downtown will disappear in 8 .puff .of ; 
'1d S.R. 444, descend into Wright-Patter- Now there's the charge that'67S would smoke ... and Dayton will bl.'come's 
'mand end at AFLCbeadquarters. . Jurebusinessfromt/l.ecore. desert in seven days ... These ar-t 
For Wright State, it couldn't be .com· It implies no growth in the area. of . simplistic ... and spurious arguments."; : 

,Ieted quickly enough. That was true a dec- course. No Dew business from out of state, . For some years now Kegerreis .. has..been 
·de ago, before the university's enrollment Rather, any grov..1h along 675 would have concerned with the overtones' of region~l 
·assed ) 0,000. and it's moreso today, with' to come at downtown Dayton's expense. warfare over 675. " 
Imost 14.000 students, most of them iegu· "This is a zero sum game between Day- . The argument runs this way: if you're for 

·ar commuters. 'ton and the suburbs," Kegerreis says. "It's . 1-675, it follows that you are against down-
Campus planning still allows for an a phony argument." town Dayton, a western extension for O:~. 
ccess road to J·675. But the hopes that "You have to develop some knowledge 35, or the cit\' as a whole. . . 
'revailed in the 1960's have given way to how business selects locations," he reo "]t's terribiy unfair to put labels on (p75) 
rustration and despair as th~ bypass has' marks. "A highway is not aU by itself the advocates," he says. "It's II cheap shot.': .... 
umed into a mirage, constantly visible but tipping factor. "The only .relief in sight. .. for the entire 
teyond touch. "In a northern city like Dayton you can- area," be maintains, "is 675." 
To students, faculty and visitors alike, the not continue to grow with an industrial Still. it's hard to muster a sense of eh-

':lst half hour before ciassl's commence base ... You need lighter industry and thusiasm these days. By chance \J,'e talked 
norning .and evening is a steady reminder service industries ... such as insurance soon after the Rhodes administration an· 
.r delay, when the roads to Wright State companies, corporate headquarters, ware- nounced it wouJd delay many highwa~ 
;tm up. housing and shipping services." projpcts across Ohio for at least two ye~r~ 
"You can see the vapor. .. of He likes to cite Columbus as"a good on the grounds that it lacks mat~~!!l~ 

'ollution ... with the long lines." Keger- example where you have prospering sub- money. 
~ ei s says. "Thousands of motorists urbs and a prospering downtown ... with 1-675 was but one of the projects caVgp., 
~ ommute ..... 25,000 to 30,000 vehicles an outer be1twav." Cincinnati and Indi· in the middle. . ..... 
"me and go at least twice a day to Wright anapolis are other examples. More than likely. it's a shameless ploy fOI 
;tate and Wright·Patterson." "My impatience is based on the shallow legislative approval of higher license .f~~! 
There's another constant r~minder: th e arguments against 675," he says. ") have or gasoline taxes or both. . .' 

lundreds of hours lost in commuting time not found an argument advanced ... that Still. there's a fair chance that Bob Keger· 
.~ students and faculty from the Schools of impresses me." rcis will have retired from W S U by lh' 

· ,1edicine, NurSing a nd Professional Psy- The proponents for a southeast rail corri· lime 1·675 is completed. 
· 'hology try to serve the VA Center and dor troubled Kegerris. for they would have At the rate the bypass has progressed Sl 

I her medical Institutions across the transferred ]-675'5 dollars to mass transit far, he'd be out of his mind to bet against it 
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10 May 1979 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Miami Valley Regional 

Planning Commission 
Reibold Building 
5th and r~in Streets 
Dayton, OH 45402 

P.O. Box '123 
1801 East First St. 
Dayton. Ohio 45401 
Telephone: 513-253-7111 
Telex: 288-084 

Mr. Bertsch, this letter is to add my voice as a .business
man to support of the I-675 project. 

I've read the letters by William Anderson of NCR and 
James McSwiney of Mead Corporation in behalf of this project. 
They are intelligent and comprehensive arguments for the cause, 
and I can add nothing new in the way of factual backup. 

I would simply say that: first I am the head of a company 
which has a well-established commitment to the City of Dayton; 
second, in this context I strongly feel that the I-675 project, 
which will do so much for the region, will be an asset to, 
not a dilution of, the City proper. 

I sincerely hope MVRPC will endorse the completion of this 
highway. 

fo//./~ 
ROBERT L. BATES 
Chairman and President 

RLB:sjb 



OaytonArea 

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS COUNCIL 
an affiliate of the Day10n Area Chamber of Commerce 

May 9, 1979 

Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Executive Director 
Miami Valley Regional 

Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Dear Mr. Bertsch: 

Members of the Dayton Area Independent Business Council 
strongly support the completion of 1-675. The Council 
membership consists of presidents of Dayton neighborhood 
business associations, a~ well as, involved Chamber small 
business owners. The Council consists of over 40 Council 
members and represent well over 100 small neighborhood 
businesses. 

Many of these businesses provide sales and services on a. 
regional basis. The 1-675 connector will allow them to im
prove their service at a reduced cost of time and money. 
We believe that 1-675 will provide additional jobs to the 
Dayton region and not merely displace them from one area 
to another. 

We recommend that the full Commission of the Miami Valley 
Regional Planning Commission approve the 1-675 A 95 review. 

1980 Winters Bank Tower • Dayton, Ohio 45423 • 513/226-1444 



SoUTHWESTERN PoRTLAND CEMENT COMPA1\TY 

Mrs. Nora E. Lake 
Chairman 

EASTERN DIVISION 

aoe :I..&ST DJI'U 'DJUVE 

FAIRBORN, OHIO 

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Dayton, OH 45402 

Dear Mrs. Lake: 

May 22, 1979 

Prompt completion of Interstate Route 675 is vital to the economic well being 
of the entire Greater Dayton Area. It is unfortunate and regrettable that 
various attempts are being made to link peripheral parochial issues to comple
tion of the highway. 

Southwestern Portland Cement Company has operated in the Fairborn area since 
1924. For years the company has been accutely aware of the need for improved 
expressway traffic flow in the area. As the shipper of in excess of 600,000 
tons of product per year ~ pr imar i ly by truck, we are pa i nfu lly aware of i nade
quate highways. The existing dangers at the inadequate interse<;:tion of State 
Route 4 and Interstate 75 ("malfunction junction") is a prime example of over
loaded existing highways. As you know, the city of Dayton worked to insure 
that Interstate 75 would be routed through the downtown area, and the re
sulting conjested and unsafe configuration provide ample demonstration of the 
need for traffic relief in that area. 

Southwestern has demonstrated a commitment to jobs and progress in the Dayton 
area. In 1974~ at a time when new investments in the area were at a minimum, 
we constructed and placed into operation. a 20 million dollar expansion program 
in our manufacturing facilities. Part of this expansion was based on the ex
pectation that Interstate 675 would be completed in the 1970's and thus 
provide the increased ease of distribution essential to movement of our prod
uct into the areas south of Dayton. We are appalled that this completion has 
been stymi ed. ' 

Failure to complete Interstate 675 has had serious adverse impact on other 
activities in our immediate vicinity. Obvious examples include ~right 
Patterson Air Force Base and Wright State University which require large vol
umes of highway traffic. Both desperately need the relief which would be 
supplied by completion of the Interstate 675 plan. The Air Force Museum alone 
attracts 1 million visitors annually who must also cope with the woefully in
adequate highway access system. 



Mrs. Nora Lake 2 May 22, 1979 

It is particularly disturbing to observe the extreme waste in tax dollars 
involved with the inordinate delay in construction in the face of daily 
mounting construction costs. It is even more distressing to observe the cur
rent roadbl.ocks to completion of this interstate connector being offered by 
narrow selfish interest groups. The economic well being of the Greater Dayton 
Area has suffered reverses ; n recent years, and it undoubted ly wi 11 suffer 
more unless prompt positive action is taken to demonstrate to the business 
community that the area will provide the vital highway transportation network 
essential to economic well being. It is all too clear that the sunbelt states 
offer great advantages over this older northeast section of the country. Only 
progress; ve hi ghway transportati on improvement acti ons such as have been evi
denced in the greater Columbus and Ci nc i nnat i areas can serve to ma; nta i n 
investment and industry in our Greater Dayton Area. We sincerely urge the 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission to eliminate peripheral issues and 
to concentr.ate on the urgency and necessity for completion of Interstate 675 
as an essential element for the continuted economic well being of the entire 
Greater Dayton Area. 

RFB/jeb 

CC: Mr. Clarence J. Brown 
Han. John Glenn 
Mr. Tony P. Hall 
Mr. Thomas N. Kindness 
Hon. Howard M. Metzenbaum 

Very truly yours, 

~/ ....• ~ 
':- ,. <.c...C·~ 

R. • auer . 
Acting General Manager 

Mr. David L. Weir, Ohio Department of Transportation 

. -. 
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City of Fairborn _______ _ 
25th AnnmrIMY ________ Office of City Manager 

May 15. 1979 

Ms. Nora lake. Chairperson 
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

SUBJECT: Completion of 1-675 

Dear Ms. Lake: 

The City of Fairborn has supported the 1-675 project from its very 
beginning and none of the recent rhetoric has changed this position. 
We believe in supporting regional projects that are in the best 
interest of the region and completion of 1-675 is vital to the 
Miami Valley. including Dayton. 

Completion of this roadway will help relieve the bumper-to-bumper 
traffic seen daily in Dayton, making it easier for Fairborn citizens 
who work in Dayton to get to and from the downtown area. This will 
help the pollution problem caused from automobile exhaust. It will 
greatly improve movement of traffic to and from Wright Patterson 
Air Force Base. Wright State University and the communities of 
Centerville, East Dayton, Beavercreek, Bellbrook and Fairborn. 

I believe completion of this roadway will have a positive impact on 
Dayton. There are areas along the Eastern portion of U.S.-35 within 
Dayton's city limits which would be available for development. 

A quick look around Ohio reveals that beltways are only one of many 
factors that influence development decisions. In some instances, such 
as Columbus where a favorable market for office construction exists, 
the presence of a beltway has actually served to stimulate development 
of a downtown area. In other cases, such as in Washington Court House, 
the presence of a by-pass has helped to invigorate a viable downtown 
shopping area due to its favorable impact on traffic congestion. In 
Dayton, the presence of a beltway will stimulate pre-existing market 
tendencies in both the downtown area and suburbia. This stimulation 
of development will provide jobs for residents of the entire Dayton 
Metropolitan Area. 

70 W. Hebblt Ave., Fairborn. Ohio 45324 (513) 819-1730 . 
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Ms. Nora Lake 
MVRPC -2- May 15, 1979 

Preventing completion of 1-675 will have adverse impact on Fairborn 
and surrounding communities. We have developments ready to begin if 
the go-ahead for 1-675 is given. Fairborn has and will continue to 
actively seek industry from outside the Dayton area. We want Dayton 
to continue an active city because a viable Dayton helps the surrounding 
communities. 

Fairborn is committed to area-wide cooperation and progress. We want to 
work with Dayton as well as others to do those things which will be to 
everyone's benefit. We hope that we can all work together in helping 
everyone to derive the numerous benefits which will accompany the com
pletion of 1-675. 

HHC:vc 

Sincerely, 

'7 / / ..... ,/ --' ///'/ . 
y- " / .l' /.' / ' 

/ .• <. _.~.~ .'~/ . 7. \-/ .. /' .. 
Herbert H. Carlisle 
Mayor 

. / 
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NCR Corporation 
Dayton. Ohio 45479 

Wlillam S. Anderson 
Chairman of the Board 

The Honorable Patricia M. Roach 
City Commissione r 
City of Da yton 
Municipal Building 
Thi rd and Ludlow Stree t b 

Dayton, Ohio 45402 

DE=-ar Pat: 

March 27, 1979 

Your March 6 letter to me. as chairman of the Area Frogress 
r:ouncil, and to seve ral others in the community arrivec while I wa~ out 
of the city; thus the delay in responding. 

We appreciate the information you sen! regardin;; I-IJ75. However. 
~-:!any of us in the cumn1unity strongly disagree with yo.:!!' argun.lt::n~ ','·:c 

feel th .... cornpletion of ~h€: highway will have a number of p(J.si~iY(: iI.DccLs 

on UJI.:' Dayton connnullity. Fur ins lance: 

It will provide great1y impr-o\'.::d transportaliorJ ft.!" V/righi-

Fatter: on Air Force Ei:u;;c,. As one of th'-, most important def,::r; c bd.~"s 
h the natioll and a~ Dayl<i1';'S Lrgt·::! :;ingle-]ucatior. (rq lur"r, th:~ i,; .... 

nlatter of ,zreat concern. Good transportation will er,ha1j('(' its oper"tion, 
its efficiency, its ability to fulfill its mission, and we all ne:ed to be s._ r:si
tivi..: tu conditiuns affvcting this impurtant community ass('1. 

It will relieve traffic problems and greatly imlTv,fe access to 

"'right State University, whose 10cation therE' is dependent (,]1 1-(,75 tn 
link il 'witb the rl'st of the cummunity. 

It \vi]] attract n('\': busines:-E's to thE area, providjnf! j()l:l C "'DC,:r!.U

n~ties fur Daytonians aud more taxes for the CU!11rnunity. 

It will not encouragt> a great out-migration of center-cit;' bu::,irlt'~~
Bes. Such out-nligration is a natural phenurnenon with or without interEt::ti.. 

highways and ha. b;;>l:n uClurring fur YL'ars. Yet, ill lln: ca:::.e of D;1ytvn, 
and in Columbus ann Cir,dnnati as wf'll (using tW0 nC'arby exampk~), 
strong. center-city politic"illeadc rship and responsive business leade rshil 
have cumbined to deliver a much grt:aler center-city growth. You havl' 
been a part of that growth, and yvu arc c(>rtainly awar.=- of it. 

W(i; continue tu hear about Richmond, Virginia. Dayto:r;'s sitn2.\~or; 
should be analyzed in its own laboratory, not in Richmol'd's. Perhap!: 



The Hon. Patricia M. Roach 
March 27, 1979 
Page 2 

Richmond does not enjoy the same public-private relationship we here in 
Dayton enjoy. Perhaps the Mayor of Richmond was not able to convince a 
Mead Corporation to locate its world headquarters downtown rather than 
out along an interstate; perhaps he was unable to rally the Richmond busi
ness community to work with him on an Arcade restoration. There are 50 

many other examples. I have not 'personally seen Richmond in a number 
of years but frankly I doubt if that city has going for it what we have in 
Dayton. 

The business community in Dayton is concerned with u. S. 35 West 
and with all other transportation projects the City and TCC have prioritized, 
and has been supporting these programs as well as 1-675. You should take 
the time to examine the busine ss support the City has rallied. Look at 
the Mayor's Council on Economic Pevelopment. the Dayton Development 
Council, and the ever-stronger Chamber of Commerce. All are working 
closely with the City to make it stronger. Look at the individual busine f
ses which have re-established themselves in the center city -- Elder
Beerman, Winters, Gem City Savings, State Fidelity, First National, 
Dayton Newspapers, Dayton Power and Light, Mead, and yes, look at 
NCR. All of these and more in many ways have a commitment to making 
Dayton a quality community with a strong and vital downtown. 

I-675 has be-en a major community plan for years. We've wasted 
enough time now; let's get on Vlrith it. 

Since re ly, 

W. S. Ande rson 

c: Area Progress Council Members 
Mr. B. Adams. Dept. of Transportation 

,.:r" Mr. D. F. Bertsch, MVRPC 
Mr. R. W. Colie, WDTN 
Senator. J. H. Glenn 
Congressman T. P. Hall 
Mr.' T. E. Heine, Dayton Area Chamber 
Mr. J. Jensen, TCC 
Dr. R. J. Kege rreis. WSU 
Ma yor J. H. McGee 

Mr. J. M...:Carthy, WHIO-TV 
Ms. G. Merdes, K-O Times 
Senator H. M. Metzenbaum 
Gene ral Bryce Poe II, AFLC 
City Commissioner M. L. Schierlol 
City Manage r E. Ste n,t: r 
Mr. R. Taylor, AFL-CJO 
Mr. W. Wells, AFL-CIO, 
City Commissioner R. A. Zim\ller 
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The Honorable Brock Adams 
Secretary of Transportation 
Department of Transportation 
400 Seventh Street, S. V\~ • 
VTashington, D. C. 20590 

Dear Mr. Adams: 

J \"" ",-::S'::/f"€'Y 
Cl!alrr:1.)~' Of It'Je SUMO 

World H,:,;:d::::.;arters 
COU!\!IOU;;€.- F:eza Noqh€:a~1 
Dayton. (ihlo 45463 

Telephone: 513-222-6323 

April 9, 1979 

1 am aware of your communication to David L. Weir, Director of the O:-:io De::n:.rtrr,ent 
of Transportation, asking that he respond to several questjor;s regarding 1-675 cnc 
hov" it may relate to the contim..led vitality of the City of Dayton as tbe core of the 
Day1vn met! opoliton area. 

I am also aware of P:-esident Carter's announced policy stating thr:t the Federal 
Government must support the nation's urban centers. 

Let me rr.ake a few observations, none of which are new or profound but are relevant 
to your inquiry. 

1. We live in a dynamic world. It is unlikely and probably undesirable that 
urban areas be restored, as some would term, to "what they u sed to be. " 
The procl?ss of evolution will i::sure that urban areas be::or:1e ~ifferent. 
and no two areas are likely to develop in precisely the same \'.rf::'y. Most 
thinking pec:;..la support tns idea that people. within un urban area should 
not be discriminated against. 

2. Almost every segment of American life is suffering from some kind of paranOia. 
Each group feds uniquely mistrected--busine.ss, labor, the medical profession, 
teachers, urban, non urban--they all feel ill-used. Any suggestion that a . 
particular group curb its sGif-interest is seen as a hostilG move to underrr.lTIe 
its competitive position; and people who think of themselves as victims are 
seldom in the mood to act as shapers of a constructive future. 

3. The price of the treasured f'eli-preocc-upatlon of each group 'Norking to 
optimize its position is to destroy the soundness of the larger system 
of which it is a part, and in turn dig at the very "roots of our self
pr-e S elVil t ion ... 
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The Honorable Brock Adams 
April 9 I 1979 
Page 2 

4. The very mobility and dynamics provided by our transportation system 
(highways t airways t railways t waterways) require we plan and work on 
a region",! ba sis. We cannot work solely to restore the urban area "a s it 
was t II so to speak, or work to create a suburban area devoid of a central 
core. 

S. Unless the "rules of the game" (boundaries, taxes, fragr.-lation', etc.) are 
changed I .many urban areas will not be able to survive. 

6. Priorities are a necessary part of our planning process. It is virtually 
impossible for the top priority of each of the parts to be in phase v-.'ith 
the best int~rest of the "total." 

As to 1-675 and urban Dayton, neither is in conflict with the other, rather they are 
supportive. The:e ere, two broad kinds of environments that create jobs: 

1. Large open space including room for major but indeterminable expansion. 
(Distribution facilities near major arteries; manufactll:ring or processing 
plants near rail, water, highways.) 

2. Small, intimate and more determinable space needs. 

The urban area is more suited for one and the suburban areas more suited for the other. 

Dayton needs 1-675 to compete with other communities, including Columbus and 
Cincinnati--Qompet~ in the sense of providing many of the badly needed jobs for 
those living in the urban areas. 

, -
In Dayton we ·havebeen fortunate to have an involved and concerned business segment. 
In the case of our company, we have been credited with advocating 1-675 so as to pro
fit from the value 9f property we 0'll\'Tl on 1-675 at 1-75. If we had had this as our point 
of motivation, we would not have built our World Headquarters (some $25 milllon) in the 
heart of downtown Dayton at a building cost (even with assistance from the city and 
county) of several milUon in exccs s of what it would have cost us to build on property 
south of the city. 

\ 

As a director of the fiftieth largest Savings and Loan Association in the United States 
located in downtown Dayton I it would have been easy for me to h~.ve supported the 
recommendation of some of that management to relocate t.he Association in new bcHities 
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outside the core city. To the contrary I today we have a great new facility under 
construction in downtown Dayton designed by world famous architect I. M. Pei. 

As Chairman of the Board of Tru stees of Sinclair Community College, I have gujd cd 
the development of the College in the core city. ",.re have just let a contract which 
when completed will approximate some $15 million, bringing the total capital expcnc.i
tures to some $60 million in a period of just over ten years. 

Our company I NCR Corporation, Dayton Newspapers Inc., 1:. F. MacDonald Ccmpany I 
The Reynolds & Reynolds Company I L. M. Berry Company I and Dayco Corporctior; I 

among others, made a. corporate guarantee of funds which enable:l. HUD, private citizens, 
and private lenders to get together and provide the capital required to restore the historic 
city block wide downtown Arcade. 

Much more could be said, but the intent of this letter (althou~h lengthy) is si:r.;p!e and 
four-fold: 

1. Everyone must work in the "total II interest of a region if we are to truly and 
effectively suppor~ the urban areas. Urban areas as structured today cannot 
stand alone. 

2. Dayton is a living example of concerned, experienced people who have 
arrested the deterioration of at least one urban area. 

3. 1-675 should be completed promptly and there is no unhealthy "self-interest" 
, .. involved in this statement. Those who oppose or would defer 1-675 and use 

Richmond I Virginia I or other like situations to support their views are not 
using a valid rationale for the Dayton situation. 'V\'hile 1-675 may attract new 
business to the area, it is needed to improve and relieve traffic problems for 
",,"right Patterson Air Force Base, \o\Tright State University I and other existinq 
community centers which are 'a 'vital part of the Dayton urban scene. 

4. Major planned highway programs cannot be turned on and off at every new 
thought. Granted t legitimate concerns by E.n affected parties must be 
evaluated. However. this process was included in study after study pre
pared by local, state I and federal agencies when planning and replanning 
the 1-675 program and. based on the results of these studies, 1-675 was 
recommended for completion in its entirety. 
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Against a background of this tremendous cooperation and support fo:- the regional 
programs, including those of the core city as I have pointed out above, many local 
leaders are be9innir.g to question the cOr'.tinuation of their preser:t le':el of s:.:;;;·crt 
and commHment as a result of i.:he resurgiT)g controversy over 1-675 initi2ted by a few. 

I extend to you my personal invitation to visit Dayton and see firsthcnd the sit'Jction 
as it truly exists. 

If for any reason I your office should tend to support the cancellation or defer:..ent of 
the 1-675 program, I would appreciate a personal audience before thr.t decisio;''! is 
rendered. 

~' 
J. W. McSwiney 

JWM:ejs 

Copies: Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris I BUD 
Senator John Glenn 
Senator Howard Metzenbaum 
Congre ssman Clarence Brown 
Congressman Tony Hall 
Congressman 'Robert Kindness 
State: Senat9r Charles Curran 
Mr. David L. Weir I Director of Transportation I State of Ohio 
General Bryce Poe II, ¥.'right Patterson AFLC 
Dr. Robert Kegerreis I President, Vlright State University 
Dr. David, Ponitz I President I Sinclair Community College 
Mr. \""arre.n Ross, Chairman of the Board, Gem City Savings Association 
Greene County Commission President Thomas Blessing 
MorJtgomery County Commission Presjdent Chas. M. Lewis 
Montgomery County Commi ssioner Paul a Macllwajne 
Montgomery County Commissioner. E. George Ferguson 
Mayor l~m.e.s H. McGee, City of Dayton 
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Copies: Dayton .City Commissioner Michael L. Schierloh 
(cont) Dayton City Commissioner Richard A. Zimmer 

Dayton City Commissioner Patricia M. Roach 
Dayton City Commissioner \\'esley Dixon 
Dayton City Manager Earl Sterzer 
Mr. Thomas Heine I President, Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce 
Mr. Dudley Kircher I Vice PresidenL Dayton Develo?ment Co',mcil 
Mr. D. F. Bertsch, Director, Miami Valley Regional Planning Commjss~o;. 
Mr. Jack Jensen I Director I Transportation Coordinctir.g Co;:-.r::i ttee of 

Mr. R. Taylor, AFL-CIO 
Mr. W. \I\'e115, AFL-CIO 

Montgomery 2nd Greene CO;.lnties 

Ms. Ginny Merdes, Editor, THE Tn,~[.S 
Mr. Ray Colie I \~'DTN 

Mr. Jack McCarthy I V:HIO-TV 
Mr. George Mitchell, V:KEF 



TRUSTEES 
WALTER A_ BUCHANAN 
RUSSELL W. MILLER 
DUANE L_ SNYDER 

Honorable john Glenn 
United States Senator 
Room 204 

TOWNSHIP HALL 

CE.NTERVILLE, OHIO 45459 

Phone: C13.c1S2 

March 19, 1979 

Russell Senate Office Bui]ding 
hashington, D.C. 20510 

RE: ~ompletion of J-675 East 

Dear Senator Glenn: 

CLERK TREASURER 

RITA C. SHEAR 
27 NOF1TH /"'Alr... STREET 
CENTERVILLE, OHIO 

RECEIVED 

I am sure that 1 share the sentiments of other local 
officials of the area in expTessing gratification fOT your 
interest in and support for exp~djtious action ~ith respect 
to cor~]etion of J-675 East. 

A copy of this Jetter to !,;jc};ael SchieT)oh and \ora 
Lake KiJl constitute cOJP-p1jance ,.;jth your Tequest for trans
mission of Dy part of the information to provide documentatjc~ 
for fOTKarding to the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

:t-lr. Embry's memoTandum to 1,:1. Do,,-ney d,,-ells almost entirely 
on impacts of the highway on the City of Dayton, quite 
tindeTstandablv since the citv is the central urban core of 
the rnetropoliian area. J be~ieve that almost ev~ryone in the 
total area feels a community kinship ~ith Dayton residents and 
realize that any project that ,~'ould harm the central city ,,'oulc 
redound to the disadvantage of the entire area. Conversely, 
I believe that area residents regard a project that would be . 
helpful to a large portion of the Fetropolitan co~nunity wouJd 
aid the entire area including the City of Dayton. 

One statistical fact that should be understood is that, 
unlike many central cities, such as Columbus and Cleveland, 2ri~ 
many cities of the east, Dayton does not have the predoFin&nt 
population of the total corr.munity. In r,;ontgomery and GreE-ne 
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counties we have a metropolitan cornrnrnunity comprised of ateut 
40 political subdivisions having a total population of more than 
one million people, while the central core city, Dayton, has 
only about 20% of this total. 

Therefore, in evaluating the impact of the highway, we 
would urge that the good of the entire region be considered 
and that political boundaries be ignored in arriving at a 
decision. In this connection a reminder would be in order 
that local officials of the entire area are virtually 
unanimous in their support of the highway. A further 
reminder is the result of the scientific sarnpling public 
opinion poll conducted by Kright State University of the Dayton 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area ~hich sho~ed that a 
decisive majority of even the City of Dayton residents (56~) 
favor its completion. (72.5% of _the four-county area voted 
approval in the poll). 

Dayton does have problems that are rightly ihe concern of 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development. They are, 
or should be, the concern, also, of the local area residents. 
On March 12, 1977 the Montgomery County Association of Tc~nshjp 
Trustees and Clerks passed (unanimously) a resolution in s rort 
of 1-675, copy of \,-hjch is attached. You ,,-ill note that tr,is 
resolution expresses the belief that the highway will benefit 
the entire area, including the City of Dayton. Our association 
is comprised of thirteen townships whose elected officials 
represent approximately 250,000 people in Montgomery County. The 
highway will traverse completely only one to~nship in Nont&o~ery 
County, Washington, and will intersect ]-75 in another township, 
Miami. However, the other to~nships of the county located 
southwest, west and north of Dayton supported the resolution as 
they see the highway as having a benefic~al effect on the 
metropolitan area as a whole. 

Shirley Omietanski, President of the Miami To~nship Board 
of Trustees and 1979 President of the Montgomery County 
Association of Township Trustees and Clerks, offers the fol]o~ing 
arguments for completion of the highway: 

ITI. Traffic around the Dayton .t-lall area is presently 
very congested and hazardous. Completion of the 1-675 by-pass 
could eliminate the "thru traffic" headed to and from the 1-75jSR i2 
interchange from in front of the Dayton Mall, as accesses to ]-675 
are proposed east of the "critical" Dayton Mall area. 

"2. "Mal-Function Junction'! (the 1-7S and SR 235/4 inter.change) 
would be relieved of much heavy thru-traffic traveling to 1-70 East. 
Many truckers would prefer to go around Dayton if they could, no 
matter which direction they would be traveling (]-70 East or Kest). 
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.~. ·Air pollution now generated from the peak hour traffic 
slO\·;-dol'."ll along the Downtown Dayton exits 'Would be lessened .,;:ith 
the decrease in the amount of "thru-traffic" along that portion 
of ]-75. 

I~. :The over-used residential streets within Miami and Wash
ington Tciwnships now serving as arterial routes to and from the 
Dayton Mall area would have traffic greatly reduced with the 
construction of 1-675, as people traveling from Kettering and the 
Eastern Dayton area could use 1-675 rather than the now heavily 
used portion of Alex-Bell and Mad River Roads (now being 
con~ider~d for historical eservation. 

'~~ Most of the land along the ]-675 proposed right-of-way 
has already been purchased by the State Department of Transportation. 
As this expense has already been incurred, it is only common se~se 
to proceed with the implementation of the project before the 
properties involved deteriorate into more of an unkept and 
blighted condition. 

"6. The residents living in this quadrant of the county \,:c'J1d 
have easier access to ~right State University and Kright Fatterson 
Air Force Base. This again would remove thru traffic fro):, "~<al
Function Junction" at high traffic times of the day. 

',. MOST IMPORTANTLY! The City of Dayton will benefit greatly 
by the cOJDplet:ion of ]-675. The residents of Dayton's South 
Suburbs, being approximately 85,000 in number, would be more 
likely to travel into the central city for shopping and entertainment 
pur po s e s v i a ) - 7 5 i f the cur r en t t h rut r a f fie can g est jon '\ a 5 red u c e d . 
Kith 1-675 remo~ing much of this thru traffic, travel time for 
visits to Downtown from these suburban areas would be greatly 
decreased and trip safety would be improved, therefore eliminating 
much of current downtown 1-75 traffic aggravation now experienced 
with visits to the center city. It just ffiakes good common sense 
to make 1-75 as convenient as possible to potential city users, so 
more suburban residents will be more willing to make the quick 
trip down 1-75 into Dayton to spend their money!" 

It is noted that Mr. Embry, HUD, in his memorandum to Mr. 
Do\,-ney, DOT, uses the expression "Beltway". It is not a be}t\\'ay 
that surrounds Dayton, but rather a diagonal eastern connector 
that intersec~s 1-75 south of Dayton and 1-70 east of Dayton. 
It is difficult to see how the highway would leave Dayton as an 
isolated ~j_sland. 

A n6-build decision would solve no center city urban problems 
that exist, today. However, a positive decision to build will 
bring both short-term and long-term benefits to Dayton and to the 
metropolitan "area. The Dayton area needs an economic stimulus to 
offset various reverses of which you are aware, such as the Joss 
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of Frigidaire, the imminent cut-back and possible loss of 
Defense Electronics Supply Center, the reduction and/or move 
of NCR manufacturing facilities and actions that are being 
discusSed for the future in other corporate circles. 

On a short-term basis, three to five years, a significant 
portion of the capital expenditure of more than $100 million ~ill 
stimulate the local economy arid provide jobs for Dayton and 
area residents. Long-term the highway ~i]l cause national 
corporate organizations to look more favorably on the Dayton 
area in making decisions about locating their plants or outlets, 
as a region ~ith a sensible transportation network. At present 
1-75 through Dayton is a nightmare of congestion and hazard that 
is deteriorating the central city and causing a decline in the 
quality of life for Dayton itself. 

According to the 1970 census the Centerville-Washington 
Township Community had a population of 24,500. Since that time 
there has been a phenomenal gro~th of residential development, 
with more than 5,000 new households added, or an added population 
of 16 to 18,000. Even ~ith this growth almost half of the 
township is still zoned for agriculture, which means tha~ 
growth will continue for the next two decades. 

This growth has occurred and will continue not because 
of modern high~ays or rapid transit, because they do not 
exist for this community. The growth has resulted for other 
reasons, perhaps because of a good environment with a good schocl 
system. A significant portion of the new residents come from 
out-of-state, transferees in by national corporations. This 
growth will continue whether or not }-675 is b~ilt. If it is huilt 
and some of the ]-75 congestion is relieved they ~ill find it 
easier to get to their Dayton area jobs, and their families ~ill 
be more inclined to visit downtown Dayton for entertainment, 
meetings and shopping. 

An allegation has been made by one Dayton City Commissioner 
that only a few special interest groups who own property along 
the connector are behind completion of ]-675. This allegation is 
false. I base this statement on having lived with discussions 
and meetings throughout the south suburban communities for the 
past ten years. You will find that virtually unanimous support for 
the highway exists not only among elected officials ~jthin the 
dozen or so local governments directly affected in Montgomery 
and Greene Counties~ but also among the many service clubs, school 
systems and above all, the residents who must contend with the 
congestion and po11utio~ of overcrowded streets in their 
residential neighborhoods. 

1 realize that this letter is filled with oplnlons, impressions 
and rationale, as are letters you have already received from 
both sides of the issue. The lack of time and staff prevent 
more specific documentation from this source. However, in summary, 
a comment is respectfully offered to each of the six concerns 
expressed in Mr. Embry's memorandum of 9 February: 
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1. The effect of the improvement on the central business 
area of Dayton, and/or older suburban areas. 

Opinion: No effect 

2. The effect of the improvement on current revitalization 
and ·economic development activities and strategies in the 
ci~y of Dayton. 

Many citizens of the south suburbs are involved in. 
boosting the economic activites of downtown Dayton. As a 
board member (Vice-President) of the Montgomery County 
Community Improvement Corporation for the past six years I 
have voted with my colleagues in approving industrial development 
projects within Dayton itself as well as for the rest of the 
county, to boost the metropolitan area and to provide thousands 
of new jobs. The highway should have no effect on such 
decisions or the location of such projects. The great majority 
of all land adjacent to the 1-675 connector within }lontgo~ery 
County is already zoned and committed. A build decision would not 
cause a migration of industry from the central city. A no-
build decision would not cause an industry to stay in the central 
city. In any case the great majority of zoning along the right
of-way is residential. 

3. The effect of the improvement on aggregate job 
opportunities and job opportunities for minority and unemployed 
residents of Dayton. 

Opinion: The completion of the highway can only help, 
not hurt such job opportunities • 

. 4. The effect of the improvement on the pattern of growth 
and on urban sprawl in the Dayton area. 

Opinion: As cited above the pattern of growth and 
urban "spra\,l" has established :itself for other reasons ,dthout 
the highway. Further delay of the highway will not change the 
pattern. A build decision, on the other hand, will make the 
entire metropolitan area a better place in which to live. 

5 •. The effect of the improvement on minority business 
oppbrtunites (current and future) in Dayton. 

Opinion: Possibly a good 
miniority businesses will be given 
not only in the project itself but 
term -spin-offs • 

effect, and it is hoped that 
the opportunity to participatE 
also benefit from longer 

6.' The effect of the improvement on housing patterns 
related particularly to low and moderate income househo]ds and 
minorities. 
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. Opinion: No effect, with either a build or no-build 
decision:.. 

I trust that these comments will be helpful in the evaluation. 
I sincerely believe that a no-build decision or further delays 
will hav¢ a negative impact, both economically and culturally, 
on the D~yton metropolitan area. Columbus, Ohio, has had a 
complete beltway for several years. During the past fe~ years 
downto~~.Co1umbus has seen a great deal of improvement. 
Downtown Dayton is continuing to improve and all of us want 
this progress to continue. 

Our Dayton, our county, our region, need 1-675. 

Sincerely, 

1\'a1 ter A.chanan 
Vice-President, K2~hington To~n~hip 
Board of Trustees 
1977-78 President, Montgomery County 
Association of To~nship Trustees and 
Clerks 



ASSOCfA TlON OF TOW~SHIP TRUSTEES AND CLERKS 

RESoLUTJON 

Marcb 12, 1977 

Expressing support for the Completion of 
Interstate Route 675 E2s: 

~~EREAS, J-675 East has been planned as an essential 
element of the-area's transportation net~ork, and 

OA nON, OHIO 

WHEREAS, traffic congestion on other roads and streets 
has greatly increased during rec~Dt years while construction 
of 1-675 has been delayed, and 

W}lERE.lIS, the aligrJ;,"Jent of 1-675 East :has been established 
and construction plans completed for over ten (JO) years, and 

WHIRE.liS, the wi dening to fi ve 1 a.nes of Sta te Route 725 
between Centerville and the Dayton Mall will be ad~anced by 
two to four years if construction of 1-675 proceeds in aCCOT~ance 
with the revised time table, and 

WHEREAS, more than half of the right-of-way for completion 
of 1-675 East has been obtained, and 

~HEREAS, the .automobile as a method of transportation is 
the obvious principal choice of the great majority of Ohio citizens 
and will continue to be so for many years to come, with ~ass 
transit as a supplemental rather than an a]ternati~e means of 
travel, and 

~HEREAS, the con~truction and existence of the h:ighRay 
will stimUlate economic de~elopment of the Dayton metropolitan 
area; attracting Dew industries and increasing emploYffient 
opportunities for the citizens of Dayton and surrounding areas, 
and 

WHEREAS, land use planning and zoning actions of the past 
ten (10) years by local governments ha~e been made in con
templation of the established alig~ffient of 1-675, and 



WHEREAS, completion of 1-675 East should ease the 
environmental impact of air and noise pollution incident to 
steadily increasing traffjc congestion on existing state and 
local roads, and 

WHEREAS, it is critical to provide more convenient access 
from the southern portjons of Montgomery and Greene Counties 
to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and Wright State University, 
and 

WHEREAS, citizen concerns, pro and con, expressed orally 
and in writing, have been fully taken into accoun~ and 

Wh'""ERE.4S, tbe draft Environmental Jnpact Statement on the 
uncompleted portion of 1-675 East indicates no significant 
long range adverse impa~t on the area ~jlJ.result fTom~he .
construction and use of the highway, and 

WHTRE.!!S, the benefits and cOD'·enience of 1-675 East will 
far surpass any negative effects that may result, 

NO~, THEREFORE, the Montgomery County Association of T0~~s~ip 
Trustees and CJerks, Montgomery County, Ohio hereby resolves: 

First, This Association expresses its formal support 
for the completion of 1-675 East, 

Second, that the Governor of the State of Ohio and the Director 
of the Ohio Department of Transportation be notified of this support 
and be urged to proceed ~ith construct jon of ]-675 East and the five 
lane·widening of State Route.725 between Normandy Lane and the Dayton 
~a]l ~ithout further delay. 

WAB/rr 

iI/ ,1;---!j 0t: /'/7 
v(4J/(!4~-'LpJ~ p/v', -~~ '= /:.......-__ 

\,2J Ler A. Buchar,an 
Presjdent 
8527 Slagle Road 
Dayton, Ohio 45459 
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Mr. Dale Bertsch 
Mr. Jack Jensen 
Regional Agencies 
117 South Main Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Attention: Stuart Meck 

Dear Stuart: 

March 27, 1979 

It is my understanding that you have been assigned to coordinate inforrr~tio~ 
responsive to Senator Glenn's request for economic data on I-675. Attache~ is 
a menorandum'and extensive attachr:lents from Dann Bird, Ketterinq's Planning 
Director. Time did not per~t this response to be exhaustive so if there are 
specific areas in which you believe we can be helpful, please let me kno~. 
You will note that we have concentrated our response on the regional econo:r.,ic 
impacts including the impact on the Dayton State Farm development and the 
tive role we believe "I-675 will play in that regard. The City of Dayton very 
properly involved itself in the Dayton State Farm planning effort 0: thE- corr€:ct 
belief that it could have beneficial economic impact. The final p: " including 
the agreed-upon impact of I-675, was adopted with Dayton's participation. It 
would seem to me that this is a clear example of how development outside the 
City of Dayton can have positive effect. 

I understand that you have discussed this by telephone with Dann and that there 
is a degree of accord on the points which are made. Again, please let me knov: 
if we can provide additional data. 

Sincerely, 
.' :, 
" 

.'--

" 

JWL:jdc " 

Enclosures 



RECEIYED 
MEMORANDU~·1 

MAR :2 k 1919 
DATE: March 22, 1979 

TO: John W. laney, City Manager 

FRO!" : Dann Bird, Planning Director : 
SUBJECT: Response to Impact of 1-675 upon Central City 

The following is a response to the 1-675 East impact requested by the Deparment of 
Housinq and Urban Development. 

First, in the way of a general introduction, it should be pointed out thct a number 
of central cities which are considered to be models for revitalization and ·econor:ic 
development (Boston, Atlanta, Houston and Columbus~ Ohio) have belt systems. Cer
tainly there are other factors which contribute to econonic vitality--school system, 
crime, local leadership. intergovernmental cooperation and ot~~r such factors. In 
the final analysis, transportation ;s one of many such factors that contribute to 
the vitality of a central city and its outlying areas. To sinQle out transporta
tion as the sole factor is not only naive but does not do justice to the dynamics 
of growth and change of an urban area. An urban area is not just the central city 
but also its surrounding communities. The interrelationships as evidenced by com
muting patterns demonstrate this reality. To view the non construction of 1-675 
aiding economic development within the City of Dayton is not only an irrespon-
sible strategy for the metropolitan area but a simplistic sterotypecity vs. suburb 
mentality. Just as the suburbs would wither and die without a stron9 and vital 
central core, the central city canr.ot view itself as an island apart from its environs. 

1. Effect of improvement on CBD ;n Dayton 

The role of the Central Business District of Dayton has changed over the years from 
a retail/manufacturing center to that of specialization of activities (i.e. enter
tainment. offices, etc.) to a point where CBD has a relatively share of financial 
and service jobs. The construction of 1-675 would not reverse such a trend but 
rather strengthen this role by relieving congestion on local streets and routing 
through traffic away from the central business district, making CBD more accessible. 

2. Effect of improvement on current revitalization and economic development efforts 
and strategies in the City of Dayton. 

,. Revitalization efforts currently underway in Dayton reflect specialization such as 
Court House Souare and the Oregon District. 1-675 would not adversely effect such 
efforts and quite likely would offer better access to downtown redevelopment, again 
by relieving congestion on local streets. 

3. Effect of improvements on aggregate job opportunities and job opportunities for 
minorities and unemployed residents of Dayton. 

The demand for service jobs will remain and increase in central city with or without 
the construction of 1-675. Job opportunities likely to increase in suburban areas 
due to increased economic activity generated by 1-675 would occur ;n the areas of 
warehousing, retail and manufacturing. The Dayton area must provide attractive 
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locations for new economic activity to offset declines resulting from the closing of 
Frigidaire and the potential loss of jobs at DESI. It should be pointed out that 
both Frigidaire and DESI are not located in Dayton, but the impact that such closings 
have had on Dayton is evident. When then, if 1-675 is constructed and new employ
ment opportunities come into the area, wouldn't Dayton benefit, if not in the short 
run at least in the long run economic growth of region? 

4. The effect of improvement on urban sprawl 

Dayton's development pattern is already established. Additional growth would occur 
in already urbanized areas. The adopted Regional Plan prepared by MVRPC recognizes 
the importance of limiting growth to the urbanized area. Regional plans at the Same 
time support 1-675. To equate the construction of 1-675 with sprawl .;s a gross mis
interpretation of 1-675 since it would serve an already established, well defined 
growth pattern, as reflected in MVRPC's Regional Plan. 

5. The effect on minority business opportunities. 

At the very least the effect would be neutral. An optimistic view would hold that 
1-675 East would provide alternative location for new warehousipg and transporta-, 
tion oriented businesses. Certainly as overall opportunities would increase the 
share that minority business could capture, both as operators as well as in the con
struction trades, would also be expected to increase. 

6. Effect on housinQ patterns especially for low and moderate income and minorities. 

It is difficult to discern what if any impact 1-675 East would have on such housing 
patterns. Certainly if the region is com~;tted to a dispersal plan for low cost 
housing an opportunity could be on the Dayton State Farm property. Convenient ac
cess would also be provided to such major employers as Wright Patterson, Delco and 
DESI, as well as educational facilities such as Wright State, Central State and 
Wilberforce. Such a facility as 1-675 East would have potential for making suburbs 
and outlying locations such as Greene County, more accessible as well as attractive 
to low income groups and minorities as a place to live and/or work. 

In summary the questions as posed assume a negative impact on the central city. not 
only in the short run but also in the long run. While there may be short run nega
tive impact on Dayton from existing firms looking to expand their operations along 
1-675, in the long run this usually means the expansion of job opportunities and a 
benefit to the region as a whole. The other factor to consider is that 1-675 is 
mainly located in unincorporated areas and under the current taxing structure Dayton 
would continue to receive city income tax for employees who live in Dayton. 

Questions that should be addressed to balance both sides of the impact on the Central 
City include: 

1. What will be the impact on traffic congestion in the region if 1-675 is not 
built? 

2. What will be the impact on existing public investments that have been made over 
the last ten years in anticipation of 1-675 being constructed? 

3. What is the Regional impact on existing jobs and job opportunities should 1-675 
not be constructed? 
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4. What is the impact on energy consumption caused by the increased congestion on 
local str~ets? 

5. What;s the impact on the future vitality of the region if 1-675 is not built? 

6. Who determines at what point a decision should be made in the planning process? 

The attachments reflect specific studies that were prepared over the last several 
years that deal with development issues facing Kettering and related to 1-675 con
struction, plus statistics showing community patterns. 

List of attachments: 

Summary - State Farm Plan and Program 

Resolution - State Farm Plan 

Student Enrollment by Zip Code for WSU Students in Kettering and Vicinity 

Place of Work Data of Kettering Residents 

Housing Data and Comments 

ddb:imw 
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CITY OF KETTERING. OHIO 

A RESOLUTION 

By: Councilmen Makarius and Busch 

APPROVING PHASE IV FOR THE STATE FARM PROJECT 

No. 2832-74 

The Council of the City of Kettering, after due review of the Phase IV report 
for the State Farm Project, expresses its approval of said report subject to 
the following conditions: 

The development plan as presented provides a broad framework for action 
and· while with the following conditions implementation can be p1anned 
in accordance with applicable ordinances and development controls, it 
should be understood that finalized and detailed study and analysis will 
be required concerning transportation facilities, both pedestrian and 
vehicular. drainage facilities, public utilities and open space 
agreements. 

1. During the plan implementation, the establishment of a coordinating 
authority shall provide for the partjcipation and assistance of 
state and local governments and agencies in the implementation. 
The City of Kettering and the Department of Economic and Community 
Development shall jointly develop the structure of the authority 
and the authority shall be a recommending body as the City 
who is responsible for guiding development and the State as the 
property owner must by virtue of their responsibilities retain 
final review and approval of any plans or proposals. 

2. The development plan has given considerable attention to the 
__ -phasing of development, assessment of.jmp~ct. and a mix of housing 

units and other uses in order to generate a feasible development 
which attempt to reduce the impact of growth on the responsible 
public agencies. This effort must be continued so that those 
governmental agencies responsible for providing services and 
facilities can maintain a reasonable and positive fiscal impact. 
To secure this goal the following are conditions of the plan 
implementation. 

(a) The coordinating authority shall submit yearly to the City of 
Kettering.its School Board and the State of Ohio, a statement 
of the actual impact occurring and revised projections of future 
impact. If a long term negative fiscal impact is projected the 
necessary plan modifications required to create a positive 
impact shall be recommended to the City of Kettering and the 

··State of Ohio, and the City and the State shall agree in the 
event of a projected negative impact to adjust the land use 
mix and/or the phasing of development in order to provide a 
positive fiscal impact. 



(b) The deve10pment phasing program and the sale of land shall 
be expected to maintain a positive fiscal impact on local 
government throughout the development period. To assist 
in this requirement and promote the maximum return from 
development the City of Kettering. the Kettering Community 
Improvement Corporation, the State of Ohio and the Coordinating 
Authority shall encourage an accelerated pace of development 
for the higher tax producing use: on the site. 

(c) Optional Area "811 shall be reserved--pending agreement by the 
partie? ~f a positive fiscal impact of the development of 
al' other areas--for uses that will produce a high tax return. 
In any event. the development must be in accordance with 
sound planning principles and high design quality. The City 
does not consider residential uses as a desirable option. 

(d) Program and funding resources at the state and regional 
level should ·be used to assist in eliminating negative 
impacts of the development on the local agencies immediately 
affected by the development.-

3. A high priority must be given to continued planning in the areas of 
impact outside the site. Of specific concern is the extension and 
modification of Patterson Road in Greene County; improvement of 
'watershed drainage of the Little Beaver Creek in Greene and 
Montgomery Counties; widening of County Line Road south from the 
project area to Dorothy lane; resolution of problems of the Beaver 
Creek Sewage Treatment Plant; modification of the northern terminus of 
Spaulding Road as it leaves the project area and the extension of the 
proposed collector street to Woodman Drive in Dayton; and the expeditious 
.and timehsompl,etion 01 1-6LLEasU.s_ cOl'!s1.d~red_ by the City to be imper?
tive-.!Uhe de'{./1!J9pm.e.nLQf.. the_Sta~e_ ~ann property, which the plan 
acknowl~..Qges t and it i Lr:-ec.CJJTlI!lend~d_al')d_r~gL!ested_ that.J:675 . .1.asJ ..proceed 
witDout __ d~E~d tha~th~ ph~sing of development on the Farm should b~ 
related to the progress being made towards successful completion of 1-675 East. 

4. No development should be permitted until satisfactory guarantees 
can be provided by Montgomery County Sanitary Department that the 
Beavercreek Sewage Treatment Plant will be operated efficiently 
and that the effluent will be acceptable to Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency standards. 

5. City participation in park acquisition and road construction will 
reflect City policies and ordinances concerning participation with 
developers, the net fiscal impact of the site development, the 
availability of outside funding resources, as well as being evaluated 
against city-wide needs and priorities. 
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Cl'1'Y OF KBTl'J:::H.ING, OlIIO 

CEHTIFICiYrJ: OF CLERK OF COUNCIL 

Sl'Nl'E uF 01110 
COUN'J'l:' OF MON'J'C()~lJ.:.:HY: s::; 
CI'J'Y 01·· Kl;'rT£HlNG : 

'l'h~ IJndersigned, Clwrk of Ccunc:il oftllc City of K(;'tterinc), 

Ohio, hereby certifies that the foregoing is a true and a 
Resolution 

corrt?ct copy of en ~~~ No. ~832-74 , passed by the 

Conne i1 of the Ci ty of Kettering on the 24tl', day of 

Scpte~er 191.l:. 

IN 'J·1:ST1.~i()NY \i1iEREOF, wi tncss ~ny hand and off ic ial sea 1 

lb is 25th Jay of Se;:>tewer 

To: Hr. Dale F. Dcr:t:;c:~. Ch.~!.r-....a. .. 
State ia~ Conmission 

Dr. David C. S~eet, Director 

, 1974S. 

.! ~'/ ~ 
/ . ./ ; \.- : /, "-
V"'~ '- '.., t . 

l!EL'E~- D. LUTZ, Clerk of 
City of Kettering, Ohio 

Ohio Department 0: Econ~ic and Co~ity Dcvelop~cnt 

" 

... _-

. . 
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Passed by Council this 24th day of September. 1974. 

ATTEST: 

HELEN D. LUTZ, 
Clerk 

(Requested by Planning Div.) 

CHARLES F. HORN, 
Mayor. 

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL 

JOHN J. ADAMS, 
Law Director. 



INTRODUCTION 

This report prepared by Marcou, O'Leary and Associates {MOA} for the 
Dayton State Farm Development Commission presents the findings of Phase 4, 
Development Plan and Program, of the Dayton State Farm Development Project, 
a project designed to develop the 670 acre state owned Hospital Farm 
located in Kettering. 

The major finding of this four phase project is that the State Farm site 
is __ wel~~uit~d __ to accommodate development and well 10cat~d in respect to 
~~tractin9 development. The site can be developed in a physically attrac
~ive_~!'I_d innovative fashio~in~armony with the surrounding area while 
.satisj[ying both regional development interes and-financial-ana-socla1 
.cpncerns _of. JocaJ--90vernmerrts . - , ., 

Phase 1 of this project began in August 1973 when the State Department of 
. Economic and Community Development engaged MOA, upon the recommendation of 
the Dayton State Farm Development Commission, to prepare a development plan 
and program for the site. MOA is being aided in this effort by Lorenz & 
Woolpert, a Dayton architectural and engineering firm. The first phase, 
termed the Reconnaissance, included the tasks of collecting basic data, 
conducting field surveys and interviews with key individuals, reviewing 
current plans and programs, identifying key deve10pment objectives and 
issues, and recommending a work program for subsequent phases. Phase 2, 
which was conducted concurrently with Phase 1, focused on economic base 
and market analysis and engineering investigations. Phase 3, termed Alter
native Concept Plans, consisted of the formulation of alternative develop
ment strategies and concepts, the evaluation of the feasibility and 
desirability of various components of these strategies and concepts, and 
the selection of a preferred development plan and strategy_ At a workshop 
session in February 1974, the Dayton State Farm Commission selected a 
"multi-use" c~mmunity approach for development of the site. 

This report ;s divided into two major parts. The first, entitled Deve1op
ment Pl.n ind Program, begins with a listing of the goals and objectives 
adapted by the Development Commission to guide the planning-development 
process. A Building Program is presented which describes the annual 
character and quantity of development proposed to achieve the agreed-upon 
goals and objectives. The building program, which is based on detailed 
market studies and cash flow and fiscal impact analysis, includes proposals 
for residential, commercia,l, office and industrial development as well as 
for community facilities and open space and park development. The building 
program is then shown in terms of a recommended Framework Plan which, through 
the use of maps and narrative describes the project-wide plans for land use, 
streets and parking, community facilities and open space and parks, and 
utilities. A brief account of the Development Staging Program for the pro
ject and the major public and private action necessary in each stage follows 
the Framework Plan. To further depict the plan proposals, more detailed 
presentations are made of the initial development area and of the COmNunity 
center. 



The second part presents the favorable findings of the fiscal impact and 
cash flow analysis of the proposed building program. A marketing program 
proposing strategies and procedures for attracting the anticipated develop
ment and gaining the cooperation of builders ;s also presented. Finally, 
recommendations are made regarding the management mechanisms needed to 
carry out both the public and private development. These include sugges
tions for public agency organization and responsibilities, developer selec
tion and control, community organization and function, and means for creat
ing a workable public-private partnership during the developer period .. 



The present capacities of both branches to carry storm water runoff are 
relativelysmal' when considerins the sizeable drainage areas tributary 
to them. Most rainfalls of high intensity and long duration cause them 
to overflow their banks. Development of the site will require installa
tion ~f a storm sewer system for servicing the developed areas and the 
maintenance of a relatively small, undeveloped floodplain along the banks 
of Beaver Creek. 

ECONOMIC BASE AND MARKET ANALYSIS FINDINGS 

• Economic Backg round of the Region 

Th~ population of the metropolitan area is anticipated to increase 2.6 
percent annually to a total of over 1.2 million residents by 1985. This 
rate of growth, some 22,200 persons yearly, is similar to that experienced 
in the previous twenty years. As in the past, Montgomery and Greene 
counties are expected to attract the major shares of the new population. 
Within Montgomery County, the already booming Centerville area is expected 
to capture a healthy share of new growth, spurred by the construction of 
1-675. In Greene County those sections contiguous to current deve10pment 
are likely to see the most expansion. 

Employment in the SMSA is also projected to increase by an average 2.6 per
cent annually, to a total of nearly 469,000 by 1985. Major emplo~ent 
sources are projected to remain in ~ontgDmery CDunty, with the outward move
ment along major arterials continuing. 

Housing Market -An'alysis 

The state Farm site lies within the most active and generally most presti
gious·sector of the housing market. The primary market area for a residen
tial offerin; on the site is Montgomery and Greene counties with an 
estimated average annual demand of 6,424 units to 1985. 

Commercial Space Analysis 

The retail space analysis indicates that a large regional type retail center 
at the State Farm site is not advisable. The demand for retail space is 
limited to a small (five to ten acre) convenience center if at least part 
of the site'is in residential use. It is possible that a special user such 
as a discount retailer would want a portion of the site, especially along 
Woodma~ Drive. The site is unsuited for hotel/motel development. 

Office Space Analysis 

The State farm site could accommodate a limited amount of general occupancy 
office space. Assuming construction of 1-675, the site's location and 
character would permit the capture over the ten-year projection period of 
about 49,000 square feet, representing about seven percent of the suburban 
office, market demand. 
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Industrial Land Analysis 

Competition for industry ;s increasing within the region. Approximately 
14,700 acres of land are zoned for industry and vacant within the Mia~; Valley 
Region while there are only about 5,700 acres now being used by industry zoned 
for that purpose. It is estimated that there will be a demand for additiona1 
industrial land averaging 275 acres per year for the region through 1985. 
Assuming that 1-675 is construct~Q.~J~ad_ uygr~din.9~n_Ke~~ering_is completed 
~lanned, and a first-class planned indu~rial ~arUU~nsored--:-tbe'-slt~ 
.coulacapture as much as 60 acr~s of ind"ys.!cL~.[(le.vl;JQP~nt from 1915-1J_8~ 
Special situations, such as a single major manufacturer, could permit the cap
ture of an additional 25 to 50 acres. 

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AND OPPORruNITIES 

Goals and ,Objectives of the Development Commission 

Physical, economic, social, and implementation goals were adopted by the Com
mission early in the planning period. They cal' for the development to be a 
distinctive part of the City of Kettering and the Dayton metropolitan area; 
provide employment, shopping, services, industry. and other economic opportun
ities; reflect social concerns and needs and include a variety of housing 

, types; and provide for strong implementation measures to assure that all 
plans will be carried out successfully and expediently. 

Availability of 670 acres of mostly open and developable land is. for Ketter
ing, an unprecedented development resource. The significance of this resource 
is enhanced by the facts that the property is in single ownership; lies within 
the principal growth corridor of the region; is easily accessible by major 
roads, rail. and a programmed Interstate highway; is adequately served by util-
ities and services; and has site characteristics (soils, topography, etc.) , 
which will support a wide range of development types. Because of its size 
and attractiveness for development, the site offers a unique opportunity to 
demonstrate innovations of site planning and development. 

Development of the State Farm provides an opportunity to demonstrate how resi
dents of widely ranging socioeconomic make-up can contribute to a successful 
urban development venture. The site is a potent; a 1 resource of di ver~e_nous..: 
jnQ types which would contribute to the shelter needs of a growing regiona1 ' 
Wulation. The site isarso a po'tentl-ar'rescnirce-of-servicesand facilities 
that satisfy certain human needs, espeCially the felt needs for additional 
open space and recreation facilities. Some of the lands on the site are espe
cially well suited to this type of use. 

Development of the land for other than open space or public purposes will ade 
tax ratable properties to the city's inventory and thus provide a resource 
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY ZIP CODE FOR WSU STUDENTS 

LIVING IN KETTERING AND VICINITY 

Zip Code Number of Students 

45409 99 
45419 246 
45420 394 
45439 69 
45440 418 

Total 1,226 

Source: Wright State University Registrar, 1979 Winter Term 
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Place of Work 
(within Datton SMSA) 

Dayton CBD 

PLACE OF WORK DATA 

KETTERING RESIDENTS 

1970 CENSUS 

Number 

3,062 
Remainder City of Dayton 11 t544 

Remainder Montgomery Co. 10,983 
Greene County 994 
Miami County 38 

Total 26,621 

Source: . U.S. Census of Population 1970 

Percent 

11 .5 
43.5 
41.3 

3.7 

100.0 



HOUSING DATA AND COMMENTS 

• MVRPC Plan which is a national model for housing dispersal 
has as one of its major goals the dispersal of subsidized 
housing throughout the five county region. Rather than 
having a negative impact on low and moderate income hous
ing dispersal, 1-675 East would support the implementation 
of the Region's Fair Share Housing Plan by improving access. 

HUD has provided an estimate of 485 low and moderate income 
households expected to res;Qe in Kettering over the next 
three years. 

Staff estimates that current low and moderate income resi
dents represent approximately lOt (474) of existing Kettering 
households. 



CITY OF lETTERING. OHIO 

A RESOLUTION 

BY: Mrs. Keister and Mr. Griffith NO. 3269-77 

EXPRESSING SUPPORT FOR THE PROPOSED CONSTRUCTIDr. OF 
INTERSTATE NO. 675. 

WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration of the Department of Transporta
tion has completed its assessment of that section of proposed Interstate 
Route No. 675 which includes part of the wooded area in Oak Creek Subdlvision 
85 to its i~act U?O~ the en.iron~nt. and 

WHEREAS. it is important to the public health, safety and welfare that 
Interstate Route No. 675 be constructed so as to alleviate the growing 
traffic problems presently experienced, not only within the City of 
Kettering but in neighboring communities as well. 

NOW THEREFORE, Be It Resolved by the Council of the City of Kettering, 
State of Ohio: . 

Section 1. Tile Council of the City of Kettering expresses its fOn"":l 
support for the completion of Interstate No. 675 and that the construction 
thereof be undertaken with all deliberate speed. 

Section 2. The Council of the City of Kettering urges that the Ohio 
Department of Transportation in the construction of Interstate No. 675: 

(A). Remove only those trees that are absolutely necessary 
to the construction of the highway, even if it means 
adjustment to the side slopes normally used. 

(8). Trees should be retained to the maximum extent possible 
in the adjacent right-of-way area. 

(e). Side slopes should be reforested ~ith a cornbinatio~ of 
deciduous and evergreen types ~f trees and planted of both 
a size and density to provide an immediate visual barrier 
between residences and the highway. 

(D). For the areas where the highway is at grade. berming and 
earth mounding should be used :, provide additional screening. 

(E). The Council of the City of Kettering realizes that a number 
of residents, in Southeast Kettering favor a realignment of 
IR-675 in this vicinity and suggest that the Ohio Department 
of Transportation consider that opinion provided such 
consideration causes no further delay in construction. 

Section 3. The Clerk of Council is hereby directed to forward a copy of 
this Resolution to the Director of the Ohio Department of Transportation. 

Passed by Council this 8th day of February, 1977.~~ , _ 

e~~~/~L 
CHARLES F. HO~N. 
Mayor 



April 12, 1979 

TO: Stu Meck 
MVRPC Regional Planner 

FR0l1: Dean Love lace 

SCBJECT: I-E75E Impacts 

Stu, 

Please find attached for your revie~ and input several reports 
prepared by me, plus other reports, news articles, etc., that 
help document in my opinion the adverse impacts of the 1-67SE irr
provement. 

DL:nls 

Respectfully, 

~iaWc(U2 
Dean Lovelace, President 
Dayton and Ohio Black 
Political Assembly and 
Co-Chair of Citizens Against 1-675 

,. , \ 
Attachment (5)( ::"I' . ...,..{-,,') 
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1-675 E I~?ACTS 

The attached reports, news articles, a~d state~ents provide doc
umentation supporting in my opinion the adverse effects 0: the 
1-675 East improvement on the six areas ide:lt ified in Ro'tie-:-t 2."':'.'ti-:-y' s 
letter. 

1) Effect on central business area of Dayton ..• (~l) 
The construction of 1-675 E wo~ld be counterprocuctive to 
the $234 million the city has invested the last 10 years 
in Downtown Dayton 
The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. Newsletter doc
uments in part the effect of Dayton l'~all develop:::tent at t~e 
expense of Dayton's CBD 

2) , ~ffect on current revitalization enG economic deVel0 ~e~t 
act~v~t~es ..• Attac~T.ents ~2 

The Co~~unity Developnent Block Grant Expenditures :or 
1975-1981 report documents central City Dayton revitaliza
tion atte~pts utilizing federal dollars 
The 1979 CDBG report (#2) also docuwen~s Dayton's strategies 
•••• $60 million in General Revenue Sharing Funds has also 
been spent in Dayton the last 5 years.I.February, 1975 artic:e 
by Ja~es C. Gohman documents the prevailing regiona: me~tality 
as it relates to econo~ic develop~ent in the s~b~r'tis at the 
expense of Dayton's economic development efforts 

3 ) EJ:: .II: .. ... • b ........ . .;> • '\.. t' ... . .I: 
~~ec~ on aggregaLe JO opporLun~~~es an~ JOw oppor u~~~~es .or 

I:linori ty and une::np::"oyed re s:'der.ts .• I . 
Kotwithstanding the'S234 million investment in Downto~n by 
the City of Dayton, the predominantly Black ~est Dayton neigh
borhood has a "stigma" of excessive crme, inadequate housir.g, 
etc., attached to it, even though 25 thousand manufacturing 
jobs exist within its boundaries. Many of these 25 thousand 
jobs are held by tlt-."hite tl enployees residing elsev.:here. 
7wo major manpower training progra~s operate in the ~est 
Dayton area~ e.g., Co~?rehensive Xanpower Center, 29C: ~est 
Second Street and the Dayton OIC on West Thirc Street 
(see attachments #3) 
Several vacant multi-story industrial buildings stand as grihl 
reminders of jobs that have left West Dayton area for more 
desirable locations. 

4) Effect on pattern 0: and on urban sprawl in Dayton. t' (#4) 
Reports, An Es~~mat~on 0 Dayton s Blac~ and "h~~e ?o?~:at~on' 
and "Dayton Metro Trends in Housing and Population tf cocument 
reasons for v..'hite out migration as well as locations .. '. it is;' 
fairly well docul'!1ented assumption that jo~s folloY~ the peop::'e .. 
evidence 0= this phenomenon has alreacy begun in the so~th 
suburban area a:ong 1-75 South in the Dayton Mall area ... note 
the Incustrial Parks and Metropolita~ Insurance Center i~ t~at 
area. 
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Dayton's Black population has ~igratee to the Nor~hwest part 
Qf the Central City and in the Je;:e~sc~ and MaGiso~ ~o~~
$hip areas .•• this movement has res~lted in nothing more than 
an expansion of the predominantly Black West Dayton Co~;unity 
(see ~3 map) ••• Blacks in south suburbs have resegregated on 
the same street or neighborhood 

5) Eff~ct on minorit business oDportunities (cu~rent anc future) 
~n ayton... 5 

Notwithstanding the fact that Black business in Dayton are 
already having severe proble~s with inace~uate financing, 
low patronage and de~and fo~ prod~cts/service, the conE~r~ction 
of 1-675 E would place minority businesses at a severe co~
petitive disacvantage ... attached a~ticles describe current 
issues relating to Dayton's B:ack Business Corr.r;;unity 

6) Effect on housin patterns ~e:a~ed to low and mocerate incc~e 
house~olds and m~nor~t~es ... "6 

7he forces of discr~~ination in the housing warket has pre
vented any significant Black out~igration to the South s~burban 
~o~~unities of Kettering, Centerville, ~ashington ~owns~ip, 
~tc., as evidenced by already submitted reports (#~), hence, 
housing strategies have been revised to re~ab andlor deve:op 
housing where Black/~lliite low inco~e residents cur~en~:y 
reside, pri:narily beca-..=.se of proxir..:'ty to essential se~vices 
such.as, in-tow~ health care facilities, bus lines, jo~ train
ing cen~ers, friends and rela~ives, anG o~her related socia: 
pervice centers. 
~he const~uction of 1-675 E would continue to facilitate urban 
sprawl for those middle and upper inco~e persons who can afford 
that life style at the expense of central city low inco~e resi
dents shopping for low cost housing (see #6) 
Day tons , vacant housing has caused a nu~~er of pro~le~s for 
those desiring low cos~ housing a:so ... see.»Residen~ial A~an
donment tl Report. 

*Note: ::Eir.p'!ia.sis on unde'!'~ineG stateI'!le::-:.ts or tables 

nls-3/2~/79 

.~ \ 
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BE" YE.RCRE.EJ\ Beavercreek aOJllbe/~ 0/ ColJllllerce 

1360 B-2 North Fairfield Road • Dayton, Ohio 45432 • (513) 426·2202 

May 23, 1979 

SUBJECT: :Review of "Analysis of Impacts of 1-675 East Upon the City of Dayton, 
:Minorities. Low and Moderate Income Persons and Urban Spra .. l, May 1979 

TO: Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission 
"117 South Main Street, Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 

Attn: Nora E. Lake, Chairman 

Revie .. of subject document indicates it strongly supports completion of 
1-675 as planned. However, it includes extraneous, non-germane "mitigating 
actions" and "construction alternatives II in considerable depth. It appears 
that the MVRPC staff has seized on the requests of Secretary Adams and Sena
tor Glenn as a vehicle to force otherwise unenforceable goals, poliCies, and 
programs on local governments, particularly townships which are not members 
of MVRPC and hence have neither voice nor vote. 

The study shows that 1-675 will have no substantial negative impact uPO;) 
the City of Dayton. It fails, perhaps significantly, to address the impact 
on Dayton of Nor building the highway. It also fails to address adequately 
the possibility of positive impact on Dayton. Although these apparently ,,'ere 
not specific tasks, it is not unreasonable to expect that an analysis of this 
nature would address all aspects of the problem -- there is no indication 
that the tasking required inclusion of either construction alternatives or 
mitigating actions. Thus one can only conclude that there was little consid
eration of any'alternatives which might be contradictory to MVRPC policy. 

One cannot object in prinCiple to many of the mitigating actions if 
they are properly considered within their own context. However, they simply 
are not germane to the problem of 1-675, nor it to ther... Even if accomplished 
no evidence is presented which shows any substantial contribution to the bene
fit of Dayton. In fact, if brought to fruition these actions could be counter
productive to the city. 

There can be no argument against the use of minority contractors, par
ticularly if local contractors are employed, but if not, contracting will be 
exported to non-Dayton firms. Minority hiring quotas should be considered 
for all c~ntractors. There is much wrong with the proposal to require other 
political. jurisdictions to accept arbitrary quotas for fair housing without 
regard for_need. It in itself promises to further reduce Dayton's population 
and labor force. When other jurisdictions have problems of their own they 
should solve them rather than seek importation of people merely to satisfy 
an MVRPC po~icy. 

There is much wrong with the proposal to negotiate the sharing of reve
nues. It ignores the fact that funds will be needed to up-grade and maintain 
local streets and accesses. It also ignores the severe constitutional and 
legal constraints imposed on township government in the use and disposition 
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Letr to Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission dated May 23~ 1979, Subject: 
Review of "Analysis of Impacts of 1-675 East Upon the City of Dayton, Minorities, 
Low and Moderate Income Persons and Urban Sprawl, May 1979 

of funds. Any change in such authority would require legislation, if not con
stitutional amendment, something which the cities, including Dayton, have vigor
ously opposed. 

The townships have no vote on MVRPC yet MVRPC would require them, in effect, 
to sign a blank check turning over much of the limited authority they no~ have 
for land use planning and zoning -- a check which once cashed would allow no 
dissent, debate, nor appeal except at the sufferance of MVRPC. 

It is remarkable that there are no recommendations that Dayton be required 
to do anything to help itself in this matter. Since other jurisdictions are to 
be required to help solve Dayton's problems, it would seem logical to require 
some reciprocity. 

In considering the many extraneo~s items in this report and the apparent 
insensitivity to the legal constraints on townships and their problems \o.'ithin 
the region, it is difficult to accept the "mitigating actions" as other than 
an opportunistic grab for power by MVRPC. Inasmuch as the study does not sho'll.' 
any substantial impact on Dayton, it should be accepted for what it baSically 
is: an endorsement of 1-675, with which we fully concur. 

BLS/rml 

2 

Sincerely, 
/ . 

~~/P'~~ 
HARRY H. HAMMOND 
President 



e;;' . Montgomery-Greene County 
Transportation and Development 
Planning Program 

Transportation Coordtnating 
Committee 

May 24, 1979 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

TO: Dale F. Bertsch 
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FROM: Jack L. Jensen 

117 South Mal~ Stree: 
SUite 200 
Da,1a' 0'1,: 45402 
5i3 223·6323 

Cha;""'r;a~ 

M,~ ""0&' Sct";'e",:)"', 
EXE<:~~·ve D,r-:::~:.· 

Jac- L Jens,,-

The Transportation Coordinating Committee's Council 
of Citizens in considering the recent questions raised 
concerning Interstate 675 acted to direct that the 
citizens comments concerning Interstate 675 received 
during the public participation process on the Long 
Range Plan Selection be forwarded to Secretary of 
Transportation along with the report responding to 
the questions raised by the Secretary. 

Attached hereto is a Summary of Comments taken from 
the 14 public meetings and the 1,000 ballots received 
on the various Long Range Plan options. Please include 
this material in the Appendices of comments to the 
report. 

JLJ:njw 

Att. 
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Montgomery-Greene County 
Transportation and Development 
Planning Program 

Transportation Coordinating 
Committee 

May 24, 1979 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

TO: Dale F. Bertsch 

Jensen ,~. 
;/P' 

FROM: Jack L. 

117 South Man"; Street 
SUite 200 
Dayton Ohio 45402 
513 223-6323 

Chairman 
Michael Schle'!oh 
Executive Director 
Jack L Jense,-, 

The Transportation Coordinating Committee's Council 
of Citizens in considering the recent questions raised 
concerning Interstate 675 acted to direct that the 
citizens comments concerning Interstate 675 received 
during the public participation process on the Long 
Range Plan Selection be forwarded to Secretary of 
Transportation along with the report responding to 
the questions raised by the Secretary. 

Attached hereto is a Summary of Comments taken from 
the 14 p.ublic meetings and the 1,000 ballots received 
on the various Long Range Plan options. Please include 
this material in the Appendices of comments to the 
report. 

JLJ:njw 

Att. 
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Comments on I-675 Made by Citizens 
During TCC's Long Range Plan Selection Process 

The Transportation Coordinating Committee (T.C.C.) adopted 
its current long range plan in January of 1978. The Plan 
selected was one of 10 alternative plans reviewed. During the 
last half of 1977, citizens expressed their opinions on these 
10 alternative systems. They did this at a series of 14 public 
meetings and by a ballot system. 

Nine of the ten alternatives included 1-675 East, but 
citizens were asked not only to select one of the alternatives 
but indicate what they liked least about the plan, what they
liked most, and what changes they would make to the alternative 
they selected. 

A copy of the ballot is attached as Appendix A. Comments 
have been analyzed by the geographic divisions of T.C.C. 's 
Council of Citizens. A map outlining these divisions is 
included as Appendix B. 

Citizens also commented on 1-675 at a series of public 
meetings (2 meetings in each sector). 

The series of fourteen public meetings were conducted at 
various locations in the two-county area and served to provide 
citizens with a better understanding of the technical charac
teristics and contents of the ten plans. In addition, an 
explanation was offered on how the implementation of any given 
plan would affect each respective sector. The questions and 
comments which were recorded at the meetings highlight the 
unique opinions and concerns of people from different geographic 
areas and different socio-economic backgrounds. Documentation 
for the public meetings is available at MVRPC. Three hundred 
(300) people attended the meetings and over 300 individual 
comments were recorded. 

The balloting process was utilized as a technique to allow 
citizens to select the transportation plan which came closest 
to their idea of the best choice for a transportation system 
for Montgomery and Greene Counties. The ballot included 
questions to encourage citizens to express their opinions on 
what they liked most about their preferred plan and recommended 
changes on the plan that was selected. Approximately 1,010 
ballots were returned and the results of 985 were tabulated. 
Among the total of ballots returned, 25 were not included in 
the final tabulation because they were incomplete, received too 
late~ or outside of the two-county area. Approximately 3,700 
comments were made via the ballot system; a complete list of 
all comments divided by sector and plan selected is available 
at the Regional Agencies offices. 
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Of the 4,000 comments, 103 referred to 1-675 East, 
I-675 West, or a "Beltway". 

Figure 1 below shows a breakout of the comments. 

Total number of Comments Made: 4,000 

Total number of Comments on: 

1-675 (East/West Beltway) 103 

Number 1-675 East Comments 80 

PRO 50 

CON 30 

Number 1-675 West Comments 16 

PRO 14 

CON 2 

Number Beltway Comments 7 

PRO 7 

CON 0 



The geographic distribution of these comments are 
indicated in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 

Comments Comments Comments 
on on on 

1-675 E. Beltway 1-675 W. 
SECTOR (See Appendix 

B for Map) PRO CON PRO CON PRO CON 

NORTHEAST 5 1 

NORTHWEST 7 5 1 5 

*SOUTH 1 1 1 1 

SOUTHWEST 1 3 

EASTERN 1 

*EAST 12 7 1 

*SOUTHEAST 23 16 3 I 5 2 

I 
SECTOR UNKNOWN 1 

TOTALS 50 30 7 14 2 

(*) Sectors along the proposed 1-675 East route 

I 

I 

I 



APPENDIX A 
. 

BALLOT 
~. Please check one of the boxes below. Which of the transportation plans come closest to 

your idea of the best choice for a transportation system for Montgomery and Greene 
Counties? 

HIGH MASS TRANSIT PLANS: (LOW HIGHWAy) 

·DA OA-1 DA-2 
MEDIUM MASS TRANSIT/MEDIUM HIGHWAY PLANS: 

DB 0(9-1 Ors-2 
HIGH HIGHWAY PLANS: (LOW MASS TRANSIT) 

DC DC-1 OC-2 
THE EXISTING SYSTEM 

DD 
2. What do you like most about the plan you've marked? 

3. What do you like least about the plan you've marked? 

4. What changes to your chosen plan do you feel should be made? 

5. Please indicate your ZIP CODE __________________ _ 

Age: 0-170 
18-240 
25-390 
40-590 
60+ 0 

Male 
Female 

. 

o 
o 

Deadline Date·Sept.9th 

Employed 0 
Unemployed 0 
Retired 0 
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Montgomery-Greene Count) 
Transportation and Development 
Planning Program 

Transportation Coordinating 
Commillee 

May 24, 1979 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Dale F. Bertsch 

Jensen,~ 
,~/p 

f 

FROM: Jack L. 

117 South Marn Street 
Suite 200 
Dayton, Ohio 4S402 
S13 223·6323 

Chairman 
Michael Schierioh 
Executive Director 
Jack L, Jensen 

The Transportation Coordinating Committee's Council 
of Citizens in considering tne recent questions raised 
concerning Interstate 675 acted to direct that the 
citizens comments concerning Interstate 675 received 
during the public participation process on the 'Long 
Range Plan Selection be forwarded to Secretary of 
Transportation along with the report responding to 
the questions raised by the Secretary. 

Attached hereto is a Summary of Comments ,taken 'from 
the 14 public meetings and the 1,000 ballots received 
on the various Long Range Plan options. Please include 
this material in the Appendices of comments to the 
report. 

JLJ:njw 

}\tt. 



APPENDIX B 

MAPS SHOWING PROPERTY OvmERSHIP ALONG THE 
I-675 EAST CORRIDOR 

Provided by Washington Township, Montgomery County, Ohio 
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Comments on I-675 Made by Citizens 
Outing TCC's Long Range Plan Selection Process 

The;Transportation Coordinating Committee (T.C.C.) adopted 
its current long range plan in January of 1978. The Plan 
selected,was one of 10 alternative plans reviewed. During the 
last hal! of 1977, citizens expressed their opinions on these 
10 alte'rnative systems. They did this at a series of 14 public 
meetings' and by a ballot system. 

Nine of the ten alternatives included I-675 East, but 
citizens were asked not only to select one of the alternatives 
but indicate what they liked least about the plan, what they 
liked most, and what changes they would make to the alternative 
they selected. 

A copy of the ballot is attached as Appendix A. Comments 
have been analyzed by the geographic divisions of T.C.C.'s 
Council of Citizens. A map outlining these divisions is 
included' as Appendix B. 

Citizens also commented on I-675 at a series of public 
meetings' (2 meetings in each sector). 

The series of fourteen public meetings were conducted at 
various locations in the two-county area and served to provide 
citizens with a better understanding of the technical charac~ 
teristics and contents of the ten plans. In addition, an 
explanation was, offered on how the implementation of any given 
plan would affect each respective sector. The questions and 
comments: which were recorded at the meetings highlight the 
unique opinions and concerns of people from different geographic 
areas and different socio-economic backgrounds. Documentation 
for the public meetings is available at MVRPC. Three hundred 
(300) people attended the meetings and over 300 individual 
comments were recorded. 

The balloting process was utilized as a technique to allow 
citizens to select the transportation plan which came closest 
to their: idea'~f the best choice for a transportation system 
for Montgomery and Greene Counties. The ballot included 
question:s-_ to encourage citizens to express their opinions on 
what they liked most about their preferred plan and recommended 
changes .On the plan that was selected. Approximately 1,010 
ballots were. returned and the results of 985 were tabulated. 
Among the total of ballots returned, 25 were not included in 
the final tabulation because they were incomplete, received too 
late, or outside of the two-county area. Approximately 3,700 
comments ~ere made via the ballot system; a complete list of 
all comments divided by sector and plan selected is available 
at the Re'gional Agencies offices'. 
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Of the 4,000 comments, 103 referred to 1-675 East, 
1-675 West, or a "Beltway". 

Figure 1 below shows a breakout of the comments. 

Total number of Comments Made: 4,000 

Total number of Comments on: 

1-675 (East/West Beltway) 103 

Number 1-675 East Comments 80 

PRO 50 

CON 30 

Number 1-675 West Comments 16 

PRO 14 

CON 2 

Number Beltway Comments 7 

PRO 7 

CON 0 



The geographic distribution of these comments are 
indicated in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 

Comments Comments Comments 
on on on 

1-675 E. Beltway I-675 W. 
SECTOR (See Appendix 

B for Map) PRO CON PRO CON PRO CON 

NORTHEAST 5 1 

NORTHWEST 7 5 1 5 

*SOUTH 1 1 1 1 

SOUTHWEST 1 '3 

EASTERN 1 

*EAST 12 7 1 

'--" 

*SOUTHEAST 23 16 3 I 5 2 

l 
I 

SECTOR UNKNOWN I 1 I 
I 

TOTALS 50 30 7 14 2 

(*) Sectors along the proposed 1-675 East route 
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O. Please check one of the boxes below. Which of the transportation plans come closest to 
I ! your idea of the best choice for a transportation system for Montgomery and Greene 

Counties? 

HIGH MASS TRANSIT PLANS: (LOW HIGHWAy) 

DA DA-1 O l\6'» 
/l4...~ 

MEDIUM MASS TRANSIT/MEDIUM HIGHWAY PLANS: 

De 
HIGH HIGHWAY PLANS: (LOW MASS TRANSIT) 

DC DeDi DC-2 
THE EXISTING SYSTEM 

DID 
2. What do you like most about the plan you've marked? 

3. What do you like least about the plan you've marked? 

4. What changes to your chosen plan do you feel should be made? 

" 5. Please indicate your ZIP COD 

1 , 

. C". 

, . 

Age: 0-170 
18·240 
25·390 
40·590 
60+ 0 

Male 
Female 

o 
o 

Deadline Date· Sept.9th 

Employed 0 
Unemployed 0 
Retired 0 
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